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Foreword

Second Edition To all our respected readers: The diagnosis and treatment of chronic fatigue syndrome (adrenal syndrome) must be based on a complete interrelationship and rapport between doctor and patient. It is not possible to accurately diagnose or treat this condition from reading this book or any book. However, included in the following pages is the work of over thirty-five years clinical experience of a doctor who devotes a major part of his private practice to this often ignored condition. Nothing in this book should be necessarily taken as a consensus of present medical opinion. In general there is no such consensus on chronic fatigue syndrome. We do not claim that the herein described procedures cure chronic fatigue syndrome, but it is amazing how many patients seem to improve "spontaneously" while they are engaged in these therapies. Since Dr. G. E. Poesnecker first described the Adrenal Syndrome in his 1975 book, It's Only Natural, what he then called "the disease no doctor wants to treat" has finally "come out of the closet" under the name Chronic Fatigue Syndrome. But little else has changed. Perhaps today we should call it, "the disease no doctor knows how to treat." Those who are susceptible to the Adrenal Syndrome seem to have inherited a certain body make up that is frequently the governing factor as to whether the vicissitudes of life led to this condition or to some other that is better understood. Dr. Poesnecker estimates that approximately seventy-five percent of individuals react to common stresses mainly by the constriction of blood vessels, causing higher blood pressure and increased body tension. The remaining twenty-five percent often respond by dilation of the vessels, experiencing a drop in blood pressure, confusion (due to lack of oxygen to the brain) and exhaustion. The latter are those susceptible to the Adrenal Syndrome. In the past, the resources of Government and medical science have been concentrated on the needs of the seventy-five percent majority, which is understandable. The other twenty-five percent have not only been ignored and neglected but, frequently, denigrated as well. Too often they have been accused of malingering, both by physicians and family, simply because the methods of diagnosis designed to detect and monitor the majority, were, and are, woefully inadequate to address the needs of this large and, seemingly, growing minority. We do not desire to appear to condemn the past actions of the medical establishment or the Government in this matter. They have used their resources and authority to confront the needs of the majority. This is right and proper. We only desire to bring to the attention of both medical and governmental powers that approximately twenty-five percent of our citizens are not being included in the main stream thinking and who, we feel, also have a right to a voice. Some of the most creative, inventive, sensitive and potentially productive members of our society are in this misunderstood and neglected group.

Before real progress can be made to help Adrenal Syndrome patients, a new view of the nature of medical investigation and treatment needs to be considered. The previous concept of regarding disease as the consequence of a single factor needs to be reassessed, especially as far as the Adrenal Syndrome patient is concerned. For those of you who are among the twenty-five percent susceptible to Adrenal Syndrome, let me leave you with a few words of hope and good cheer. At last, your condition has been given a name by the medical establishment and you are no longer automatically considered to be a malingering second class citizen. This recognition should continue to grow and expand with each passing year, especially now that a new test called the ASI (Adrenal Stress IndexTM) has been introduced. This test, the details of which are included within as an addendum, allows doctors, for the first time, to monitor the tissue levels of adrenal gland secretions throughout an entire day. Because your stresses produce exhaustion which forces you to rest (one of the most important factors in your recovery), the Adrenal Syndrome tends to protect you from the
consequences of your stress. This fact combined with the lowered blood pressure that usually accompanies the Adrenal Syndrome makes for a long life and a lowered incidence of the most commonly caused fatalities of the majority, i.e., high blood pressure, heart attack and stroke. Or, as Dr. Poesnecker often says to his patients with the Adrenal Syndrome, "You're probably going to live forever, it just feels like you're going to die every day." One more important factor that helps Adrenal Syndrome patients to live a long life is the fact that they must live carefully. They cannot dissipate without rapidly deteriorating. This forced life style of moderation keeps them free of many indiscretions that tempt and afflict those of the hypertensive-inclined majority. So if you are a member of this select minority, rejoice. You are a very special person; you are a butterfly in the chrysalis just awaiting the proper attention to be able to spread your wings and fly to the heavens. Let this book help you make that metamorphosis. David Roderick President and CEO, Enzyme Process, Inc.

Introduction
Second Edition For some thirty-five years, I have been successfully treating the Adrenal Syndrome, now frequently called Chronic Fatigue Syndrome by many physicians in our country, and ME (myalgic encephalomyelitis) by physicians in Britain and on the Continent. In the mid 1970's, when I first wrote of my work with this condition in my book It's Only Natural, most sufferers were thought to be either depressed, lazy or malingering. As the number of those afflicted increased to a point that they could not be ignored, orthodox medicine was forced to reevaluate its view of their complaints. Begrudgingly, even the most conservative practitioners had to admit that "something" was ailing these persons. Several of these physicians were given my book, Adrenal Syndrome, by patients of theirs whom I also was treating. Others encountered it at various national and international seminars. As word of the book spread, its first edition was rapidly exhausted, thereby necessitating this second. Few changes have been required in this edition, attesting, to the soundness of the original concept. Since the publication of Adrenal Syndrome, I have continued the search for the cause of this condition. This new research leads me to conclude that the terms Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, Chronic Fatigue Immune Dysfunction Syndrome and Adrenal Syndrome should not be used interchangeably. While to the patient there is little difference, to the physician there are nuances that must be considered. I feel that Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, as usually diagnosed, is usually identical with Adrenal Syndrome, and that these two conditions are caused by a gradual accumulation of small, but potent stresses that eventually create an overload of the immune system that the traditional prescription of time and rest is inadequate to correct. The onset of symptoms in these patients is slow and insidious. Usually they report past "spells" where they were exhausted beyond their expectations but from which they returned to "normal" in time. These were warnings of a weakening of the neuro-glandular systems of the body. Had they heeded these warnings and had they been able to find a physician trained in the diagnosing and treating of the Adrenal Syndrome, their final breakdown could have been avoided. On the other hand, I view Chronic Fatigue Immune Dysfunction Syndrome as Adrenal Syndrome brought on by a sudden infection of some sort. It is usually caused by viruses that produce symptoms similar to that of influenza, though they may be of some unrelated origin. The question then is, "Does the influenza-like disease trigger an immune system already compromised by other stresses and thereby become the final assault that allows the Adrenal Syndrome to manifest, or is there a separate virus that produces symptoms similar to influenza, that is able to cause the ongoing condition we know as Chronic Fatigue Immune Dysfunction Syndrome?" At this time I have no definitive answer to this question but am inclined to favour the first explanation over the second. The only difference between my treatment of Chronic Fatigue Immune Dysfunction Syndrome and the Adrenal Syndrome is that in the former
patient, special attention must be given to supporting the virus controlling components of the immune system.

My philosophy of clinical treatment for all of these conditions is based upon these three premises: (1) Individuals who manifest Adrenal Syndrome have a body economy that differs from the majority and responds uniquely to stress. Any treatment must take into consideration the specific needs of these special patients, no matter how much these needs may differ from society's expectations. Frequently, their life styles need to be changed dramatically to allow them to develop their inherent potentials. Most of our society's working environment has been constructed for the seventy-five percent majority. To survive, many Adrenal Syndrome patients will have to create their own working environment. (2)

The basic underlying cause of the Adrenal Syndrome is the inability of the body's immune system to manage the plethora of stress producing assaults upon it at any one time. When these accumulating stresses become greater than the immune system can control, the symptoms of the Adrenal Syndrome will begin to manifest in the susceptible individual. Effective treatment must be directed at reducing as many of these stresses as possible so that the level of stress in these patients is within the range that their immune system can contain without producing symptoms. You can never eliminate all stress; nor would it be well to do so. Efforts to remove stress must take into consideration all forms of stress including, but not limited to, chemical, environmental, inimical organisms (bacteria and viruses), physical, emotional and even spiritual stresses. (3) Lastly, we must concern ourselves with efforts to support and build the integrity of the immune system. If we think of the immune system as a glass tumbler, stresses in our lives as water dripping into that tumbler and symptoms of the Adrenal Syndrome able to occur only when the glass overflows, we can readily surmise that there are two main ways we can prevent this overflow: We can slow the progress of the water dripping into the glass by reducing stress factors in our life style. We can provide a larger tumbler. Our efforts to build and support the immune system of these patients is, in essence, a way to provide them with this larger tumbler. It is in this area that the practices of the orthodox practitioner and the Natural Physician deviate the most. The immune system can be supported by a variety of procedures that are addressed in this book. These can be divided into two main groups, those supportive substances taken into the body, by mouth or injection, selected to give the immune system the elements it needs to better accomplish its task and those specific physical treatments given to the patient designed to assist the body in regenerating the components of the immune system.

The various methods used to support the immune system have been a part of the clinical practice of the Natural Physician for more than two centuries. Even so it is not to be expected that they will be readily accepted by the medical establishment in the near future. However, as the immune systems of our citizens continue to weaken, due to the innumerable man-made assaults placed upon them, eventually, all physicians will be forced to change their thinking and accept-and use-immune system regeneration procedures or fall by the wayside.

While I have been actively working with the Adrenal Syndrome for over thirty-five years, none of this work could have been possible without the pioneering research of Drs. Charles E. de M. Sajous, Henry R. Harrower, John W. Tintera, Royal Lee and John B. Bastyr. These men laid the foundation upon which I was able to build. Only Dr. Bastyr, now in his nineties, has lived to see the efforts of all of them accepted, at least in part, by the medical establishment.

Dr. G. E. Poesnecker October, 1993

CHAPTER 1

The Nature of the Disease
Adrenal Syndrome is a condition of the neuroglandular mechanism of the body which produces a weakening in the body's ability to respond to stress. The most common symptoms produced by this condition are unexplained exhaustion, a tendency to be oversensitive and/or allergic to certain substances or environments, a lessening of the ability to reason rationally and to make decisions readily, a tendency toward low blood pressure, sensitivity to cold, poor circulation (cold hands and/or feet), and mental aberrations which can mimic a large variety of mental diseases. Most patients with Adrenal Syndrome have at least one of these symptoms, and some have all and many others besides. This condition, to a lesser or greater degree, affects one-third to one-half of the American population. Luckily, most of those affected are not severely afflicted, but vast numbers of our people function at less than half their true potential because of Adrenal Syndrome. Since it is the nature of the Adrenal Syndrome patient to be a responsible, creative, and productive citizen, the loss to America created by Adrenal Syndrome is significant.

As common as this condition is, it is only indistinctly recognized and rarely treated by most professionals of the orthodox medical persuasion. For this reason, I call this condition the most ignored disease in the country today. Personally, I think this apathy has been produced by the general vagueness of this disease's character, by the neurotic-like symptoms of its victims, and by the slow and tortuous path of its correction even with the best and most advanced therapies. In our Clinic, I always meet the newly diagnosed hypo-adrenal patient with mixed feelings. I am, on one hand, pleased to know that the patient has started on the road to becoming useful and productive again instead of languishing in a low-functioning state; on the other hand, I always groan a bit inside when I think of the amount of care, time, and constant loving support that will be necessary to carry this patient through the seemingly unproductive early stages of treatment. With perseverance, however, all patients respond and, in the end, they prove to be among our most appreciative patients. This thought—at times, this thought alone—gives us the ability and the strength to carry on with the Adrenal Syndrome patient. There seems to be a quirk in many doctors which, perhaps more than anything else, may explain their ostensibly conspiratorial refusal to recognize Adrenal Syndrome. Most physicians, in order to function as stable human beings, require a certain amount of personal ego satisfaction when they treat a patient. Even though there are vast fields of disease which are complete mysteries to modern medicine, the average day-to-day working physician often feels he must, at least in some manner, examine all the symptoms and problems that confront him. If he cannot rationally explain them, he must make up explanations and, if he cannot cure his patients, he must find some way to place the blame for his lack of understanding, knowledge, and ability on the patient or on the circumstances. In the early days of medicine, physicians had ready explanations for causes of symptoms and ailments which were presented to them. The fact that today we realize that most of these early explanations were ridiculous has not prevented the medical profession from continuing this practice. To witch doctors, all diseases are caused by demons which inhabit their patients. Their job, of course, is to extirpate these demons. The "scientific" physician, when confronted with a patient who displays the symptoms of Adrenal Syndrome, has a ready answer: "The patient is neurotic, mildly psychotic, unmotivated, or just bored with life." With that self-satisfied stance, that can be a "badge of our tribe," the patient is given a tranquilizer, antidepressant, or both and, with the fatherly advice to stop worrying and to go to work, he is sent home. It is just as impractical to tell a tubercular patient to go and play football as it is to tell an Adrenal Syndrome patient to stop worrying. Am I exaggerating? One has only to remember that a short time ago patients were literally bled to death in an effort to satisfy this medical ego.

There is, however, a specific cause that produces these wrecks of human society, and
there are ways of returning these people to active, productive lives. This book defines this disease, lists the various symptoms produced by this condition, assesses the various stresses which trigger and aggravate this ailment, and outlines a comprehensive plan of treatment to overcome this insidious disorder.

**The Adrenal Gland**

Before proceeding with our discussion of Adrenal Syndrome, its causes and its treatment, let us consider the gland itself. The adrenals sit like a bishop's cap on top of each kidney; each weighs about a nickel. The adrenal gland is recognized as one of the body's most important endocrine or ductless glands, that is, glands that produce hormonal or hormone-like substances and discharge them directly into the bloodstream. Each of the endocrine glands is subject to a chain of command. The pituitary gland, so-called master gland of the body, sends out stimulatory or trophic hormones which regulate each of the target endocrine glands, such as the adrenals, the thyroid, or the reproductive glands. The pituitary in turn is regulated or controlled by the hypothalamus, which produces specific releasing factors for each of the pituitary trophic hormones. The adrenal glands are composed of two parts—the medulla (inner portion) and the cortex (outer surrounding portion). The medulla fits inside the cortex like a walnut inside its shell. The medulla and cortex produce many substances, the most important of which are epinephrine (formerly called adrenalin), which is produced by the medulla, and various sterols, such as cortisone and aldosterone, produced by the cortex.

When the body is called upon to respond to stress, the adrenal gland is its primary agent. Stress on the body stimulates (probably by way of the sympathetic nervous system) the adrenal medulla to increase epinephrine production. This hormone increases the secretion of adrenocorticotrophin (ACTH) by the pituitary gland, which in turn activates the adrenal cortex to greater production of corticoids such as cortisone.

**Diseases of the Adrenal Gland.** Of primary concern in the discussion of Adrenal Syndrome is its differentiation from Addison's disease (organic adrenal insufficiency) and from adrenal insufficiency secondary to hypopituitarism. The term "Adrenal Syndrome," as used here, refers to a state of depletion of the adrenal glands in the absence of atrophy or destruction. In other words, it is a state of functional depletion or exhaustion. This is in contrast to Addison's disease in which there is physical atrophy or destruction of the adrenal glands, or to hypopituitarism in which there is some form and some degree of destruction of the pituitary gland. Both Addison's disease and hypopituitarism are relatively rare whereas Adrenal Syndrome, as herein described, is extremely common.

**Diagnosis.** At present, standard diagnosis of Adrenal Syndrome is a matter of exclusion; that is, such diagnosis is justified only after other causes of chronic fatigue, exhaustion, weakness, and lassitude have been ruled out. Unfortunately, the biological and biochemical changes which underlie this syndrome are poorly understood, and inasmuch as specific tests are not yet available, diagnosis depends on clinical features described elsewhere in this book.

Adrenal function may be assessed by standard laboratory tests which include serum Cortisol levels and urinary corticosteroids. In Addison's disease, even in advanced adrenal destruction or atrophy, the resting or basal levels of these tests may be within the lower levels of normal. For this reason, a diagnosis of Addison's disease may depend on results of a pituitary stimulation test in which corticotropin (ACTH) is injected into the patient. In normal persons a significant rise in serum Cortisols follows ACTH injection, but in Addison's disease there is minimal or no response. In cases in which pituitary insufficiency is suspected, the metyrapone stimulation test is utilized. These tests are described in detail in standard medical
Standard medical texts state that clinical adrenal insufficiency (Addison's disease) usually does not occur unless at least 90 percent of the adrenal cortex has been destroyed by idiopathic atrophy, granulomatous destruction, or some other form of destructive process. By the same token, currently available tests, including the ACTH stimulation test, may not show abnormal results except in the case of advanced disease or depletion. On the basis of present information, it would appear that these tests lack the sensitivity to detect or diagnose lesser degrees of adrenocortical depletion, as in Adrenal Syndrome. Therefore, the condition of Adrenal Syndrome is largely undetected by orthodox measures. **History of the Disease**

**Early Recognition.** In the past as in the present, there have been physicians who were not afraid to investigate the true nature of Adrenal Syndrome. The first truly clear-thinking researcher in this field was Charles E. de M. Sajous, M.D., LL.D., Sc.D. A Fellow of the American College of Physicians and of the American Philosophical Society, professor of therapeutics at Temple University in Philadelphia, professor at the Medico-Chirurgical College, and clinical lecturer at Jefferson Medical College, he produced a text in 1903 entitled *The Internal Secretions and the Practice of Medicine* (I). In his book, he credited the physician, Brown-Sequard, as first bringing attention to the importance of the adrenal glands, in 1856. It was, however, through the experimental research work of Dr. Sajous himself, in our own town of Philadelphia, that the full significance of the adrenal mechanism, and particularly that part concerning the Adrenal Syndrome, was brought into full realization. In his book, he devoted an entire chapter to functional hypoadrenia much of which I include here, not with the assumption that all of its conclusions are accurate eighty years later, but to show the amount of knowledge accepted as standard medical information and procedure at that time.

According to Dr. Sajous, The adrenals playing so important a role in the maintenance of the life process itself, it is obvious that, apart from any organic lesion in these organs, any marked depression of their functional activity should manifest itself by symptoms corresponding with this depression. To the symptom-complex of this condition I have given the name of "functional hypoadrenia" to distinguish it from the forms due to destructive disorders of the adrenals, which constitute Addison's Disease and offer, of course, a far graver prognosis. As a definition of this condition, I would submit that "functional hypoadrenia" is the symptom-complex of deficient activity of the adrenals due to inadequate development, exhaustion by fatigue, senile degeneration, or any other factor which, without provoking organic lesions in the organs or their nerve-paths, is capable of reducing their secretory activity. Asthenia, sensitiveness to cold and cold extremities, hypotension, weak cardiac action and pulse, anorexia, anemia, slow metabolism, constipation, and psychasthenia are the main symptoms of this condition.

The field covered by "functional hypoadrenia" is necessarily a vast one, since it includes the asthenias so often met within the four main stages of life: infancy, childhood, adulthood, and old age, usually attributed to a "weakness" or "exhaustion," and often "neurasthenia," which have been traced to no tangible cause. All I can submit herein, therefore, is a cursory analysis of the subject.

**Hypoadrenia in Infancy and Childhood.** In discussing functional hypoadrenia of infancy and childhood, Dr. Sajous pointed out that, although the adrenals at birth are one-third the size of the kidney and, therefore, relatively large, their functions are limited to the carrying on of the vital process, at least during the first year of life. During this time the mother's milk supplies the antitoxic products capable of protecting the infant against the destructive action of poisons. Dr. Sajous stressed the protective influence of mother's milk: It is an important function of the mother to transfer to the suckling, through her milk,
immunizing bodies, and the infant's stomach has the capacity, which is afterwards lost, of absorbing these substances in active state. The relative richness of the suckling's blood in protective antibodies as contrasted with the artificially fed infant explains the greater freedom of the former from infectious disease.

He cited as striking proof of this immunizing function J.E. Winters' statement regarding the siege of Paris in 1870-1871 during the Franco-Prussian War: "While the general mortality was doubled, that of infants was lowered 40 percent, owing to mothers being driven to suckle their infants."

Children have a predilection to certain infectious diseases not only during infancy but through at least their first ten years. Dr. Sajous stated that mother's milk helps provide protection to the suckling against such diseases; vulnerability in older children is overcome as the adrenals, with other organs, acquire the power to supplant the mother in contributing antitoxic bodies to the blood. These facts, Dr. Sajous stressed, point to the adrenals and other prominent organs whose inadequate development explain the special vulnerability of children to certain infections. He believed that degrees of this hypoadrenia cause a child to be more or less liable to infection. He continued:

That degrees of hypoadrenia exist in children is in reality a familiar fact to every physician when the signs of this condition are placed before him. The ruddy, warm, hard-muscled, heavy, out-of-door, romping child with keen appetite and normal functions, is one in whom the adrenals are as active as the development commensurate with its age will permit. He is ruddy and warm because oxidation and metabolism are perfect and the blood pressure sufficiently high to keep the peripheral tissues well filled with blood; his muscular, skeletal, cardiac, and vascular systems are strong because, in addition to being well-nourished, they are exercised and well-supplied with the adrenal secretion, which...sustains muscular tone. As normal outcome of this state, we have constant stimulation of the functional activity of the adrenals. The muscular exercise and maximum food intake involve a demand for increased metabolism and oxidation, and the resulting greater output of wastes imposes upon the adrenals, as participants in the oxidation and auto-protective processes, greater work, more active growth and development, with increase of defensive efficiency as normal result. The pale, emaciated, or pasty child with cold hands and feet, flabby muscles, whose appetite is capricious or deficient—the pampered house plant so often met among the rich—represents the converse of the healthful child described, just as does the ill-fed, perhaps overworked child of the slums. The emaciation, the cold extremities, indicate deficient oxidation, metabolism, and nutrition owing to the torpor of the adrenal functions; the pallor is mainly due to a deficiency of the adrenal principle in the blood and to the resulting low blood pressure, which entails retrocession of the blood from the surface. This child is not ill, but the hypoadrenia which prevails normally, owing to the undeveloped state of its adrenals, is abnormally low, and it is vulnerable to infection.

Sajous believed that all conditions which in the adult tend to produce functional hypoadrenia affect the child at least to the same extent. **Hypoadrenia in the Adult.** Adults in whom adrenals may be inherently weak do not, as in hypothyroidia, show signs of myxedema; but their circulation and heart action are feeble, they tend to adiposis, and show other signs of hypoadrenia. I have witnessed suggestive bronze spots in such cases. As a rule, however, the development of the adrenals in adults is an accomplished fact—as also that of their co-workers in the immunizing process, the thyroid and pituitary. The adrenals, fully capable of sustaining oxidation and metabolism up to highest standard in all organs, also preserve the efficiency of all other defensive resources, including
phagocytosis, with which the body is endowed to their highest level. On the whole, the normal adult whose adrenals functionate normally is relatively resistant to infection. The infrequency with which the physician is infected, notwithstanding daily exposure in his professional work, attests to this fact.

Dr. Sajous explained that functional hypoadrenia appears when, irrespective of any disease, as the result of the vicissitudes of life, the adrenals are exhausted by excessive secretory activity that exaggerated labor or exercise—fatigue—imposes upon them. He cited a striking difference between patients with Addison's disease and those with other kinds of illness whose muscles are organically normal; signs of fatigue appear quickly and muscular impotence asserts itself in functional hypoadrenia patients but, for example, in an advanced case of tuberculosis the patient may be able to show appreciable muscular strength. He used other illustrations of the influence of adrenal secretion over muscular tone to show the close relationship between fatigue and the functions of the adrenals: The unusual prevalence of disease among soldiers in the field is, of course, partly due to the defective sanitation that a campaign entails; but fatigue—particularly that due to heavy marching, carrying heavy accoutrements—is, in my opinion, an important predisposing cause, through its influence upon the adrenals. Not only are these organs called upon to sustain general oxidation and metabolism at a rate exceeding by far that which amply suffices for normal avocations, but the fact that...they also serve to destroy the toxic products of muscular activity constitutes another cause of drain upon their secretory resources.

From studies of other investigators into the influence of fatigue on adrenal function in animals he noted that debility from any source—starvation, loss of blood, or other factors—makes the body vulnerable to disease. In a healthy animal, an injection of combined toxin and antitoxin resulted in no harm, but in an animal weakened by starvation or slight bleeding, death usually followed such an injection, with all the signs of poisoning by the toxin, including congested adrenals.

He pointed out the relationship between the adrenal gland and infection, adding that hypoadrenia from any source weakens the body so that it becomes vulnerable to disease. Among humans, he pointed to deficient food and excessive work as causes of the disease. Other important morbid factors in this condition, according to Sajous, include masturbation and excessive venery. He wrote: The pallor and asthenia witnessed in these cases, so far unexplained, can readily be accounted for if, as I believe, the liquid portion of the semen is rich in adrenal principle. This is suggested by the fact that spermin, the purest of testicular preparations, given the same tests, acts precisely as does the adrenal principle. The latter is an oxidizing body acting catalytically; it resists all temperatures up to, and even, boiling; it is insoluble in ether and practically insoluble in absolute alcohol, and gives the guaiac, Florence, and other heamin tests. Now spermin not only raises the blood pressure, slows the heart and produces all other physiological effects peculiar to the adrenal principles, but its solubilities are the same; it gives the same tests; it resists boiling. Moreover, it is regarded in Europe as a powerful "oxidizing tonic" and has been found equally useful in disorders in which adrenal preparations had given good results. The inference that spermin consists mainly of the adrenal product suggests that it is not specific to the testes, but instead, a constituent of the blood at large; not only did this prove to be the case, but it was found in the blood of females as well as in that of males.

**Hypoadrenia in the Aged.** To Dr. Sajous, the ductless glands greatly influence old age. He wrote; all living organic matter is subjected, after more or less precarious periods of growth and adult existence, to one of decline and final disintegration. This applies particularly to the adrenals, if their functions are, as I hold, to sustain oxidation and metabolism, the fundamental process of the living state. Indeed, the senile state may be said to be as evident
in these organs as it is in the features of the aged. He quoted from investigators who had found that fat occurred in increasing quantities in the adrenal fibrous tissue between the cortex and medulla in very old animals and in the medulla of aged individuals. A marked—occasionally very great—reduction was found in the size of adrenals in the aged. In a study in which adrenals of three young men were compared with those of aged individuals, the adrenals in the young were well developed and in "full bloom," while in the aged they were shrunken and deficient, showing lowered activity, implying a lessening of the vital process the adrenal glands sustain.

"The asthenia of old age," he continued, "thus finds a normal explanation in the defective supply of adrenal secretion—precisely as it does in Addison's Disease. In fact...atrophy of the glands in the young may produce this disease." To Dr. Sajous, old age was caused by degeneration of the ductless glands. He believed that a condition of auto-intoxication existed in old age "quite in keeping with a decline in the antitoxic power shown by the adrenals." He also found a functional relationship between the adrenals and the thyroid in the genesis of old age. Regarding the causation of old age, Sajous quoted an earlier researcher, Lorand: "It is evident...that all hygienic errors of diet or any kind of excess will bring about their own punishment, and that premature old age, or a shortened life, will be the result. In fact, it is mainly our fault if we become senile at 60 or 70, and die before 90 or 100." As Seneca said, "Man does not die, he kills himself."

Summary of Sajous' Work. Sajous, then, believed that the lesions to which the adrenals are subjected during infections and auto-intoxication, from birth to the last day of life, greatly shorten life by limiting the functional area of the organs through the local fibrosis they entail. "It is quite probable," he wrote, "that centenarians owe their prolonged longevity mainly to integrity of their adrenals." To this end he saw hygiene, particularly its influence on the prevention of infectious disease, "as one of the most useful of sciences" because it helps prevent even seemingly benign diseases (diseases from which people recover), which "in the end shorten our existence by compromising the integrity of the organs which sustain the vital process itself."

Sajous discussed also the prophylaxis and treatment of the hypoadrenal condition. While much of the prophylaxis he discussed is not germane to the present day, he made several pertinent comments. In discussing prevention of hypoadrenia in infants, for example, he said: In infants, we should by every possible means prevent infection or intoxication to preserve the integrity of their adrenals and other autoprotective organs. The key of the whole situation lies in the fact that...nearly all the cases and nearly all the deaths are in bottle-fed babies. Physicians are, as a rule, entirely too ready to yield to the demands of social and other claims put forth by mothers who do not wish to nurse their offsprings. The responsibility assumed by both mother and physician under these circumstances is overlooked. I cannot but hope that if this continues, and the sacrifice of countless infants proceeds, laws may be enacted to prevent it by imposing upon the physician the duty of submitting to the State authorities a certificate in which sound reasons shall alone account for his consent to a departure from Nature's methods which entails deaths untold....The death rate among foundlings in New York City reached almost 100 percent until wet nurses were provided. ...Many...authorities have written forcibly upon this subject, but seemingly to no avail. The holocaust continues.

Dr. Sajous devoted several pages to proving that mother's milk contains antitoxic substances that are not present in the bottled variety. Surprisingly, only in the last few years has so-called modern medical science caught up with Dr. Sajous. In referring to the prophylaxis and treatment of the adult patient, Sajous discussed the importance of rest, and of what physical stress with inadequate rest can do to the Adrenal Syndrome. This factor has
changed little to this day. The influence of excessive fatigue on the adrenals, we have seen, is such as to weaken greatly their functional activity and, therefore, their oxygenizing and immunizing functions of the blood. The main harmful feature in this connection is the relative deficiency of rest, which means, from my viewpoint, inadequate opportunity afforded the adrenals to recuperate. This, of course, should be proportionate to the amount of strain imposed upon these organs, and the resistance of which they are capable. It is probably owing to lack of this that apparently strong men are often the first to "give out" in forced marches. The physical examination being 10 based mainly upon the status praesens, and the adrenals being necessarily (for we are now dealing with a new line of thought) [Apparently still new today! — Author] overlooked as factors, there is marked inequality in the resistance of the men to strain. This applies as well to the pathogenesis of chronic disorders. In a personal analysis of 40 cases of hay fever, for instance, the severity of the disease corresponded to a considerable degree with the number of children's diseases the patient had had, the worst cases having had six of these diseases in comparatively quick succession.

To Dr. Sajous, this suggested the need of ascertaining the number and severity of children's and other diseases to which a recruit in the armed forces had been subjected and to add this factor to others in deciding upon his admission to the service or the arm to which he is to be assigned. He continued,

The mounted man suffers less from actual fatigue than the infantry man who must carry his accoutrements, arms, cartridge, etc., aggregating in some armies as much as 70 pounds. When, besides, defective or poor food, impure water, exposure, etc., and other frequent accompaniments of a campaign are taken into account, one need not wonder that disease is a far greater factor as a cause of debility and death than wounds. Briefly, fatigue should be considered, owing to its inhibiting influence on the adrenals and the immunizing process in which they take part, as an important predisposing cause of disease. The periods of rest should be so adjusted, therefore, as to counteract this by far the most destructive factor of active warfare. In civil life, such hardships are seldom endured, but here likewise much could be done to prevent infection by means calculated to insure the functional integrity of the adrenals.

To stimulate the adrenal functions when marked fatigue prevails would, of course, only aggravate the hypoadrenia after perhaps a period of temporary betterment. The powdered adrenal substance should, on the other hand, judging from the effects of injections of adrenal extracts in experimentally fatigued animals, serve a useful purpose. In this last paragraph Dr. Sajous recommended taking powdered adrenal substance. To show that there is nothing necessarily new Under the sun, this substance, properly prepared so as not to lose any Of its natural factors, still remains the backbone of treatment of Adrenal Syndrome today. The work of this pioneering endocrinologist can never be sufficiently appreciated. We can only thank God for Ins great insight and candor, and attempt to carry forth the work he began. 11 Expanding Understanding of the Disease. A few years after Dr. Sajous' initial work, Henry R. Harrower, M.D., F.R.S.M. (London), in his book, Practical Organic Therapy, The Internal Secretions and the General Practice, asserted (2): Since the adrenals are so extremely susceptible to so many outside influences, it is likely that they would be easily worn out, and as a matter of fact, "functional hypoadrenia" is as common a condition as any endocrine manifestation. From a practical standpoint, this is an extremely important symptom complex.

This was written a short time after World War II! Dr. Harrower continued: It is quite some years since Sajous began to emphasize the importance of this condition, and while his opinions were scouted, and some of his ideas declared visionary, it must be admitted that our
present knowledge of this subject is very much in harmony with the following quotation from Sajous' monumental work: "Functional hypoadrenia is the symptom-complex of deficient activity of the adrenals due to inadequate development, exhaustion by fatigue, senile degeneration, or any other factor which without provoking of organic lesions in the organs or their nerve paths, is capable of reducing their secretory activity. Asthenia, sensitiveness to cold and cold extremities, hypotension, weak cardiac action and pulse and anorexia, anemia, slow metabolism, constipation, psychoasthenia are the main symptoms of this condition."

Harrower went on to say: Asthenia is the rule and muscular tone (both striped and unstriped muscles) is poor. Exertion is impossible and the fatigue syndrome is prominent. The intestinal musculature is inactive and stasis, a common cause of hypoadrenalism, is also a usual result of it. Mental exertion, even the simplest exertion, often causes so much weariness and exhaustion as to be prohibitive. Mental elasticity is lost, and there is both mental and physical depression with the fear that the individuals now cannot accomplish their accustomed good mental work; and the story that they "have lost their nerve." With this, one frequently notes a fearfulness of making wrong decisions and vacillating and indecisive frame of mind. This is the most usual form of adrenal insufficiency. It is chronic both in origin and in its course.

Another section in Harrower's book is entitled "Neurasthenia as an Adrenal Syndrome." The word "neurasthenia" is not used as much today as it once was, nor is it as well understood by the general public as it was at one time. Neurasthenia means weak nerves. Although they may not have heard of neurasthenia, people frequently speak of their weak or sensitive nerves and upset nervous system. I personally still find neurasthenia an acceptable term and an exact description of many patients I see daily.

Again, Harrower's report was so lucid that I include here the entire section on "Neurasthenia as an Adrenal Syndrome": The minor form of "functional hypoadrenia" is more common than some have appreciated, and the fact that there is a psychic origin as well as the other physiologic causes already considered, allies it to the fashionable neurasthenia of today. In fact, some have stated that what is improperly called "neurasthenia" is not a disease per se, but really a symptom-complex of ductless glandular origin and that the adrenals are probably the most important factors in its causation. Campbell, Smith, Osborne, Williams, and others, including the writer, have directed attention to the importance of the adrenal origin of neurasthenia (though a pluriglandular dyscrasia is practically always discoverable), but so far this is not understood as well as its frequency and importance warrant. A few quotations from the literature will firmly establish the importance of this angle from which to study this common and annoying symptom-complex. Quoting from the Journal of the A.M.A. (Dec. 18, 1915): "The typical neurotic generally has, if not always, disturbance of the suprarenal glands on the side of insufficiency. The blood pressure in these neurasthenic patients is almost always low for the individuals and their circulation is poor. A vasomotor paralysis, often present, allows chillings, flushings, cold, or burning hands and feet, drowsiness when the patient is up, wakefulness on lying down and hence insomnia. There may be more or less tingling or numbness of the extremities." . . .Kinnier Wilson in. . ."The Clinical Importance of the Sympathetic Nervous System" makes the following pertinent remarks: "Many of the common symptoms of neurasthenia and hysteria are patiently of sympathetic origin. Who of us has not seen the typical irregular blotches appear on the skin of the neck and face as the neurasthenic patient works himself up into a state? The clammy hand, flushed or pallid features, dilated pupils, the innumerable paresthesias (tinglings), the unwonted sensations in head or body, are surely of sympathetic parentage. In not a few cases of neurasthenia, symptoms of this class are the chief or only manifestations of the disease. Here, then, is a condition of defective sympatheticotonus; may it not have been caused by impairment of
function of the chromophil system [adrenal system]? . . . There does not appear to me any tenable distinction
13 between the asthenia of Addison's Disease and the asthenia of neurasthenia. Cases of the former are not infrequently diagnosed as ordinary neurasthenia at first. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that defect of glandular function is responsible for much of the clinical picture of neurasthenia. . . . [Wilson] makes the following apothegm: "Sympathetic tone is dependent on adrenal support, and until the glandular equilibrium is once more attained, sympathetic symptoms are likely to occur." Interestingly, the 1915 quotation from the Journal of the American Medical Association postulated a relationship between neurasthenia and low adrenal function. Yet to this day, such a relationship is rarely considered in medical treatment. At the Clymer Health Clinic, we consider such cause and effect to be very common, and we treat it accordingly. Undoubtedly, because of this, we have become internationally known for our treatment of the weakened nervous system.

The most important advances in endocrinology made by Dr. Harrower were in connection with what he called the plural glandular treatment. In this form of treatment, he found it far more efficacious to use a variety of glandular substances than to use a single one in attempting to correct this or any of the glandular imbalances. In preparations he himself made and marketed, he, for instance, combined thyroid, pituitary, and sex-hormone substances along with what he called "remineralization" techniques; that is, the use of certain mineral elements plus his adrenal-gland substance to treat Adrenal Syndrome. Such plural glandular technique is used to this day. With modern methods of tissue-nutrition analysis, however, we are able to individualize the therapy for the specific case at hand to a far greater degree than was possible in Dr. Harrower's day.

While Dr. Sajous brought the condition of functional hypo-adrenalism to light, described its symptoms, and some of its causes, and suggested certain types of therapy, the further development of this therapy was in the hands of Dr. Henry Harrower. Dr. Harrower's work, however, was little appreciated by his contemporaries and, although he was able to help thousands of individuals during his lifetime, he was never able to convince more than a handful of his medical colleagues of the value of the plural-glandular substance therapy. Since this therapy was based upon supporting nutritionally the glandular components of the body, the results, though definite and long-lasting, were slow in developing. This fact probably led the medical profession to disregard them in favour of the quicker-acting, but noncurative, single-hormone preparations and synthetic compounds.

It is important to make a distinction between the use of endocrine hormones and endocrine substances. Even these early investigators realized that if the body is given a hormone which is produced by an endocrine gland, the gland, due to the natural functioning of the body's homeostatic mechanism, will stop producing its own hormone as long as the external hormone is being supplied. If this process is carried out long enough, the gland involved will actually atrophy—eventually it stops producing hormones. If, on the other hand, a patient is given glandular substance which is free from hormones but contains the other nutrient elements of the gland intact, the substance acts as a food to build and regenerate the gland, so that it may once again start proper functioning on its own. This is the basic difference in theory and practice between the medical practice of endocrinology and the natural or nonmedical practice of endocrinology. These early researchers realized that, except in emergencies, nutritional glandular therapy was the only practical, physiological way of re-establishing normal function among the endocrine glands. In emergencies, it may be essential to give hormones in specific cases. Also, if the involved gland is destroyed, or there is no hope of regeneration, it may be necessary to give hormonal agents for life. However, in most chronic, glandular deficiencies, the use of glandular substance therapy is far more
physiologically safe than the pure hormones. **Continuing Research.** The work of Dr. Sajous and Dr. Harrower has been continued by a small group of medical practitioners, one of the most dynamic of whom is John W. Tintera, M.D. In 1955 Tintera reported on the hypoadrenocortical state and its management, and in 1966 he advanced the hypothesis that reactive hypoglycemia may result more from hypoadrenocorticism with deficient counter-regulatory responses of the adrenal cortex than from insulin excess (3,4). (A later study on hypoglycemia in insulin-dependent diabetic patients acknowledged indeed that deficiency in counter-regulatory hormonal responses is important in hypoglycemia reactions). Tintera described, in lay terms, the functional insufficiency of the adrenal glands in an article in Woman's Day in February 1959, entitled "What You Should Know about Your Glands and Allergies": Think of your adrenal glands as the two central command posts, one perched above each kidney from which your body's chemical defences are mobilized and directed. Think of pollens, house dusts, and all other allergy-producing substances as attacking 14 15 invaders (which they are, of course). Now you're right up against the basic and real reason why many people suffer from allergies while some people hardly know what the word means. What happens when the central command posts of allergic bodies fail to command the chemical defenders? Attacking invaders are on the ramparts, but the defences are enfeebled and disorganized. The invaders get in and bring about the damage which results in wheezes and sneezes, sniffs, hives, rashes, skin eruptions, and other miseries and also sets the body up, chemically, for endless repetition of the same.

This new knowledge discovered and proved by endocrinology, that branch of medical science devoted to the study of the body-regulating system of internally secreting glands, the endocrines, of which the adrenals are kings. Until endocrinology came up with the all-important knowledge, no one knew the basic cause of allergies. Rightly, Dr. Tintera said that, until recently, there was no real, lasting cure for the allergies—only temporary relief which often required heroic measures. Usual treatments for allergies and infections were aimed at body chemistry disturbances at or near the surface. Actually, many allergies are only the end results of processes that have their beginnings in adrenal gland failure. Most people stand up well against attacking invaders—so well that they do not know they're under attack. But 17,500,000 Americans [almost 10 percent of the population] succumb so readily to the same invaders they know only too well they are being attacked!

Endocrinology has now gotten deep down below the end results of allergy processes. In learning about the intricate and subtle chemistry of the adrenal glands, it discovered that the difference between the non-allergic majority was the difference between strong, alertly responsive adrenals which can and do marshal the body's defences in a flash, and weak, sluggish glands which are incapable of doing what they should.

I'm an endocrinologist. In more than 20 years of a busy practice with thousands of patients, I've yet to work with an allergic patient whose troubles weren't basically due to his poorly functioning adrenals, or who wasn't relieved of his allergic woes when his adrenals were put into proper working order. Included among these patients were sufferers of asthma as well as hay fever, people "sensitive" to beef protein as well as those "sensitive" to house dust or to tomatoes or parsnips or whatever the so-called "sensitizing agent" happened to be. To Tintera there are not "kinds" of allergies, only one "kind"—impaired adrenal glands. For many years before this glandular basic cause was discovered, it was known that allergic persons were allergic to many—not just one—substances. He found the identity of the "sensitizing agents" of little more than academic interest because the controlling and only important matter is the state of
the central command posts of bodily defences, the adrenals. He continued: In understanding why this is so, let's begin with the fact that body chemistry is exceedingly intolerant of all substances not strictly its own. Foreign substances, for the most part, are broken down and converted chemically; animal proteins into human proteins, vegetable carbohydrates into human carbohydrates, etc.

But there are many foreign substances which body chemistry can't handle by conversion. Some have to be neutralized chemically and so made harmless, and these are the "allergens" which cause allergies if neutralization doesn't come about. Others have to be killed or at least prevented from multiplying, and these are the living bacteria which cause infections if body chemistry fails to deal with them.

Ragweed pollen, for example, the pollen gets into the body through nostrils or mouth and burrows into nasal membranes. It cannot be dislodged by mucous flow or by sneezing, and it cannot be absorbed through conversion into a compatible chemical. If something isn't done, there will be inflammation and swelling of membranes of indefinite duration as more and more pollen gets in.

So there is an emergency. The alarm runs along nerve ways to the cores of the adrenals (the "medulla," in medical parlance). They respond by secreting a chemical or hormone. The blood carries it to heart, lungs, and other glands of the endocrine system, and back to the adrenal casings, the "cortex."... The medulla hormone stimulates lungs into providing added oxygen, heart into producing a faster blood flow, and the cortex into secreting a host of hormones which first call forth the neutralizing chemicals from various body cells, then put them together in assorted ways, and finally command their assault on the attacking invaders.

All this happens in a flash. The amounts of chemicals involved are so very tiny they're hardly measurable. The increases in heart and lung actions are not enough for the mind to be aware of them. Just the same, a highly successful defensive operation has taken place. Definitely the body in which it happened is not allergic.

In his defense, he asserted, takes place no matter where the attack incurs—in the membranes of the bronchial passages, the stomach lining, or the skin.

17 The principal defensive weapon on the battlefront of surface membrane is the "antibody." For successful defences there must be antibodies for every variety of disease-causing bacteria or viruses; specific antibodies for pollen, for house dusts, tomatoes or parsnips, or whatever the foreign substance which is both inert and foreign and, therefore, is an "allergen."

The amazing thing is that the antibody for any given invader cannot exist until the invader actually attacks. Body chemistry takes the invader's chemical measurements, so to speak, and proceeds to tailor an antibody which fits the invader to a "T." This intricate, fast-moving chemistry takes place in the spaces between cells which are bathed in the body fluid called lymph. Lymph has chemical interchanges with the blood through the lymph channels and those channels have way stations or depots, the lymph nodes.

In the nodes, from materials fetched through the channels, are manufactured floating cells, lymphocytes, which first collect the newly-formed antibodies and then carry them to the membranes where the invaders, having caused the antibodies to be formed in the first place, are digging in. Now, we are at the key point. Antibodies cannot be formed and the lymphocytes cannot discharge their burdens of antibodies without the assistance of the hormones of the adrenal cortex. If the adrenal cortices are under-functioning, if they are semi-exhausted and unable to respond fully to stimulation, these essential hormones are either insufficient in amounts or they are chemically out of balance. Here then, is the basic cause of allergies and infections.

Dr. Tintera explained that the cortex of the adrenal secretes no fewer than thirty-two
hormones when functioning healthily. They and the hormones of the medulla are so vital in body chemistry that without them life is impossible. Routinely they regulate the chemical conversion of our food into both fuel and building materials; they regulate the transport of the fuel throughout the body for "burning" with oxygen in each and every tissue, and the transport of the building materials and its uses in repairing and replacing old cells and tissues. On the emergency level, adrenal hormones prepare the body to withstand stress of whatever kind and degree.

Regarding stress, he wrote, "Walking is stress because it burns more body fuel. Running is a greater stress and so are heated arguments, tearful, and other powerful emotions, and thousands of other things which require changes in blood flow rate, in the diameters of arteries and veins, in the tensions of muscles."

All these stresses are perfectly normal and it is no less normal for our bodies to be under constant attack by "foreign" invaders since everything outside ourselves is foreign. But this constant attack is constant stress. Add everything together and you get the idea of how much work our adrenals are required to do. They are uncomplaining strong organs when all is well with them, but some people are born with undersized or weak adrenals, due to the accidents of heredity. (Emphasis added.) Under the stress and strains of living, the question for any individual is how much his adrenals can take; how much reserve strength they have.

A person with very poor adrenals may never be affected by it if he lives a completely sheltered life, free of extraordinary stress. But that kind of life is neither desirable nor possible. Stress is the essence of living; from it comes pleasure and happiness. But if the adrenals are not thoroughly competent, each stressful incident cuts into their reserves. The day must come when those reserves are exhausted and the whole body is in trouble. That explains why some people are allergic and susceptible to infections from birth while others are adults before those calamities befall them. One had poor adrenals from birth and the other had adrenals without enough reserves to last. And you can almost be positive that in any of these cases, the built-in weakness has been compounded many times by the common American diet which is bad enough to pull down even the strongest adrenals. He explained that the adrenals in all his allergic patients are weak and semi-exhausted, secreting their hormones in insufficient and ii balanced amounts. His treatment, to cure them of their allergies, is nil injection of an extract of beef adrenals which contains the whole assortment of adrenal hormones in the balance drawn up by Nature. I his permits the beaten-down glands of the patient to rest by adding hormones to body chemistry that take over the work. He does not use cortisone or its derivatives, except in emergencies, because, to be successful, the drug must be given in amounts that would upset the balances between the different groups mentioned and would cause renal atrophy if given over a protracted period. His patients were required to follow a high-protein, medium-fat, and low-carbohydrate diet. It permits all meats and fish, all dairy products, all fruits, and all vegetables, except the very starchy ones. It forbids all stimulating (i i inks, especially alcoholic ones. It is the kind of diet that puts the least stress on the adrenals by permitting them to function with lop efficiency, the kind of diet that does not exhaust but builds adrenal reserves. Fortunately, our adrenal glands have recuperative power; they will come back if given the chance. We can see from Dr. Tintera's work that not only is the Adrenal 19 Syndrome problem flourishing at a later day, but it is actually much more pronounced than it was in the times of Sajous and Harrower. Why? Simple. Its causes are becoming more and more pronounced on all levels of our daily life with the continued assaults to our body by more and more sophisticated drugs and medicines and continued assaults from the outside due to increasing forms of pollution, contamination, and toxicity. The wonder is not that there are people who are affected by what I call Adrenal
Syndrome; the real wonder is that there is anyone in the country who does not have this condition. It is amazing that any of us is able to function in an adequate manner and adapt to the great number of stresses and general assaults to the body that abound today. Dr. Tintera's work also reveals new aspects of the adrenal gland, particularly its control of allergies. Most patients who have allergies are victims of Adrenal Syndrome even though they do not as yet have the other classic symptoms. Dr. Tintera's comment on inherited adrenal weakness is also interesting. My work has consistently verified this point, and I now refer to these patients as having "Chronic Adrenal Syndrome."

**Current Concepts.** In more recent years relatively little has been done to explore and clarify the biochemical alterations in the body which cause Adrenal Syndrome. One research study, which reviewed the relationships between adrenocortical functions and infectious illness, stressed the presence of depressed adrenocortical secretion during chronic infection, although most information was based on studies of tuberculosis. Perhaps the most exciting and promising advance toward understanding clinical disorders and illnesses brought about by early, delicate hormonal imbalances has been in the realm of thyroid physiology. This research has been concerned with relationships between hormonal secretions and depression. In studies of depressed patients testing with the hormones was the only early method of detecting hypothyroidism, as results of usual laboratory tests remained in the normal range. This research is exciting because revelations in this area may provide clues which will lead to better understanding of Adrenal Syndrome—not only its causes but the disease process as well.

Meanwhile, Dr. Hans Selye, the Canadian physiologist, in his long-term study of stress and its effect on the human body developed a theory which he called "General Adaptive Syndrome" (GAS). According to Dr. Selye, the body contains a complex mechanism designed to permit it to adapt continually to the various stresses and pressures which assault it from all sides, inwardly and outwardly. As long as this system is capable of functioning in a more or less normal fashion, the human body and mind are able to adapt successfully to a wide range of stresses and assaults, whatever their nature—chemical, physical, bacteriological, viral, mental, or emotional. Actually, this ability to adapt is common to all forms of life. When a life form can no longer adapt, it becomes extinct. In other words, this ability to adapt is the very essence of life itself. The mechanisms in the human body which produce this adaptation are, admittedly, complex and, as yet, not fully understood, but one of the most important entities in this adaptation is the adrenal gland. Without this small but mighty gland sitting like a bishop's cap on the top of the kidney, we would not be capable of adaptation. With a strong and vital adrenal gland, we are capable of adapting to almost everything Nature and life can throw at us. With a weakened or poorly functioning adrenal gland, the ability to adapt becomes more and more difficult until a point is reached at which it is difficult for an individual to function productively in our stress-filled, high-adaptability-requiring society.

Because of the central position of this gland in general adaptive syndrome, I call the condition, which basically is a poorly functioning ability to adapt, the Adrenal Syndrome. The name is short and descriptive, though certainly not all-inclusive. It should not be confused with other presently known conditions, except possibly Addison's disease; but, since this condition is caused by distinct pathology of the adrenal gland, differentiation should be easy. Henceforth, in this book, when I speak of Adrenal Syndrome, I refer to that condition of the neuroglandular system which produces a weakening or breakdown in the body's general adaptive mechanism.

The whole theory behind the Adrenal Syndrome can be stated simply if we take into consideration the previous discussion. There is within the body a mechanism which controls:
1) tissue repair and regeneration, 2) one's ability to fend off substances which might cause allergic or similar reactions in the body, 3) one's ability to withstand stress and to be capable of meeting the needs of the environment at any specific time, and 4) the mechanism to prevent or overcome all forms of disease. It is this system which animates and vitalizes us to become vibrant, useful members of society. As long as this system functions normally, there are few problems of life, be they physical, mental, or emotional, which we cannot overcome. It is the great productive center of all strength and vitality in the body. No matter what difficulties the body may encounter, as long as this adaptive mechanism is functioning well, we have every opportunity to overcome these problems. If there is a weakening or a breakdown in this system, everything else in life falters. Every molehill which the average person would leap with ease becomes an insurmountable mountain to the individual with Adrenal Syndrome. The simplest of life's tasks becomes complicated and monumental when the general adaptive mechanism is not up to par. At first the mind still functions and ambition is alive, but the body is not capable of carrying out the directions of these motivators. Eventually, frustration develops which causes depression, further exhaustion occurs due to stress and worry, and finally even ambition and mental capabilities themselves come under the influence of this weakened system. In extreme cases, suicide is not unknown among the victims of this disorder. Causes of the Condition

What causes this system breakdown? Why are some people affected and others not? There are two common causes of this condition. They are often mixed in the sufferer to the point that it is difficult to say which actually caused the disorder in any specific case. The two causes are hereditary weakness and overwhelming stress. After twenty-five years of working with this condition, I feel that inherent hereditary weakness of the system is probably the most consistent cause of the difficulty. The glandular weakness seems to be passed down from one generation to another, the most common relationship being from mother to daughter, although any genetic combination is possible. Without adequate treatment, each succeeding generation becomes worse than the previous generation. Therefore, in most Adrenal Syndrome cases, the sufferer has inherited a lessened ability to adapt to the stresses of life. To make this more readily understandable to the patient, I usually refer to this situation as the inheritance of a weakened or poorly vascularized adrenal gland. While this is not entirely scientifically correct, there being other factors in a deficient general adaptive system, this is easy for the patient to comprehend and is not far from the truth.

Some persons' adaptive mechanisms are so weak that no matter how they govern their lives, they are destined to have a problem with this system. Such a problem usually begins at puberty from the stresses of the glandular changes which occur at this time. These patients come to us and say, "I've been tired as long as I can remember, Doctor. I never have had the energy or the ability to do what other people do with ease." The majority of hereditary adrenal cases, however, have sufficient adrenal functioning to live a relatively stable, normal life until a truly overwhelming continuing stress presents itself which exhausts the adaptive mechanism and finally throws these patients into full Adrenal Syndrome. These patients show the working of the two basic causes of Adrenal Syndrome: First, a hereditary weakness of the basic system itself; and, second, stresses of various types which are able to exhaust the functioning of the mechanism. The combination of these factors, however, varies tremendously in any specific case. For instance, as previously mentioned, it is possible for an individual to be born with such a weakened adaptive system that almost any of the normal adaptive needs of life can throw that person deeply into Adrenal Syndrome. Patients with this weakness are to be greatly pitied for, until they receive proper treatment, they never are able to experience the real pleasures and satisfactions of life. Then there are patients who have some weakness of the adrenal system but who can live fairly normally
until the stresses in their lives start piling up, forcing them into the symptomatology of Adrenal Syndrome. Next, there are individuals who are blessed with a fairly normal adrenal mechanism, but who are unfortunate enough in life, as Shakespeare put it, "To suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune," and to have stresses and pressures so enormous and so unresolved that the normal-functioning adrenal system with which they are blessed is no longer capable of sustaining their needs. It eventually weakens and plunges them into some variety of Adrenal Syndrome. Last, there are the fortunate persons whose adrenal or general adaptive mechanism is so strong that almost nothing in life can affect it. They are capable of going through all possible stresses and, therefore, they do not fall into Adrenal Syndrome, no matter what occurs.

Most of us fall somewhere in between the extremes of the last category of individuals who possess a strong general adaptive mechanism and the first-mentioned case of the unfortunate patients with serious hereditary inadequacy. Almost all of us feel the effects of lowered adrenal functioning at some time in our lives, usually following a bacterial or viral infection or after some particularly gruelling mental or emotional stress. At such a time, we often experience a temporary weakness and an inability to do our regular tasks as efficiently and as accurately as we would like. This is the result of adrenal exhaustion. If we are wise, at this time we will rest and not attempt to force ourselves to do more than our weakened ability readily allows. If we obtain sufficient sleep, stay on a healthful diet, and do not force ourselves to work until our strength returns, our adrenal system will shortly regenerate. The Adrenal Syndrome patient is constantly in a state that the average human being experiences only occasionally. In Chapter II of this book, "The Nature of the Adrenal Patient," this state is discussed at great length. As can be seen from the above discussion, Adrenal Syndrome is due to a malfunctioning of the neuroglandular system of the body. It is caused by a breakdown in a physical component of the human system. Unfortunately, most of the symptoms which are produced lead the person to feel, from their vagueness, that the main difficulty is one of a mental or an emotional nature. The symptoms of Adrenal Syndrome are almost identical to those caused by anxiety and various other mental conditions. When we are fearful or in a state of depression, these emotional states cause various glandular mechanisms of the general adaptive system to produce secretions which cause symptoms similar to mental problems. Cold sweating, dry throat, rapid and irregular heartbeat, dizziness, cloudiness of the mind, nausea, flushing of various parts of the body, and so on, can all be caused by various emotional effects on the general adaptive system. These symptoms are the body's attempt to prepare us for a possible threat which does not exist, except in our fears. For instance, if we were out in the woods hunting, the cry of a wildcat behind us would create a certain sense of fear. This fear would cause the body to prepare for what is known as the "fight or flight" mechanism—either to fight this danger or to run away from it as rapidly as possible. When, in our modern life, we develop an emotional fear or apprehension, the body mechanism is not always capable of distinguishing it from a true danger; therefore, through the glandular system, it prepares us in the same manner as if we were ready to elude a real danger. Since there is no real danger and subsequent action, we do not readily utilize the hormones which were pumped into our systems, and thus a variety of symptoms are produced as these hormones first register and then slowly dissipate. Many modern psychologists and psychiatrists recommend physical activity, such as running or jogging, to help allay the symptoms of anxiety and similar difficulties. What is occurring, of course, is that the various anxiety-produced substances are being more naturally utilized by the physical activity and are not left lying around, as it were, to create more physical symptoms to aggravate the original anxieties further. This therapy has much merit although it
is not an answer to the original anxiety. In Adrenal Syndrome this same admixture, which is produced by the anxious patient, is produced by the weakened glandular system itself in an effort to bring its body hormone levels up to the normal level. Thus, we have a situation in which a person is not necessarily anxious or emotionally distraught and yet the physical weakness (the Adrenal Syndrome) produces symptom patterns which are almost identical to those produced in the nervous, neurotic individual. Just imagine what can happen to the patient suffering from this condition who goes to the average physician! Since there are no specific laboratory tests which identify Adrenal Syndrome in its earlier stages, the doctor finds no known disease process; and since the patient's symptoms mimic those of an emotional or mental difficulty, it is little wonder that the physician usually diagnoses the condition as mental anxiety. The patient is advised to stop worrying, told to go home and relax, given either a tranquilizer or antidepressant or both, and summarily dismissed. This is not meant as a criticism of the doctor who followed recommended medical therapy; in fact, almost any competent medical authority not conscious of or skilled in the diagnosis of Adrenal Syndrome would come to the same conclusion. Most Adrenal Syndrome patients are convinced by the time we see them that they are mental cases. They have been assured by their physicians, their friends, and even their loved ones that there is nothing wrong with them that a change of mind, a change of the way they look at their lives, or a few tranquilizers won't help. This is not true. They are individuals with a true physical disorder as specific as if they had pneumonia or tuberculosis. You might as well tell the tubercular individual to stop coughing as to tell the Adrenal Syndrome patient to stop worrying or to stop feeling so tired and do his honest day's work like any normal human being. Persons afflicted with Adrenal Syndrome simply are not normal human beings; they are individuals with a real problem who need real treatment and real understanding.

An Ominous Triad
Thus, Adrenal Syndrome may be viewed as a triad, all three parts of which must be considered in every case: First, the heredity factor on which all prognosis or outcome is based. Second, the stress component which is composed of stresses that may cause the Adrenal Syndrome or be caused by it. Third, the group of symptoms which, due to the nature of the condition, are not only caused by the Condition, but can become stresses which further aggravate the condition.

We therefore can amplify our original definition by stating that Adrenal Syndrome is that condition of the neuroglandular system which can be produced in an hereditarily weakened structure by a multitude of possible stresses which, in turn, cause a variety of symptom patterns which can in themselves become stresses, thus creating a self-perpetuating disease. The whole condition sounds ominous and almost hopeless of resolution, and so it must seem to the afflicted patient. For it is a condition that not only can be triggered in sensitive people by ordinary stresses of life, but which actually produces its own stresses via its symptomatology. We might say it is a condition which feeds upon its own excrement. As we come to understand more about the character of this disease, we see why it is so neglected and so prevalent.

To understand it more fully and to become knowledgeable in its treatment, we must comprehend the interplay and ramifications of its three sides: heredity, stresses, and symptoms. Heredity. Little can be done about the inherited factor except to attempt to determine its extent since all treatment and prognosis (length of treatment and chance of complete recovery) depend on this fact. If inherited weakness is great, treatment must be extensive and great efforts must be made to reduce all patient stresses to a minimum. Conversely, if the heredity factor seems slight, treatment and stress reduction can be much less stringent and a quick recovery can be assured.
There is unfortunately no simple, exact way to determine the degree of hereditary weakness in any specific case. A clinician with much experience can usually make a true estimate from the case history. Three matters are of prime importance: the age at which the symptoms began, the severity of the symptoms, and the amount of stress necessary to produce the symptoms. If the symptoms began early, were severe, and seemed to set in with no appreciable external stress, the heredity factor is strong and such a case will require the best therapy we have. As a general guide, we can say that the degree of inherited neuroglandular weakness is in direct proportion to the severity of the patient's symptoms and inversely proportional to the stresses involved and the age at which they began.

**Stress.** Much has been written here concerning stress, but little has been written to define the stress; to understand the stresses that affect Adrenal Syndrome—not only that cause it but also that exacerbate it—is to understand the syndrome itself. A stress in this context can be defined as any factor which stimulates the general adaptive system. These stresses can be divided into several types: First, those stresses which would affect all human beings somewhat alike, i.e., cold, heat, physical exertion, infectious diseases, toxic substances, malnutrition, and such things as exposure to war, flood, earthquake, and fire. Second, stresses which are individual due to personal background and experience. For instance, you may have a relative to whom you owe a large sum of money which you are unable to pay. Word of his return from a long journey may gladden the hearts of the rest of his family, but it can strike fear and consternation in yours because of the debt. This example of personal duress is the type of unseen stress that is usually the most difficult to diagnose and correct. Third, stresses which develop from the condition itself. The Adrenal Syndrome usually causes a weakened digestive function which, in turn, has an effect on the pancreas to produce a hypoglycemic condition which in turn produces more stress. This weakened digestion also allows many foods to enter the blood stream incompletely broken down, thereby stimulating the body to produce antibodies to attempt neutralization of the foreign substance. These antibodies, when they next contact this food substance, produce certain end products which may act as cerebral allergens, causing a variety of stress symptoms. These are only two of the stresses caused by this condition of the adaptive mechanism, but the list is long and readily shows the self-perpetuating nature of Adrenal Syndrome.

A full understanding of the stresses involved in Adrenal Syndrome is vital to recovery because all treatment is based on two simple principles on which the physician and the patient must work together. One, do all possible to build strength into the adaptive mechanism, and, two, remove as many stresses from this mechanism as possible. Unless the nature of the stresses are understood, they cannot be removed from a person's life. Some stress admittedly is useful, but long experience has taught me that no matter how hard a physician and a patient work, there will always be stresses left. It was Benjamin Franklin who said, "Those who have nothing to worry about will worry about nothing."

**Symptomatology.** Symptoms of Adrenal Syndrome are unique not so much because of their basic character, for these are symptoms common to other conditions, but because they themselves can have a profound effect on the course and progress of the disease. To understand this facet of Adrenal Syndrome, let us examine a typical patient. Let's take a working mother who is developing the condition and who of late has been experiencing unusual and unexplainable symptoms, such as strange tinglings, dizziness, mild nausea, the inability to concentrate, difficulty in remembering and in making decisions, being constantly and usually tired, digestive disturbances, apprehensions and anxieties which do not seem to have a basis in fact but which come sweeping over her for no apparent reason. Every little thing seems like a mountain to her, every cry of one of her
children sounds like a screaming siren in her ear, every request of her husband seems like an unwarranted demand. Why would she not be anxious? Why would she not wonder if she is losing her sanity? Why would she not manifest all forms of worries and fears which, by their very nature, create further stresses which in turn worsen the Adrenal Syndrome, which creates more symptoms, and so on, ad infinitum. Symptoms of Adrenal Syndrome produce a snowballing effect and, unless they are controlled, there is little hope of helping the patient. Once these symptoms begin, they are sufficient in themselves to continue the condition regardless of outside stresses. Attempting to explain Adrenal Syndrome is like trying to explain the feelings of a new mother to a man. Words can only approximate the experience and perhaps only poorly at best. Just as mother love is not reducible to mere language, the sensations of Adrenal Syndrome cannot easily be described. **Summary** Adrenal Syndrome, a condition of the neuroglandular system, produces a weakening in the body's ability to respond to stress and, if not arrested, can lead to a breakdown of the body's ability to function. The condition is not easily diagnosed; in fact, diagnosis is usually a matter of exclusion. Although Adrenal Syndrome has been recognized for over eighty years, it has changed little in symptom pattern and in treatment required. At the turn of the century, Charles E. de M. Sajous, M.D., pioneered in the study and the treatment of adrenal gland malfunction, citing fatigue and other bodily abuses as major causative agents. He gave then the same or similar admonitions to patients as we do now in the Clymer Health Clinic. Although we may be able to refine his suggestions to make his admonitions more specific and sophisticated for a more rapid and complete recovery, the basis of treatment was outlined long ago by this intrepid pioneer. Henry H. Harrower, M.D., in the period following World War I made advances in treatment of adrenal malfunction, using what he called plural-glandular treatment—which is used to this very day at the Clymer Health Clinic. John W. Tintera, M.D., continued studying adrenal disease, especially the relationship of adrenal malfunction to allergens. Another doctor who made an important contribution to this subject is Hans Selye, Ph.D. He identified the general adaptive syndrome theory, describing it as the mechanism by which the body adapts to various stresses and pressures by controlling tissue repair and regeneration, fending off substances which might cause allergic or similar reactions, withstanding stress, being capable of meeting the needs of the environment at any time, and preventing or overcoming all forms of disease. In what we call Adrenal Syndrome, the general adaptive mechanism is unable to perform these functions. In Adrenal Syndrome, the malfunction of the adrenal gland results from a negative interaction of heredity, stress, and a combination of individual symptoms.

28 29  **CHAPTER II**  
**The Nature of the Patient**

In my original work on the Adrenal Syndrome, I described the nature of the adrenal patient thusly: Before discussing the treatment of hypoadrenalism used at our clinic, let's consider the nature of the person who is most likely to develop this disorder and the manner in which it is produced. If I could describe the hypoadrenal patient in one single word, that word would be "sensitive". He is cognizant of all that is going on around him, and he feels an overconscientious sense of responsibility about those near and dear to him and even about the whole world. This person's nervous and glandular systems are delicately balanced; yet he is willing to take the cares of the world on his own shoulders. Such a nature is not sufficient alone to cause adrenal insufficiency. In my own estimation, a hereditary weakness of adrenal structure must be present. There are some persons who fit this description but who nevertheless have sufficient glandular vitality to avoid adrenal hypofunction. On the other hand, we do find persons who are by nature not perfectionists or inclined to drive themselves, yet suffer from this ailment. In these persons, it seems that the hereditary
weakness is so strong that even a relatively normal amount of stress is sufficient to cause adrenal hypofunction. **Differences in Degree of Symptomatology** Not counting various external, physical, bacteriological, and chemical stresses, the two basic causes of Adrenal Syndrome are unremitting stress on an individual and the degree of hereditary weakness in the basic neuroglandular system on which the general adaptive mechanism depends. The Adrenal Syndrome patient is a combination of these two factors. These factors can be in any proportion and the variation in this proportion produces the different reactions shown by various Adrenal Syndrome patients. For instance, a patient may have only a mildly weakened general adaptive system, but be subjected to severe and unremitting stress in his life. If so, there is a good chance that eventually the general adaptive system will break down. This patient is an Adrenal Syndrome case and in need of treatment; however, the character and extent of his problem are different from that of the individual who has a severe hereditary or congenital weakness in his system and in whom seemingly insignificant stresses can produce severe Adrenal Syndrome difficulties. Both patients require treatment and much of the treatment is similar, but the emotional counselling and the general tenor of the psychological approaches to these two patients are entirely different.

The degree of symptomatology in a patient can often be calculated as a sum of these two factors. On a hypothetical scale of one to ten, taking one as normal and ten as severe, the first individual might have a two on the hereditary scale, but a nine on the stress scale. Together they total eleven. On the other hand, the second patient may have a two on the stress scale, but a nine on the hereditary scale. Together they also total eleven. The severity of symptoms in these two would be similar because of the eleven reading, but treatment would vary because of the different causes. Obviously, the person who registers one on both scales has little problem. If a person rates a five on both scales, he approaches the area of symptoms. As patients display greater hereditary weakness and stress, say a seven on one scale and an eight on the other, they are going to have larger problems. In assessing the nature of the adrenal patient, these two interdependent factors which produce Adrenal Syndrome must be considered. All Adrenal Syndrome patients are scored on these two scales for degree of hereditary weakness and degree of stress, and the doctor who treats them must ascertain their score on each scale as accurately as possible in order to prescribe the proper treatment so they may return to normal.

Adrenal Syndrome patients should be divided into two separate groups. First, that group which I stressed in my earlier work which, although they have certain hereditary weaknesses, are basically normal human beings who have been subjected to various stresses which have caused a definite, demonstrable change in their general adaptive systems. Second, those patients, and unfortunately their number is large, who have such defective general adaptive systems that the ordinary and mundane stresses of life leave them exhausted and incapable of coping. The latter patients require the most understanding and the best treatment we can give. They require the full understanding and cooperation of their families and friends. They generally require life-long treatment of one sort or another to help keep the general adaptive system in a reasonable form of functioning activity. There are no factors in their lives which can be ignored. There are no thought processes in their minds which do not affect for good or ill their basic problem, and, yes, their entire existences. It is really for this group of individuals that this book was written. The first type of Adrenal Syndrome patients can gain adequate information for their needs from my original text, but for those sufferers whom I now call "Chronic Adrenal Syndrome" patients, the first work was only an introduction. For them, a complete commitment on the part of themselves, their families, their friends, and their doctors is absolutely necessary for a proper resolution of
It is true, stress is not what happens to us but how we react to what happens to us. This statement must be qualified, however. When an Adrenal Syndrome patient has advanced to a certain stage in his condition, his mind, due to a variety of difficulties the two most important of which are lack of oxygen to the brain and cerebral allergies, cannot properly evaluate the stresses under which he is placed. The patient's mind simply is not capable of reasoning to the extent necessary to prevent further damage to the general adaptive system. It is necessary that patients in this condition be placed in an environment which is as stress-free as is possible and given proper treatment until improved cerebral activity allows them once again to be able to regulate and evaluate the stresses of their own environment. These patients, usually those with strong heredity factors, are so overwhelmed by common stresses that life in an ordinary household becomes almost untenable until some improvement in their condition is made. The nature of emotional stress in the individual with a weakened adrenal system can be so complex and so incomprehensible to the average person, that he often may seem mentally disturbed. No other group of people more exemplifies the truth of Benjamin Franklin's statement, "Those who have nothing to bother them will be bothered by nothing," than do those with Adrenal Syndrome. With a weakened adrenal mechanism, the tiniest molehill becomes a Mount Everest. The slightest misconstrued remark becomes condemnation of a major magnitude. The most sedentary physical task is an insurmountable obstacle. **Example of Hypoadrenalism** Hypoadrenalism commonly occurs in a person who has cared for a loved one through a long, extended illness. Take, for instance, a woman whose husband developed cancer and was operated on unsuccessfully. Physicians gave up all hope, but the man had a sturdy constitution and lived on for a year or so before he finally succumbed. The family, not wealthy, could not hire nurses and others to care for him, so his wife took care of him. She often was up day and night, watching out for his needs. The man she loved for many years gradually changed. Little by little he withered before her eyes. His emotional nature changed and he became a most difficult person with whom to live. There were times she wanted to scream at him, yet she knew that would not be kind or socially acceptable, so she held it in. She could not get her proper rest. She did not eat properly because she had lost her appetite. Instead she snacked on foods that did not supply her body with the vital elements she especially needed at the time. Her adrenal glands, the willing servants that they are, kept pouring out hormones to sustain her during the entire time. Unfortunately, they, like her, got little respite. The unremitting and constant stress intensified. Although the glands can recuperate during sleep to some degree, her rest was less than normal and her glands had little time for their own regeneration. But they are valiant friends; they did not give in. They kept functioning and working well beyond their normal requirements. Finally, death came to the husband. But stress was not over for the wife. She had to deal with the undertaker and then the lawyers. Then the government, inconsiderate relatives, and other people disturbed and even preyed on the recent widow. During all this additional stress, her steadfast adrenal glands kept working their best to produce the substances she needed to keep going. Finally, she was able to rest. The undertaker, the relatives, the lawyers, and even the government were satisfied. At last she could relax. What about her adrenal glands? They were exhausted. They, too, demanded a well-earned rest. As soon as the stresses were removed and the adrenal glands were not needed to the extent they had been during heavy stress, their function slowed to enable regeneration for the preservation of the whole physical system. The widow suddenly felt tired and exhausted. Expectedly, she went into a period of depression and exhaustion.
Depending on the basic hereditary integrity of the adrenal glands, at this point she might or might not develop hypo-adrenalism. If the glands were basically strong and healthy, she would be able to recuperate and pick up her life in a reasonable time. If the glands were inherently weak, she might develop hypo-adrenalism. If the 33 glands were weak, when they became so exhausted, even with the rest they were receiving, they might not be capable of regeneration to their normal state. They still were functioning, or the woman would die, but at a level far lower than before the prolonged period of stress, much lower than the level needed for normal daily existence.

We have just reproduced a classic case of functional hypo-adrenalism. Although there are many other ways of describing this syndrome, from this case history certain specifics can be derived about the nature of the stress most likely to produce this condition. First, although the stress itself is not necessarily great, it is generally unremitting. Also, we sensitive humans are not able to overcome it—either because of a sense of responsibility or because of our emotional dependency. That is, even though it was exhausting her adrenal glands, the wife in the above example had no choice but to take care of her husband. For her own physical well-being, she could have abandoned him, turned him over to relatives, if such existed, or tried to get the state to take care of him. It would have prevented her from developing hypo-adrenalism, but her own sense of responsibility would not have allowed it. In my experience, I have found most stresses that produce hypo-adrenalism come from doing what a person believes to be his duty. If we are to prevent hypo-adrenalism in those who are susceptible, we must teach them to learn to control their response to the stress.

Our attitude—what I call acceptance of the stress—is often on par with or even more important than the stress itself in producing reaction. For example, had the woman whose husband was dying been able to rearrange her life, much of her later trouble could have been prevented. She could have eaten foods and nutrients that are best able to build up the adrenal glands, supporting the glands through this difficult period. With more knowledge she could have changed her basic attitude toward her husband at this time to a complete acceptance of his condition and of his unavoidable death.

From the foregoing, one can readily see how easy it is to develop Adrenal Syndrome. The situation described is all too common, but the patient should be capable of responding within a fairly short time if she is receptive and if adequate treatment is given. The problem with so many cases is that only rarely is treatment given toward rebuilding the general adaptive system. The patient is usually untreated and must live through the ensuing years as best she can. Much of her ability to improve depends on the stresses placed upon her and upon the basic integrity of her general adaptive system. If her future stresses are within reason, and her adaptive system relatively normal, she may gradually return to a normal state of health and productivity, time and rest being a good doctor in this instance. On the other hand, if her adaptive system is marginal and the stresses of widowhood difficult, without specific treatment she may never return to normal and may even continue to deteriorate with time. If such patients would seek the help of professionals trained to intervene in this condition, much misery and nonproductiveness could be prevented. It would be interesting to take a survey to find out how many on our ever growing state and federal welfare rolls are actually victims of this disorder. The normal mind and body is a productive mechanism. It is designed as such and likes to work as such. When it does not, one certainly has the right to wonder if it is functioning normally or whether it is in some unknown manner defective. Are the so-called poor really lazy and hereditarily unproductive or are they perhaps victims in many cases of a dysfunctioning adaptive system?

**Chronic Adrenal Syndrome**

How do individuals with Chronic Adrenal Syndrome differ from patients with the simpler type?
How can you as a husband tell if your wife has this problem? How can you as a mother tell if your son or daughter is a Chronic Adrenal Syndrome sufferer? How can you as a lover tell if your future mate may have this difficulty? The answers are not easy, but there are answers.

**Differences in Types of Adrenal Syndrome.** When I first interview a patient, I look into his eyes. The Bible says that the eyes are the windows of the soul. That may be true, but they are also the windows of the general adaptive system. Persons with Chronic Adrenal Syndrome show to a lesser or greater degree an appearance in the eyes that is unmistakable to the trained observer. They have a certain vague staring, a vacantness which in my experience is without precedent in other disease conditions. It is nearly impossible to describe, but the person who has seen it once will never miss it again. A similar appearance is found in those who are taking street drugs and in some who imbibe too much alcohol, but, while similar, there is a distinct difference between the look of the Chronic Adrenal Syndrome patient and those who have been taking drugs or alcohol.

When these patients are examined, a difference in their blood pressure levels between the reclining and the standing positions is 34 often registered. In general, the blood pressure is somewhat lower than normal in these patients and tends to drop or at least not to rise as it should in the normal individual when they stand up from a reclining position. For instance, if a normal blood pressure reading is 120 over 80, Chronic Adrenal Syndrome patients may have a blood pressure reading of 110 over 70 in the reclining position, but when they stand, it may drop to 100 over 70 or even to 90 over 70. The amount of the drop is usually indicative of the severity of the condition. There are many qualifications concerning this testing mechanism, however. If a patient with Chronic Adrenal Syndrome constantly attempts to force himself to activity, he may show the same rising of blood pressures when he stands up as do normal individuals. However, after waiting a minute or so, the blood pressures will gradually start to drop because his adrenals are simply not strong enough to hold the higher level for any length of time. In my earlier book, I stated that the amount of drop in the postural blood pressure is indicative of the condition of the adrenal patient. This is still true, but, as suggested here, must be interpreted with many reservations. One has to know how to read these pressures and equate them with the nature and the state of the patient at the time of the reading. Of recent years I have come to use the expression of the eyes as far more indicative of the state of these chronic adrenal individuals than the postural blood pressure readings, although the latter are still of great value, especially if they include the resting pressure, the pressure immediately upon standing, and the pressure at 20-second intervals for a minute to a minute and a half while the patient remains standing. The amount of drop and the speed of drop as time progresses gives a good indication of the state of adrenal functioning.

In regard to postural blood pressures, a patient may come in feeling exhausted and yet have a good blood pressure reading. On the other hand, a patient may come in feeling quite well with a poor blood pressure reading. This may be explained by the fact that there is always a certain time lag between the exhaustion of the glands and the symptoms produced; blood pressure usually predicts how patients are going to feel rather than how they are feeling at that time. For instance, if a patient who is feeling poorly has a good pressure reading, I can usually predict with confidence that he will improve within a day or two and feel much better. On the other hand, if a patient feels good but has a poor reading, I usually advise that patient to increase his medication and to take it easy for the next few days or he will go into a period of decline. 36

Further information necessary to diagnose the Chronic Adrenal Syndrome case must come from the patient history. This history usually shows that the adrenal patient has had spells of exhaustion, weakness, inability to concentrate, poor memory, allergic sensitivities,
sensitiveness to many ordinary situations, and so on, as far back as he can remember. Most often these victims started to notice their difficulties at puberty, although many assure me that they had the symptoms even earlier. There is a group which did not notice difficulties at puberty, but did notice them in their late high school years or when they tried to keep up with the rest of the students in college. In this latter group, most went away to college, lived in a dormitory or apartment, did not get sufficient sleep, ate poorly—either insufficient amounts or junk foods or both, had stressful relationships with members of the opposite sex, may or may not have had financial difficulties, and were overconscientious in their studies, often attempting to obtain grades which were beyond their native abilities. These stresses are exactly the type to trigger a latent Chronic Adrenal Syndrome.

Other histories show that the first signs of this syndrome occurred shortly after marriage or after the births of children. All of these events have this in common: They are normal stresses of existence which occur at various times in our lives and which our adaptive mechanism should take in stride, but which are sufficiently stressful in individuals with a weak adaptive system to trigger the lull Chronic Adrenal Syndrome. This hereditary weakness must be compared to an internal bomb that only requires sufficient stress to act as the spark to light the fuse, and once it is set off, their systems, like Humpty-Dumpty, are difficult to put back together again.

The character and mechanism of a chronic adrenal case can generally be differentiated from the hyperstress-type case because the chronic patient shows symptoms at an earlier age, though not invariable so, but, more importantly, tends to be triggered by stresses which the average person should be able to handle without real difficulty. This last factor is the true dividing line between these two types of Adrenal Syndrome patients.

Symptoms Similar to Mental Illness. Most Chronic Adrenal Syndrome patients are considered by their friends, relatives, and health practitioners—the people from whom they seek aid—to be suffering from some form of mental or psychological disturbance. This is true to such an extent that during our first interview with them, the majority of these patients assert they are sure that they have mental or psychological problems. One of the first and most important tasks of our therapy is to convince them that this is not true. Unless we accomplish this, treatment is difficult and sometimes nearly impossible. Many of these patients are called schizophrenic, some paranoiac, some manic-depressive, and most are called neurotic. This is not to say that all schizophrenic, manic-depressive, or paranoid patients are Chronic Adrenal Syndrome victims. There are true paranoids, true schizophrenic patients, and true manic-depressives, but Chronic Adrenal Syndrome can mimic the symptom patterns of all of these mental conditions. What I am saying is that any person, who has been diagnosed as having one of these conditions, should be examined to also determine whether, possibly, his condition is Chronic Adrenal Syndrome. Such patients are brought almost daily to our Clinic. Many are helped because, as it turns out, they are suffering from Chronic Adrenal Syndrome and, therefore, can be treated by specific physical means.

Determining Characteristics. Having treated these patients for over twenty-five years, I have found a variety of interesting characteristics which are of great help in understanding and diagnosing these patients. A history of these might be helpful to those who are, themselves, wondering whether they or one of their loved ones might have this ambiguous but disabling disorder.

"Don’t Make Me Wait!" It is difficult for these people to wait calmly for any length of time. Usually either one of two things happens when they attempt to wait. Either they gradually become more and more exhausted until they simply have to lie down and rest, or they gradually grow irritable to the point that they become extremely disagreeable, ready to lash
out at almost anybody about anything. In our Clinic, I specifically tell all chronic adrenal patients that when they have to wait and feel either of these symptoms starting to come upon them, they are to let the nurse know that they can no longer wait and go to rest or enter some activity to relieve their anxiety. We then call them when a treatment room is available. When an adrenal patient starts to feel this type of anxiety, he must take action, i.e., remove himself from the environment which is causing the anxiety, no matter where he may be. To sit and fight these sensations is to create more stress and tension, and, what is worse, this inaction can produce a destructive, martyred attitude. He might think: "Why does the doctor make ME wait?? If he is 38 truly concerned about me, he would not make me sit here; poor little me." This attitude is common and understandable in Adrenal Syndrome patients, but it is unproductive and generally unfounded. These patients need only the freedom and the good sense to excuse themselves and to go somewhere to rest whenever this exhaustive irritation overcomes them.

Sometimes if I am not specifically sure of the diagnosis of a difficult case, I may let the patient sit in my waiting room for some time, observing him repeatedly out of the corner of my eye for signs and symptoms of either of these states. If either of these patterns occurs, I can be pretty sure that a diagnosis of Chronic Adrenal Syndrome is accurate.

"You Make Me Mad!" One somewhat common experience of these patients that had me befuddled for a while was finally clarified in my own mind by a clinic case. The patient, the wife of a judge in a southwestern state, was an obvious Chronic Adrenal Syndrome victim who had been placed on heavy doses of amphetamines for many years to keep her functioning. Even with these, however, she awakened in the morning feeling so exhausted and depressed that she had little desire to get up or to attempt any activity of the day. She had discovered, however, in some accidental way, that if she became angry, gradually she would start feeling better and eventually be able to get up and go about her daily duties. While she was staying at our Clinic, she vented her imaginary wrath on the first person she saw in the morning. This was usually a member of the kitchen staff bringing her breakfast. This anger was quite vehement, as extreme emotion was necessary to stimulate her poor, abused adrenals to even a modicum of activity. Of course, this daily occurrence was soon reported to me. Whenever I visited this patient a little later in the morning, she always was in a very pleasant and good humour as the wrath had dissipated as soon as the adrenals were stimulated. I could not understand about what the kitchen staff had complained. Only later, after the patient had left our Clinic, was I able to consider the situation calmly and understand the mechanism behind her early-morning tirades. In this particular instance, the taking of amphetamines for a long period of time had created such a constant stimulus to the adrenal system that even they were no longer adequate to get her glands started after a night's rest. It took the strong stimulus of rage to wake up her poor, weakened adrenal mechanism. The problem with this method of adrenal stimulation was that the degree of rage necessary to get her going 39 created severe stress on everyone around her. While this patient was at our Clinic, our staff absorbed the force of her conduct, but when she returned home, her husband was the sole recipient. Little wonder that he was anxious to have her remain with us! While this was certainly the most extreme case we encountered of anger being used to activate the system of a chronic adrenal patient, this same action occurs to a lesser degree in many victims of this disorder. I have as patients many women with this problem who, when the stresses get too great, throw themselves into a state of severe hysteria and remain in this state until they have sufficiently stimulated their adrenal system and poured sufficient hormones into their bloodstream.

"But I Can't Forget It!" Another common characteristic of Chronic Adrenal Syndrome is the
patient's inability to clear the memory of consciousness of personal problems so that treatment and cure can proceed. Probably because of poor circulation and, therefore, poor oxygenation that is common to the brain of these patients, the normal reasoning faculties, particularly those used to distinguish between that which is rational and that which is not, do not function as they should. Therefore, these patients have difficulty clearing their minds of certain thought processes which unfortunately remain imbedded, as it were, in the memory and constantly act as recurring stresses which make treatment most difficult. Possibly some specific form of chemical activity due to a failure of the general adaptive system allows this to occur in the brain. In the near future we may be able to ascertain this chemical activity and, by neutralizing it, hasten the patient's ability to free himself from these retained, unproductive thought patterns.

A few simple examples illustrate this point. In an unguarded moment, a husband may have said something to a wife that she misunderstood and he did not fully mean. The normal wife can rationalize after a while from his actions that he really did not mean what he said and then forget it. The Chronic Adrenal Syndrome patient often cannot free the incident from her consciousness. She constantly turns it over and over in her mind, building stress to the point that she cannot sleep, and at times may go into fits of uncontrolled anger and hysteria.

Counselling, even by the best of physicians, often has little effect on these patients. About the only help at the present time for this patient is an active treatment of the general adaptive system to improve the oxygen-carrying power to the tissues of the brain so that it can again function in a more rational manner. This will usually work, although it takes time to clear some patients' minds and the unfortunate obsession can be very painful and trying to those who are near and dear to these patients.

Or, for example, because of a patient's gradual deterioration into Chronic Adrenal Syndrome her husband may no longer think of her as desirable. He wants a divorce. She is told that the only way of preventing this is to once again make herself desirable. The way that this must be done is to cure her Chronic Adrenal Syndrome. However, the fear of losing her husband becomes such a chronic stress that it makes therapy difficult. As rapidly as treatment strengthens her general adaptive mechanism, she tears it down by worry and concern over a situation which can only be corrected by the treatment which she is negating by her actions.

Both of these cases illustrate what I mean when I say that this condition is self-perpetuating and malignant in its nature. It produces emotional patterns which, by their nature, tend to worsen the condition itself. These states I have called the "dead-end canyons of emotions," in that while the emotion exists, it creates nothing productive. All it can do is to tear down and destroy the basic functioning of the body. These patients have a condition which is basically a general adaptive system weakness. Their bodies cannot adapt to the stresses placed upon them. In one group of patients, the body may be basically normal, but the stresses placed upon it are of such a magnitude that it starts to malfunction, at least temporarily. Treatment usually corrects these cases fairly quickly, and as long as the patients are somewhat careful of future stresses, they can usually avoid returning to the Adrenal Syndrome.

For the vast number of people who have an inherent hereditary weakness of this adaptive mechanism, knowledgeable and extensive treatment is usually required over a long period of time, but they can be returned to life as functioning, productive members of society. To achieve this end takes true understanding on the part of their physicians, their families, and their friends, and, to some degree, from society as a whole. 40

Chronic Fatigue Unmasked part 2

Relationships with Others
Mother-Daughter Relationship. Most Adrenal Syndrome patients show a strong hereditary influence which usually can be directly related to one parent or the other. The most common relationship that I have found is the mother-daughter inheritance. A woman who has an Adrenal Syndrome problem may have sons who exhibit the problem, but almost inevitably her daughters have Adrenal Syndrome. Conversely, when I see a young woman with Adrenal Syndrome, inevitably, on checking, I find that her mother has or had a similar problem. The inheritance may come through the father and may, as mentioned, affect male offspring. But the invariableness of the mother-daughter inheritance is worth mentioning here. When we encounter an Adrenal Syndrome patient, we also make an effort to influence other members of the family to be checked for the condition. This is of great importance should a young mother exhibit the syndrome. While her children may be too young to show symptoms, we know from experience that unless their neuroglandular mechanisms are strengthened, they will undoubtedly have trouble as they approach puberty. In these instances, we try to institute minimal basic treatment at an early age to forestall the nearly assured development of Adrenal Syndrome in these young children. This is particularly important in the case of daughters.

Relationships that Strengthen or Weaken. Certain types of individuals help to strengthen adrenal patients, and certain types tend to weaken them. This susceptibility to individuals may vary greatly, depending on the state of health of the adrenal patient. Much of this has to do with the personality of the friend. Full of animal magnetism, some people have a surplus of energy and goodwill. The Chronic Adrenal Syndrome patient absorbs from these persons and benefits thereby. But the relative or friend must be careful not to let the adrenal patient absorb so much energy that he—the relative or friend—is left depleted. Some people are "emotional vampires," so devoid of energy and love within themselves that they attempt to sap others whenever possible. If an Adrenal Syndrome patient gets into the clutches of one of these individuals, he can be drained of his remaining vitality in short order. In general, if a patient feels stronger after being with a person, well and good. But if the patient always feels worse, beware, for that person might be an enervating entity, an emotional vampire. Those with a predilection to Chronic Adrenal Syndrome seemingly by a natural selective process, usually marry an individual who is at the opposite pole of neuroglandular integrity—which is a scientific way of saying that a woman, who is delicate and weak in the neuroglandular system by nature, invariably marries a man who is strong and solid in his neuroglandular makeup. It is almost as if when she was young she knew that it would take a man of such qualities to 42 watch over and protect her through the difficulties possible in the ensuing years. Often these individuals have little in common, but in the long run they need one another to fulfill specific purposes in their lives and so the marriages are generally successful, at least as far as permanence is concerned. I have known a few Adrenal Syndrome patients who married one another. The results were usually disastrous because of the instability of the chronic adrenal individual. Somewhere in their lives there has to be a rock-stable person to offer support and sustenance or their whole existence is placed on shifting sands.

An individual with Adrenal Syndrome can often help another patient, especially in the early stages, by letting him know that he is not alone with his unfortunate problem. One of the most common symptoms of the Chronic Adrenal Syndrome patient is a feeling that he has something which no one can understand and which no one has had before. Friends and relatives assure him that they have never heard of anything like it. This is, of course, because so few doctors acknowledge the condition and so little publicity has been given to it. Mixed Vibrations. Many individuals who are drained of energy by those around them feel that they are victims of agoraphobia, that is, fear of crowds, mainly because when they are in...
a crowd, they find that they grow weak and anxious. Generally, this is not true agoraphobia, but merely the draining effect or what I call the "leeching effect" that crowds have on Adrenal Syndrome patients. This is one of the earliest symptom patterns I usually notice in Adrenal Syndrome cases. Years ago when I first started to practice in Seattle, Washington, a patient who had been a life-long music lover stated that within the last year she had enjoyed concerts less and less. It seemed that each time she went to a concert, she became exhausted and quite agitated. Upon examination, she was found to have a relatively mild adrenal weakness and, with proper therapy, was able to regain her health soon and fully enjoy her love of music once again.

Many Adrenal Syndrome patients are sensitive to the mixed vibrations of any large group of people. Each human being is a radio transmitter sending out a vast number of different frequencies which create a so-called "aura" or eminence about him. With most of us, our own vibrations are so strong that those of other people around us have only a minimal effect. To the truly sensitive hypoadrenal victim, however, this effect can be powerful, even to the point of leeching his very energy. His own vibrations can be so weak that he readily absorbs the vibrations and emanations which come from other people. Because of this effect, Adrenal Syndrome patients must be careful with whom they associate. On one hand, they find that association with certain persons tends to strengthen them as long as the liaison is not too long. On the other hand, they discover others who enervate them after a longer or shorter period. It is essential to their progress that they shun individuals who sap their energies. But it is to their benefit to associate with persons with whom they feel an increase in energy.

As the number of persons the Adrenal Syndrome patient encounters in a group increases, the chance of benefiting from the association decreases. As the vibrations of more and more persons are present in the atmosphere around the Adrenal Syndrome patient, the chances become increasingly great that the mixture of these electromagnetic vibrations will adversely affect the patient. Due to this fact, we usually recommend that these patients stay away from crowds as much as possible. If there is a function the Adrenal Syndrome patient wishes to or must attend, however, we suggest that he remain for as short a time as possible, and, even then, try to choose such associations as carefully as possible to ensure many beneficial vibrations present. For instance, a patient may wish to go to a concert of classical music, and, if it is not too long, the patient may gain from the exposure. Even Happiness Hurts. One characteristic of the neuroglandular exhaustion produced by Adrenal Syndrome that is different from the type of exhaustion produced by any other condition is that even events and circumstances which the patient enjoys or which might be a happy surprise fatigue and weaken him. For the patient who loved the chamber music concerts they were a great joy, and yet they created sufficient stress, because of the people involved, to be detrimental to her neuroglandular system. Almost all other forms of depression, anxiety, tension, and so on are improved by happiness and pleasant events. A surprise birthday party, a visit from a long-forgotten friend, or a telephone call from a sweetheart—all of these things strengthen the body and spirit of almost everyone except the Adrenal Syndrome patient. This is perhaps the saddest component of the entire condition, but it is nevertheless pathognomonic of the disease. When an individual becomes exhausted or physically weakened by events which most people consider pleasure-producing and uplifting, you can usually be sure that this individual is suffering from Adrenal Syndrome. Summary No two Adrenal Syndrome patients have like conditions or react similarly to treatment because of differences in their heredity and stress. The disorder, it has been noted, most often passes from mother to daughter. A more severe
appearance of the condition, called Chronic Adrenal Syndrome, may be recognized by a
vacuity or glassiness of a patient's eyes and by extremely low blood pressure readings when
the patient stands. Patients with Chronic Adrenal Syndrome, as a rule, become agitated if
they have to wait, may go to great lengths emotionally in order to "awaken" adrenal function,
and are unable to forget negative incidents. For Adrenal Syndrome patients relationships with
others are often debilitating. Crowds have a negative effect. Persons with Chronic Adrenal
Syndrome don't react positively to surprises; they find that some friends weaken them,
others strengthen them. 44 45

CHAPTER III
Clinical Treatment

In the treatment of Adrenal Syndrome, one of the first and most important factors is to assure
the patient that he has a specific condition, that its cause is known, and that its correction is
readily available to those who desire such help. With many patients, it is obvious from the
first interview that their condition is serious and that they are going to require the most
complete treatment, including stress-reduction procedures. I usually make it a policy to be
frank with these patients and let them know early what they and I must do.

In Adrenal Syndrome, as in most other diseases to which the body is subject, the patient's
success in regaining health depends as much on his attitude and cooperation as on the skill
and treatment of his physician. As I will point out throughout the text, however, the nature of
Adrenal Syndrome makes it difficult for many patients to cooperate with their physician. For
this reason, I sometimes impose conditions for treatment. I remember one severe patient
whom I had refused to treat

unless she stayed with us for six months of therapy. Her family fussed and fumed, but finally
agreed. She returned home at the end of six months an entirely new person and remains so
to this day. Had I equivocated on this case and tried less extensive treatment, I would have
failed, and she would have given up long before improvement ensued.
The secret of all successful Adrenal Syndrome therapy can be illustrated by the Classic
Double-Pan Scale in which the total stresses of the patient are in one pan and the total
treatment in the other. If the stress pan is heavier than the treatment pan, the patient will
worsen. If less, the patient will improve, and, if equal, the patient will remain as he is, neither
getting worse nor getting better. Figure I illustrates that the amount of treatment must
outweigh the force of the stresses which encumber the patient if treatment is to succeed.

Successful therapy can be accomplished in three ways: Increase therapy until it is stronger
than stresses. Decrease stress to a point at which the therapy is greater. Use methods
which both increase therapy and lower stress. An understanding of this balance mechanism
allows great freedom 46 and leeway in the type of therapy which is applied to an individual
case. For instance, the low-income patient who cannot readily afford most of the forms of
clinical therapy necessary for this condition can still be helped by counselling which will
reduce the various stresses under which he lives. If the patient can reduce the amount of
stress sufficiently, so it drops below the level of even minimal therapy, he will improve.

At the other extreme, patients often are in such an emotional state because of their condition
that it is almost impossible for them to control their external and internal stresses. These
patients come into the Clinic for complete inpatient care, so that they may receive careful
personal management and an accelerated course of therapy to help support and regenerate
the general adaptive mechanism.

It is also possible to treat two patients who are almost identical in their exposures to stress
and their inherent glandular weaknesses successfully by what at first may appear to be
entirely different therapy techniques. As we do this, we treat from different sides of the
balance scale. In one case, because of certain extenuating circumstances, we might
concentrate on stress reduction; in the other, clinical treatment might be the most expeditious
approach. In fact, it is in knowing at which point to place the emphasis of treatment that the true skill of the physician is shown. The basic mechanisms of treating Adrenal Syndrome are simple and are fully outlined in this text. The difference between success and failure often depends on the experience and wisdom of the physician, on his 47 knowledge of how to achieve that balance of clinical treatment and stress reduction that is best for the individual patient. Luckily, it is not absolutely essential for most patients to have exactly the correct proportions of these two factors to improve. The proper proportions do, however, give the most rapid and thorough improvement. Specific Treatment Techniques

Specific clinical therapy can be divided into three components: internal, external, and counselling. Internal includes specific nutritional and supportive agents which are supplied to the body to aid in its regeneration of the general adaptive mechanism. External refers to treatment procedures and methods which are utilized to regenerate the general adaptive mechanism by means that do not require any substance to enter the body. Such treatments as Magnatherm, Myoflex, diathermy, hydrotherapy, remedial exercises, massage, and tissue sludge come under this classification.

The third division of clinical therapy is self-explanatory: counselling. Almost all clinical therapy would be worthless if the patients were not, first of all, properly counselled to have an understanding and appreciation of their condition, and then trained in the methods and techniques necessary to help them overcome the stresses which aggravate and prolong this problem. Internal Therapies. Diet. The diet used for this condition is of great importance. I generally recommend a low-stress diet which provides, in as readily assimilable form as possible, all of the nutrient elements needed for satisfactory bodily function with special emphasis on those compounds which help to regenerate the general adaptive mechanism. The diet should be so arranged to include only the foods that are most easily digested, absorbed, and metabolized. It should exclude all foods that contain toxic substances which place added stress on the system and foods which require more energy to digest and assimilate than they return to the body in nutritive value. For the patient who does not have frank hypoglycemia, I usually use a combination of our Clinic's Basic Maintenance Diet and the Hypoglycemic Diet. (See Appendix 1 for diets.) The frequent meals, moderate protein, and increased intake of fruits and vegetables of the Hypoglycemic Diet seem to fit the needs of most Adrenal Syndrome patients. In general, Adrenal Syndrome patients may have reasonable amounts of honey, dried fruits, rice, bananas, potatoes, and other similar foods which are usually excluded from the diet of true hypoglycemic patients.

The foods chosen should be as free of pesticides and additives as possible. Although organically grown foods are not an absolute prerequisite, we find that patients who are able to obtain and use organically grown foods or their home-grown counterparts recover more rapidly. Attempts should also be made to obtain chicken, fish, lean meat, and other proteins from as reliable a source as possible. Try to get them fresh and as free from chemical additives as possible since these substances are still being used in many of these products. When the general adaptive mechanism begins to fail, one of the first body functions to be impeded is the digestive system. Therefore, most of these patients have digestive problems of a lesser or greater degree and it is all the more important that every mouthful of food these patients take be as nutritious and non-stress-producing as possible.

While the digestive mechanism is usually affected in most Adrenal Syndrome patients, it may be affected in different and sometimes diametrically opposite ways in individual patients. In some, the condition called anorexia, or poor appetite, is present. These patients must be supplied with small but frequent amounts of highly nutritious foods. In others, the appetite becomes voracious, as if the body were attempting to make up in quantity what it lacks in quality. The new gastric analysis instrument, known as the "Heidelberg" pH monitoring
instrument can be of great help in determining imbalances present in the individual patient's digestive system and in providing specific information as to what form of supplementation is needed to overcome his digestive dysfunctioning. Having this information is important, because in the healthy individual there is a balance of hydrochloric acid and the acidic-working enzymes of the stomach, the alkaline-working enzymes of the duodenum and small intestine, the fat-emulsifying elements from the gall bladder, and the bacterial breakdown of foods in the large intestine.

Normal digestion requires a proper synchronization of all of these factors. With the failure of the general adaptive mechanism, this synchronization frequently becomes disturbed. These patients are best helped by a rebalancing of this synchronization so that foods and supplements may be utilized to their best advantage. Many Adrenal Syndrome patients have great difficulty digesting and absorbing the specific supplements that are essential to improvement of their condition. For these patients, it is necessary to work on the digestive system before the internal portion of the clinical treatment can be instituted in a proper manner.

The pH monitoring instrument is extremely helpful in determining digestive system synchronization. With this diagnostic instrument, a special miniaturized radio transmitter and pH meter, no larger than a vitamin pill, is ingested and monitored by a special receiver-recorder as it passes through the digestive system. This little capsule sends out harmless radio signals to an instrument which graphs the changes in pH as it passes through the stages of digestion. The synchronous nature of the digestive system can be evaluated quite accurately by knowing the time intervals and the pH, that is, the degree of acid or alkaline, at any specific time. From this knowledge, the degree and nature of the imbalance can be calculated and necessary measures can be taken to correct it. This correction is accomplished by the use of various digestants, special food combinations, and therapy directed to the nerve centers in control of digestion.

Many patients with Adrenal Syndrome also have various food sensitivities. In these patients, even the best of regular diets can be injurious. Special testing must be done to ascertain the patient's needs. This is fully described in a later chapter. Nutritional Supplements. Once the patient's dietary and digestive requirements are met, we are ready to look into his specific nutritional therapy. Proper supplemental therapy is probably the single most important clinical treatment component in the mild to moderate case. Without this therapy, it is rare for true and permanent improvement in the Adrenal Syndrome patient. It alone is sufficient to make dramatic improvement in many of the milder cases. In our Clinic, we usually use a supplement containing vitamin C, calcium pantothenate, vitamin B-6, and raw adrenal substance. This last compound, which is absolutely essential to proper adrenal regeneration, is made by dessicating a bovine adrenal gland at below body temperature so as not to destroy any of the delicate RNA and DNA factors necessary to help promote a rapid recovery from this condition. The product we most frequently use is called "Adrenucleo," a compound which contains all of the substances just mentioned plus 50 other compounds from natural sources used in its preparation. Occasionally, we use a product called "Drenamin," for patients who are sensitive to the fairly high doses of vitamin C contained in Adrenucleo. Drenamin mainly contains the dessicated adrenal gland substance without added amounts of specific vitamins. Recently we have been using a new, concentrated substance named "Mil-Adregen" that seems to produce the same benefits of Adrenucleo and Drenamin, but at a lower dosage per day. The product itself is more expensive per tablet than both Adrenucleo and Drenamin, so there is no particular price saving, but for patients
who find the high dosages of Drenamin and Adrenucleo necessary for proper recovery a
chore to take the lower dosage item, Mil-Adregen, may be the remedy of choice.
Possibly due to some of the pioneering work performed on this condition at the Clymer Health
Clinic, more nutritional supplement producers are introducing to the market compounds
designed to regenerate the general adaptive mechanism. The only products for whose
integrity I can personally vouch are the three mentioned above. This is not to say that other
products may not be of help. I have not had sufficient experience with them to make a
recommendation. It is not sufficient to merely capsule adrenal gland substance and purport
to have a product to aid in the regeneration of the Adrenal Syndrome patient. Many vital
factors in these substances are easily destroyed by improper extraction or manufacturing
methods. At this time we have no way of analyzing whether these newer products contain
the elements which will help these patients. Only through clinical experience can this
information be gained. Because of this fact, please do not judge the effectiveness of the
treatment recommended in this text unless you are using the specific compounds which I
recommend. They are the only ones that I know will work.
Next to the adrenal gland substance supplement, I find the elements of the vitamin B-
complex family most vital. The compound which has proven the most effective for me is "B-
Plus," which is derived from a combination of natural sources: yeast, liver, and rice-bran
concentrates. This product contains many of the coenzymes not present in purified
formulations, which, in my experience, are 51
essential to proper adrenal regeneration. B-Plus also contains other glandular extracts which
help provide a multiple glandular support of the general adaptive mechanism. Thus, we are
providing the plural-glandular technique so much favored by Dr. Henry Harrower in his work,
Practical Organic Therapy, The Internal Secretions in General Practice. I have not found an
effective substitute for B-Plus and, therefore, cannot recommend any other product as
having the same beneficial effect for the Adrenal Syndrome patient.
These two compounds are the minimum internal supplemental therapy that I recommend for
the Adrenal Syndrome patient. This is often sufficient for mild cases, but patients who have
more severe symptoms require additional supplementation. The substance usually given
next is vitamin B-15. The chemical name of this compound is calcium pangamate or
pangamic acid. Here, again, we have found that many of the so-called B-15 or calcium
pangamate products on the market do not bring the proper benefit to the patient. At the time
of publication of this book, the product I have found most successful is "Glutonic 15." Vitamin
B-15 acts as a catalyst in the system; that is, it is a compound which assists in carrying out a
chemical reaction while it is not a part of the reaction. Although there is no way of knowing all
the specific reactions it promotes, experience has proven that in patients on B-15
regeneration takes place faster than in those without it. Adrenal Syndrome often occurs in
those of low income. Unless the condition is quite severe, we try to restrict low-income
patients to the above internal therapy. If we subject a patient to costs he is not readily able to
pay, we create in him a stress that tends to worsen his condition. Thus, it is easy to
aggravate the very condition we are trying to correct. This factor is not always taken into
account by many clinics who attempt to treat this condition, and yet it has an undeniable
effect on the patient's state of improvement.
If a patient is able to afford it, we recommend a specific analysis of his supplemental needs
by the use of a screening test, which we developed at the Clymer Health Clinic, called the
"General Nutritional Profile" (also termed "General Metabolic Profile"). In this procedure,
special examinations of the blood, urine, hair, and diet are made, which provide us with a
detailed report of the patient's individual body's deficiencies and imbalances. Following the
completion of this testing procedure, it is a simple matter to suggest the specific diet and/or
nutritional substances need to aid in rebalancing the body's chemistries. In moderate to severe Adrenal Syndrome cases such procedures are absolutely essential. To understand the need for such balancing of the body, we must, once again, return to the analogy shown in Figure 1. Any reduction of stress helps the Adrenal Syndrome patient recover more rapidly. By analyzing his body's chemistry and creating optimal nutritional balance within his system, one form of stress is reduced—which can be extremely important in certain instances and useful in all.

**Adrenal Cortical Extract.** Once the dietary and supplemental requirements of the patient are met, one rather controversial form of internal therapy remains. That is, the use of adrenal cortical extract (ACE) injections. Other injectable agents have proven useful in the treatment of Adrenal Syndrome, and they will be discussed here also. To understand the value as well as the possible misuse of adrenal cortical extract, we must review the functioning of the adrenal glands in these patients. In normal functioning, the adrenal glands work similarly to that of a thermostatically controlled furnace. When the heat in the home drops below a certain level, the furnace starts and continues until the temperature rises to a certain predetermined level, at which point the furnace shuts itself off and remains off until the temperature again reaches the thermostatically controlled lower-level setting at which the furnace again turns on. In the properly functioning furnace, this procedure is carried on ad infinitum as weather and outside temperature require. The adrenal glands, as well as most other endocrine glands of the body, are controlled by a similar mechanism. The body requires for its general functioning a certain level of cortical hormones. Normal adrenal glands release these hormonal substances into the bloodstream when the level in the blood reaches a point below which the body can function optimally. The adrenal glands continue to secrete these substances until a certain preset level is reached at which point, like the furnace, it shuts off, not to resume secretion until the hormones in the bloodstream reach the previously mentioned low point again. Then, as the furnace, they begin to secrete anew and continue to repeat this process as need arises. There are two basic ways in which the ACE may be used for Adrenal Syndrome patients. The first is as a massive replacement therapy to augment regular adrenal functioning. The second technique is to use it to allow rest periods for the adrenal glands so that they may regenerate. In the first instance, large amounts of ACE—from 10cc to 20cc—are injected into the venous system once or twice a week. Many doctors have in the past used this procedure for treating hypoglycemia with some success. (My own feeling is that they were actually treating the low adrenal functioning which many feel is the cause of hypoglycemia.) **Large Dosages of ACE.** The injection of large amounts of adrenal cortical extract into the venous system can be therapeutically dramatic and may be essential in certain severe, acute states of Adrenal Syndrome. But for the average chronic patient under long-term care it has certain drawbacks, which I feel negate its usefulness. I do not feel that it is physiologically sound therapy for chronic cases. As mentioned earlier, all endocrine glands are stimulated by a demand mechanism. That is, they are stimulated to secrete when the blood levels of their hormones reach a certain low point and to shut off when these levels reach another somewhat higher point. If massive amounts of a gland's secretions are given to the body on a regular basis, the gland will be inhibited to such an extent that it will stop producing adequate amounts of its own secretions. This is basic human physiology. If large amounts of ACE are continually pumped into a patient's bloodstream, he will feel better, it is true, and the adrenal glands will be shut off and allowed to rest. This in itself is beneficial, but, if injection of these amounts is continued, the gland no longer has a need to produce its own secretions. The demand mechanism will not trigger, because of the high levels of ACE in the bloodstream. If this high dosage of ACE is continued for an extended period of time, the adrenal gland possibly could reach a state at
which it could not regenerate. While this may not occur in every case, and may not occur as often as we fear, we are meddling with a delicate balance.

Another problem with the intravenous injection of ACE is that it makes the patient too dependent on the doctor. In our work, we attempt to make patients as independent as possible. Only by building up their confidence in themselves and their own abilities as individuals can we truly reduce and keep minimal the various stresses which they must confront as functioning human beings. The more they depend on other individuals, even their doctor, the more difficult it is to reach this state.

Another important factor is the high cost of adrenal cortical extract; it is not an inexpensive remedy and, used in such large amounts, can be an inordinate financial drain on the patient. 54 I personally recommend this procedure only for a patient who is overwhelmed by unremitting stress from which he cannot extricate himself due to factors not under his own personal control and for whom all other methods of therapy have not been adequate to tip the scales in his favour. In twenty-five years of treating these cases, I luckily have found few patients who fell into this extreme category. Even in these few severe instances, the patients were kept on the massive dosage for only a short time. As soon as possible the patient was placed on the lower dosage ACE and/or oral therapy. Patients with severe symptoms might be treated with cortisone by an orthodox practitioner; while I am not enamoured with the use of large dosages of ACE, it is far less toxic than the cortisone compounds. There is one other time at which large doses of ACE have been found helpful—in the differential diagnosis of Adrenal Syndrome from those conditions which may mimic it. If the true Adrenal Syndrome patient is given an injection of 10cc to 20cc of 2-X ACE, he should notice considerable improvement in his entire being within a few minutes to hours. This improvement should last a day or two, at least, and then gradually subside. Should the patient notice no improvement from this amount of ACE, the adrenal component of his problem is probably not the major cause of his symptoms, and the health professional should look to food allergies, defects in brain nutrition, hypoglycemia, hypothyroidism, or other related difficulties. Low Dose Usage of ACE. In our Clinic, we have perfected a low-dosage use of adrenal cortical extract which seems to overcome the difficulties encountered with the large-dosage intravenous method and which is capable of providing practically all of the therapeutic value of the large dose, especially for the chronic case. As used in our Clinic, the purpose of the adrenal cortical extract is not to supplant the secretions of the person's own glands. It is used mainly as a method of permitting the adrenal glands to rest. I stress this point because many patients expect to feel better as soon as they start to receive the injections, only to discover that they are sometimes more exhausted and less capable of pushing themselves than they were before this treatment started. This is the desired result and is easily explained if we examine the physiology of the matter. By these injections, we attempt to raise the level of the adrenal cortical hormones in the blood to the point at which the adrenal glands shut off for a period of rest. This is essential for adrenal recovery because only during periods when the adrenal glands are at rest are they capable of regeneration. There is no chance of improvement for the 55 patient who cannot obtain these important periods of adrenal rest. At times, the exhaustion following the first ACE shots persists and is explainable by the fact that once a gland that has been running without rest shuts off, it is often difficult for it to start up again. It is like an individual who has gone several days without sleep; once he goes to sleep, he may sleep for an inordinately long time and be difficult to arouse. The adrenal glands so need this rest that often the levels of the hormone in the blood drop below the normal turn-on point before this resting gland reactivates itself. During this period in which the
blood levels of the cortical hormones are low, the patient feels much more tired and exhausted than usual. It can be a good exhaustion, however. By that I mean, an exhaustion without the anxiety which is produced by the constantly running weakened adrenal glands. Unfortunately, all too many Adrenal Syndrome patients expect a rapid and uneventful recovery and consider good only that which produces in them what they call a normal feeling; that is, the feeling which is present with full functioning adrenal hormones in the blood. This feeling can and will come to every adrenal patient who is treated properly, but it does not usually come by proper therapeutic use of adrenal cortical extract alone.

Not all patients with this state of increased exhaustion respond to ACE. In fact, the degree of depth of Adrenal Syndrome is indicated by the patient's reaction to small amounts of ACE. If the patient feels a lift from an injection, I consider the case mild and easy to cure because the level of hormone is near normal, and the addition of a small amount of ACE raised his hormonal level to a degree sufficient to create a symptomatic improvement. Patients who notice no real effect from ACE injections—and these are the great majority—I consider to be moderately severe. In these patients, the adrenal hormone is low enough so that the addition of a small amount of ACE in the body does not make sufficient change to produce an immediate alleviation of the symptoms. On the other hand, the adrenal gland is not so weakened that it cannot respond once the level of body hormones reaches the turn-on point. When a patient experiences increased exhaustion after receiving ACE, we consider his case to be more serious because his adrenals are not capable of resuming activity when the hormone levels are low.

The ACE most often is given in dosages ranging from ice to 4cc, using the 2-X variety. Dosage is repeated from as often as daily to as infrequently as once a month, depending on the severity and state of recovery of the patient. Not all Adrenal Syndrome patients require ACE and our general clinical policy is to treat the patient by the most natural, least harmful, and most inexpensive approach possible. Over the years, we, at the Clinic, have become known for our treatment of this condition, and we do attract more of the serious, chronic-type patients and, in these instances, ACE is frequently a vital factor in their recovery. Certain other substances have been found to be beneficial when given in conjunction with ACE. These include such nutritional compounds as "Calphosan," which is a calcium compound,10 vitamin B-12, vitamin B-6, vitamin B-I, and raw crude liver.

External Clinical Treatment. The most misunderstood and unappreciated part of the treatment of Adrenal Syndrome is the external clinical treatment. It is not difficult to explain to a patient suffering from this complaint how various stress-reducing procedures are going to help him. Most of us are accustomed to taking pills and injections, and we have little difficulty in understanding how this type of therapy is going to help. But many find it difficult to understand how a machine can help regenerate their adrenal glands. Nevertheless, the external treatment is usually a must for speedy recovery. Machines. The two most useful machines (I like to call them "regenerative therapy instruments," but my patients insist on calling them "machines") which we use are the Magnatherm and the Myoflex. They have a similar purpose, although they work on entirely different principles. The Magnatherm produces a pulsating electromagnetic energy, while the Myoflex effects a complex multiple sine-wave current which is designed to mimic the energy produced by the human nerve cell. Before I go into detail about these two instruments, I wish to mention other methods of external treatment. If muscle tension and spasm have been produced from long-encountered bodily stress, the standard diathermy and/ or sine-wave machines are often helpful in reducing this problem. When muscle tension is accompanied by nervous irritation, such external therapies as the whirlpool bath, sauna, wet-sheet pack, and various forms of massage are extremely helpful. All these are effective, predicated on an understanding of the
basic premise stated at the beginning of this chapter. Any form of treatment which produces a reduction of stress in the body, mind, or soul relieves the general adaptive system, and, therefore, helps Adrenal Syndrome. 57 While the Magnatherm and the Myoflex may seem at first to be similar to the other therapies I have just discussed, the basic mechanism of their functioning is different. The purpose of the Magnatherm and Myoflex treatments is not to reduce stress on the body; it is actually to encourage the regeneration of the bodily organs. These instruments, in my experience, have the capability of helping to regenerate organs and tissues that are not, under the present state of the body, able to regenerate themselves. In the case of Adrenal Syndrome, we treat the liver, spleen, adrenals, and both kidneys. This method encompasses a great deal of the reticuloendothelial system and helps to mobilize the general adaptive system. Can I prove that they work? I only know that for the past twenty-five years I have been constantly experimenting and refining the treatment of this condition. Many therapies have been tried; many therapies have been discarded. The ones that I use now have, at least, stood the test of time.

Some patients with severe allergic sensitivities produced by Adrenal Syndrome are able to take almost no internal medication without severe reaction. The only clinical therapy possible is the "machines." These trustworthy servants have never yet let me down. Usually after a short time the patient improves sufficiently to be able to begin internal treatment and go on to ultimate recovery. From time to time a patient does not make the progress that I expect, and I am concerned because, with the therapy and counseling he receives, he should be better. Almost invariably, upon querying him about the machine treatment, I have found that due to lack of time on his part, or more generally due to a misunderstanding of the value of these treatments, he has not been taking the recommended Myoflex and Magnatherm treatments. Once these treatments again become a regular part of his therapy, his progress returns to a normal rate. The Magnatherm and Myoflex both work by directing the healing forces of the body to specific areas of need. They also have an effect on the electronic nature of the cell and, through this influence, stimulate cellular regeneration. Such cell-level regeneration is difficult to prove, however, so we let the results speak for themselves. Manual Therapies. In It's Only Natural I wrote about the use of certain physical therapy methods in Adrenal Syndrome (2). I find the comments perfectly valid today, and, therefore, repeat them without change. It's been my observation that most hypoadrenal cases also have nerve-muscle-bone displacements and tensions in the area of the shoulder blade and along the upper thoracic and lower neck areas. These we treat with mild ultrasound therapy and with finger pressure, working the sensitive areas to gradually eliminate the nerve-muscle spasms and in turn any bony displacements. In some of the more sensitive patients, this work must be handled with great delicacy; but as improvement occurs the pressure may be increased. In fact, we find that as the adrenal condition of our patient improves, he becomes less and less sensitive to this treatment and he finds it increasingly more pleasant. The explanation for the relief from soreness in the upper back and neck that patients receive from this simple maneuver is simple. When the glandular system is low, lactic acid and other acid metabolites tend to accumulate in the muscle areas of the shoulder and upper back. The ultrasound therapy and finger pressure break up the acid deposits so they are free to return to the circulating blood to be eliminated from the body by the usual routes of elimination. While this is an apparently simple component of our therapy, many patients find it a necessary one. I particularly recall two patients, a mother and her daughter, whom I had been treating for some time. The treatment had been long and slow due to a constant, unremitting stress factor at home which simply was not capable of change or improvement. At one time in their treatment, however, I noticed—by the look in their eyes—that they both seemed to be going down hill. At that time, I sat down with them and went over every component of their
treatment. They were taking all of the forms of internal therapies; they were taking the machine therapies; and they were coming twice a week which was even more than I had asked. The only thing that they were not doing was getting the massage and manipulative therapy because they thought it would prolong their visits. I persuaded them to start this part of the therapy once again to see if it would aid in their improvement. With the first treatment they felt better. By the end of two weeks they were nearly back to their old selves. Since the stress at home had not changed, I continued to see them as patients. But they remained in a much improved condition and were sure each time to get their full manipulative and massage therapies.

Spinal manipulation, while different from the tissue sludge technique described above, has always proven to be a useful and important part of the clinical treatment of this syndrome. It has several factors going for it. It can be a great reducer of both physical and emotional stress. Both emotional and mental stress produces tension in the body's physical structures. This tension manifests itself most commonly around the neck, shoulders, and back areas. All of these areas are intimately associated with the spine and its adjacent structures. By freeing the physical manifestation of the tension, there is a reduction in the tendency for the nervous stress to reproduce itself continuously. If we become upset or tense through some nervous stress or tension, our physical structure may go into spasm, which produces tension on the nerves and other allied soft tissues. Such physical tension can reduce a patient's basic feeling of well-being. By lowering his feeling of well-being, he becomes more susceptible to nervous and emotional stress, which, in turn, produces more physical stress, which, in turn, further reduces his well-being — producing a vicious circle which must be broken somewhere along its course to enable him to feel well again. One of the simplest and most productive methods of restoring the patient's feeling of well-being is to break up the physical tensions that occur in the body. This is one of the most important values of all forms of manipulative therapies — massage, deep-muscle treatments, and even various exercise programs. The now-popular jogging and running procedures also have a somewhat similar effect, although they are not as specific as the use of spinal manipulation and deep massage. Medical authorities to the contrary, there are such things as vertebral subluxations, that is, a spinal segment out of alignment. This misalignment can be a primary cause of physical stresses and the only way that these can be reduced is by spinal manipulation. Many patients with Adrenal Syndrome cannot obtain full recovery until certain spinal misalignments are corrected by a series of spinal manipulations.

Various forms of massage, hydrotherapy, and other therapies in use at the Clinic fall into the category of stress-reducing external techniques. They all have their place. Their effectiveness in each case varies with the nature of the individual. Sometimes half an hour with our massage therapist does more good than almost any other form of treatment. Other patients do not want to be touched by anyone, and the same massage therapy which was so efficacious for one would create severe tension in another. There is no specific therapy for the Adrenal Syndrome patient. There are basic guidelines, however, which must be followed: Reduce stress as much as possible, then support and regenerate the general adaptive mechanism. The methods by which these two goals are accomplished in any individual case must always be left to the discernment and discrimination of the doctor handling that patient. To paraphrase the Bible: "One patient's cure is another patient's stress."

Perhaps it is this inability to prescribe a specific useful treatment for each patient with this condition that has made the disease so difficult to recognize and accept by most practitioners. It may be why 60 they prefer not to accept such cases. Not long ago a patient from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, who had a severe case of adrenal exhaustion, asked me to find a doctor nearer his home. I gave him names of several doctors whom I knew should be
able to treat his disease, but in each instance, as soon as the physician discovered the patient had adrenal symptoms, he refused to accept him as a patient.

**Therapeutic Counselling.** "He that can't be counselled, can't be helped."—Benjamin Franklin. The most vital treatment for the chronic adrenal case is patient counselling. Before we can fully appreciate the importance and value of counselling for Adrenal Syndrome patients, we should visualize what has usually happened to these patients before they come under this therapy. Strange and enigmatic symptoms began and gradually intensified in these persons. They sought help from this doctor and that doctor, from this psychologist and that psychologist, trying to find an answer to problems. Usually, each professional gave them a different answer. In each instance, a different therapy was tried, with little or no improvement. Many sufferers were assured during these periods that they had a mental difficulty. Most tried so many different therapies without real success that by the time they come to us they are ready to accept a diagnosis of mental illness and are afraid to expect improvement for fear of once again having their hopes dashed. Their friends and relatives are eager to give them advice, none of which seems to help—in fact, all of which seems to depress them further. They are in truth the emotional dregs of society. Their self-confidence and emotional stability, on a scale of one to ten, usually are at a minus six. If ever patients were in need of counselling and some kind words, these are the ones.

Once the diagnosis is finalized, counselling should begin. Several specific objectives are to be obtained by counselling, the first and foremost of which is to explain his condition to the patient. Before he can be helped, the patient must accept the diagnosis and understand the character of Adrenal Syndrome. It is imperative that he realize that it is a physical condition which, even though it may have been with him for many years, is treatable and correctable. Strange to say, as good as this news is, it is difficult for most people to accept. They usually are locked into one of two diametrically opposite patterns of thought. In one group are persons who are not willing to accept that they have this type of condition, which requires a lengthy and extensive treatment, but vainly hope that it is merely a vitamin or mineral deficiency which, once detected and corrected, will let them become their old selves in a few days. At the other end are those who are positive that the condition is really a mental disease or of such a nature that it is untreatable, so there is no real hope for them. The truth, of course, lies somewhere between. It is the obligation and duty of the doctor to constantly reiterate this fact until the patient truly understands and accepts the nature of the condition. In the first instance, the patients constantly say to themselves, '"There's nothing really that much wrong with me. I've just got some little problem that is making me tired. If I just get enough rest, I'll come out of it; if I can just find that right vitamin or that missing mineral; or if some doctor would give me the right adjustment, then I'll be better." They expect a cure without any real effort on their parts. Patients of the first group are not willing to accept the condition mainly because such acceptance requires them to acknowledge a degree of problem they wish to deny. Such acceptance requires a change in their life habits and a certain amount of dedication to overcome the difficulty. It is hard for many to accept that they have certain hereditary weaknesses in their glandular systems, but, until they do, there can be no real help for them—here or elsewhere. Many times patients, whom I had diagnosed as having Adrenal Syndrome, left, unconvinced, to seek other opinions only to return months or years later in far worse condition. They were at last willing to accept my diagnosis, having failed to find help elsewhere. Unfortunately, they then were much more difficult to treat because the condition had progressed considerably.

Patients in the second category usually readily accept the fact that they have the condition. But their attitude often is, "Oh, I probably have it all right, but I know I'll never get over it." The situation is right back where it started because the whole purpose of getting patient
acceptance is to obtain patient cooperation for treatment, and they have given up before they started. Without patient cooperation, any treatment is long and protracted because, for adequate patient response, the patient must realize what he has, accept what he has, acknowledge that the treatment can overcome the condition, and work with the doctor toward this end. It is the counsellor's job to convince these patients that they can be helped. Once patient acceptance has been achieved, special counselling is begun to reduce emotional and psychological stresses that are present in the patient. This procedure can be one of the most time-consuming, gruelling, and yet rewarding procedures involved in the treatment of Adrenal Syndrome. Types of Stress. There are three basic types of stress which the patient can manifest. The first is physical stress; the second, mental stress; and the third, emotional stress. The least damaging is physical stress; next comes mental stress, and the most harmful and far-reaching is emotional stress. In our counselling sessions we deal with emotional stress.

Many patients ask how to differentiate between mental stress and emotional stress. Mental stress is stress produced from reading, doing income taxes, or balancing a bank book—stress caused by using the mind as a functioning element. Emotional stress includes, of course, those things which affect the emotions, such as fear, jealousy, anger, revenge, resentment, or worry. Something which triggers the emotions is different from that which is merely the use of the brain for mental work. Physical stress is, of course, obviously simply the functioning of the muscular system of the body.

While on the subject of these three types of stresses, I might mention that in therapy, if a patient has a choice of exchanging one stress for the other, he should attempt to exchange them in the reverse order from which they have been listed here. In other words, if it is possible to exchange a mental stress for an emotional stress, he should go ahead and do it; he will gain from it. If he can exchange a physical stress for an emotional stress, it is a good exchange. An example of such an exchange would be a patient who loves to go dancing but who overextends herself and exhausts her adrenal glands. However, she may be looking forward to a special dance so much that if she did not go, an emotional stress would be created that would probably outweigh the physical stress that she might experience by going. In this instance, it is wiser for her to go to the dance and exchange a physical stress for an emotional one.

This same circumstance is often true regarding patients and their employment. The nature of physical and mental stresses involved in their work tends to slow their recovery from Adrenal Syndrome. However, their sense of family responsibilities and the nature of their individual character may be such that, were they prevented from working, the emotional stresses of not being productive and being financially depressed may be far greater than the physical and the mental damage done by working. In these and similar instances, it is better to substitute one of the less damaging stresses for those more damaging.

Likewise with exercise. In fact, one of the most common questions I am asked by Adrenal Syndrome patients is: "How much exercise should I take?" For the Adrenal Syndrome patient, exercise must be considered as a physical stress and treated accordingly. This does not mean it should not be attempted—after all, physical stress is the least of the stresses—only that the patient must take certain precautions in its use. The master rule is: As long as you feel no weakness or exhaustion the day after exercise, you are all right and have not overdone. One the other hand, if you do feel exhaustion after exercise, you have done too much. The patient who has overdone must learn to reduce future exercise programs until he no longer experiences the exhaustion. In this manner, each Adrenal Syndrome patient can find the optimal amount of exercise which is best for him. As the patient improves, neuroglandular tone is gained, and the amount of
exercise performed can be gradually increased. The amount of increase may once again be ascertained by the procedure outlined above.

**The Power of the Truth.** In counselling for stress reduction, each patient is an individual problem, although some basic rules apply. It is important to build true rapport between the clinician and the patient. To this end, nothing is so powerful as the truth. I make it an unbreakable rule never to lie even in the slightest detail to an Adrenal Syndrome patient. This penchant for truth must be carried to the point where the clinician must want to help this patient; the clinician has to like this patient. If he cannot, it is probably wisest to refer the patient to another doctor. To become a patient's healer, a clinician must become his friend. Almost no one else understands these patients. They are in a small lonely boat floating in a sea of disbelief. The healer must constantly let them know that he understands their situation and that not only is he willing to help them, but that he has the skill, knowledge, and ability to do so. They require constant reassurance of the fact that they are going to get well and, to give them this reassurance, the clinician must have the knowledge to get them well. Unless he can say it from the heart, it will not be effective. People who are ill, and particularly individuals with Adrenal Syndrome, are quick to pick up any sign of indifference on the part of their practitioners. Once a professional has earned their confidence, he can begin to dissect and treat their various stresses one by one. Sometimes, due to certain circumstances, major stresses cannot be approached at the beginning. The stresses may be too fearful for the patient to face or be of such a nature that the patient cannot yet accept their true character. Do not become discouraged if response is slow. Start with small treatable stresses. As the little stresses are worked out, and the patient gains more confidence in the healer, and as the rest of the therapeutic regime strengthens the patient's adaptive mechanisms, the time will come when together the clinician and the patient can confront larger stresses.

I always think of my patients as beautiful jewels covered with a pile of garbage. Each stress I help to remove is more garbage pulled off the pile. Eventually, I know, I will get to the jewel. Some pieces of garbage are small and some are large, but they all have to come off. Each one, no matter how small, moves me closer to the beauty of the jewel which I know is there. Another general rule I use in this type of counselling is to always go forward, never back. I do not know how many times in my professional life I have quoted the biblical statement, "Let the dead bury the dead." That which has happened is done and gone; you cannot change it. The only thing that you can do is to go forward by obeying further another biblical command, "Follow thou me." Many Chronic Adrenal Syndrome patients have never really known a normal existence. They must build a new life, but to do this work, they must always proceed forward.

**Group Therapy.** In many instances, Adrenal Syndrome patients seem to benefit from association with other similar patients. In many of our programs, we utilize a form of group therapy to help them in their recovery. Unfortunately, much care must be taken with this therapy. One must understand the various mechanisms involved, and each patient must evaluate the effect upon his own being before he enters into any situation from which he cannot rapidly extricate himself. One of the most common problems of the Adrenal Syndrome patient is the loneliness he feels. It seems to him that all of his friends are normal and that he alone has this problem which no one whom he knows seems to understand or appreciate. Also, not having anyone with whom to compare notes, the patient cannot gauge the extent of his recovery or see evidence of anyone's recovering. The Adrenal Syndrome patient is like a person at the bottom of a deep well. All he sees above him is a small, round shaft of light. His physician can tell him that there is a whole world of flowers, sunshine, and beauty out there once he climbs to the top of the well, but it is hard for him to believe while he is still at the bottom of the well. To be introduced to someone who has successfully climbed out of the well
and emerged into the sunshine would be a great boost to this struggling patient. If at the same time the patient can find a companion who has recovered or is on the way to recovery from Adrenal Syndrome, so much the better. In this way the patient has someone who can understand his feelings and who can reassure him by example. An important part of the cure is often accomplished by the camaraderie which can be established among Adrenal Syndrome patients. The 65 main caution in this therapy is to prevent a weak patient from attaching himself to a stronger patient, almost like a leech, then expecting the stronger patient to help him through every little difficulty in his own life. Such practice can place an unfair stress on the stronger patient and lead to retrogression in his condition. The wise clinician constantly watches that one patient does not grow stronger by leeching strength from another. The physician also watches for conflicting personalities among the patients. Sometimes two patients have the same condition and, therefore, have a certain empathy for one another. Yet by nature their personalities may be so different that one actually preys upon the other. In this situation it would be unwise to suggest that they attempt to help one another. When one directs an inpatient care facility, as I do at the Clymer Health Clinic, one must keep an eternal vigil for destructive interworkings between patients.

The nature of many Adrenal Syndrome patients makes them sacrificing, helpful individuals. It is usually this sacrificing nature which produces many of the stresses which brought about the condition in the first place. Such a patient must be taught to respect his own needs and health care first, for if he will not do this, he will not have the strength and energy necessary to help other people. In these circumstances, little is gained by sacrificing one’s own strength in an attempt to aid another person. It is the responsibility of every Adrenal Syndrome patient to build his own individual strength, not to sap that of others. Unless the patient can do this, he will not have a permanent recovery or cure. Clinical Integration. The steps outlined above constitute the general clinical therapeutic program for Adrenal Syndrome patients. One aspect of the program however, has not been discussed. All parts must be integrated into a whole and, particularly in severe cases, given to the patient under a situation of complete clinical control. We do that by bringing these patients into our Clinic for shorter or longer periods of composite treatment. Most patients with severe cases stay at our inpatient facility for a week or two to set up the necessary procedures and to begin preliminary counselling. If the case is not too severe, patients may then continue the proper therapy on an outpatient basis. The more severe cases may need to stay with us for extended periods, often one to three months. During this time, we are able to provide total commitment care, in which we control the entertainment they see, the food they eat, the air they breathe, and the water they drink. In severe Chronic Adrenal Syndrome patients, only this total patient care is adequate to give improvement. Such patient care must not only be 66 total, but individual. For example, Adrenal Syndrome patients who produce stress just waiting for their treatments are allowed to remain in their rooms until their treatments are ready so that they may rest as much as possible. Such measures, I am sure, seem extreme. They are necessary, however, for some severe adrenal cases. With diligence and persistence even these patients once again may return to normal functioning. (See Appendix II for a word about the Clymer Health Clinic.)

One Step at a Time. As mentioned in his Autobiography, there was a time when Benjamin Franklin decided to overcome all his bad habits (3). However, try as he would, he found it almost impossible to be good all of the time. He discovered that he could not concentrate on more than one bad habit at a time. Using these principles, he evolved a technique in which he wrote down all his bad habits and each week concentrated his whole being on one habit and attempted to eliminate it. His presumption was that, having worked hard on the habit for seven days, a certain amount of habitual remembrance would be produced in his system so that as he tackled a new habit, some of the good gained in fighting the old habit would remain.
Franklin continued this procedure for the rest of his life and, as he stated, he was able to control all of his habits except that of pride. He assumed that even if he was finally able to overcome pride, he would be too proud of his accomplishment to qualify for a real elimination. In working with the stresses of the Adrenal Syndrome patient, a similar technique is most effective. By taking one stress at a time, a patient can frequently conquer where only failure met him previously. I am reminded of a recent patient who had a bad smoking habit, drank ten cups of coffee a day, and had been on Valium® for many years. Any one of these habits would have been sufficient to prevent the progress of her condition, but all three made improvement difficult indeed. All attempts by former physicians had failed. By following Franklin’s method, we were able to work her off coffee first, then cigarettes, and at last Valium®. Handling her in this manner, we were able to eliminate these noxious habits and finally treat and cure the Adrenal Syndrome itself. Many patients who come to us have suffered from Adrenal Syndrome for many years. When they discover the length of time necessary for recovery, they often become discouraged. If they are willing to take their stresses one by one and work to correct them, they will see improvement in the entire being within a relatively short time. As they start to see these changes, they will develop enthusiasm for becoming an individual whose potential they had only previously imagined. According to a Chinese proverb, “A journey of a thousand miles starts with a single step.” So it is with all of our stresses. We must take them one by one; work on one and improve it before we go on to the next. No one can stop all of the stresses in his life at once. We are, after all, only human beings, but, by being human, we have free will and indomitable courage that will hold us in good stead as we work toward overcoming the various conditions which assault our bodies, minds, and souls.

**Summary** The first step in the clinical treatment of Adrenal Syndrome is to assure the patient that he has a specific condition which can be treated. In dealing with Adrenal Syndrome, another important factor is to reduce stress—emotional, mental, and physical—through integrated use of internal and external therapies and therapeutic counselling. In internal treatment, attention is given to diet and to nutritional supplements, both devised specifically for each individual patient. External treatment includes manual therapy and use of instruments. Therapeutic counselling, like the other treatment techniques, is individually oriented and is one of the most important aspects of the treatment regime. Throughout the patient’s entire program of regaining health and stability he must be accepting of his condition and make an effort to progress one step at a time.

**CHAPTER IV Nutritional Imbalances and Deficiencies** The concept of nutritional imbalances and deficiencies often is disputed in the treatment of Adrenal Syndrome, as it is in the treatment and prevention of all conditions in the whole kaleidoscope of modern medicine. On one hand, there are physicians who contend that nutritional imbalances and deficiencies are the cause of nearly every disease known to mankind. On the other hand, there is that phalanx of medical orthodoxy which holds that, except for a few rare diseases, usually present only in other countries, such nutritional imbalances or deficiencies play little part in modern medicine. This disparity is somewhat similar to the controversy on hypoglycemia in that the truth lies undoubtedly somewhere between the two extremes. One wonders who in the long run does the greatest disservice to the honest promulgation of nutritional information, those who oversell this component of medicine or those who blatantly disregard it.

**Importance of Therapeutic Balance** The correction of deficiencies and the establishment of a proper nutritional balance in the blood and tissues of Adrenal Syndrome patients is absolutely essential to their recovery. Unless this is accomplished, all other treatment work can be much prolonged and, in certain instances, thwarted entirely. However, proper ingestion and absorption of the nutritional elements necessary to build the general adaptive
mechanism are not in themselves sufficient to correct this syndrome.
The analogy I use to illustrate this conclusion is that of building a house. Proper nutritional
needs of a patient are analogous to the materials necessary for proper house construction.
Lumber, cement blocks, mortar, electrical wiring, plumbing supplies, and roofing material are
equivalent to the food we eat. In the body, as in the house, several considerations enter into
the selection of the building material. We must know what kind of a house we are building. Is it
a Spanish ranch house, a stone Victorian mansion, or perhaps a Colonial saltbox?
Obviously, the type of materials we select depends on the nature of the house. Each
person’s body is as different as these houses. Just as we would not order great amounts
of brick and stone to build a Colonial saltbox, so we must be careful which specific nutrients
we recommend for the Adrenal Syndrome patient.
A builder, in choosing the materials for his house, orders the finest he can afford, those
which are going to build a solid, enduring structure. To do less would be false economy
indeed, for his house would no sooner be built than it would start to fall apart. This same
situation applies to adrenal patients. Even though we may supply the proper foods, if we
supplement their diets with inferior compounds, we will produce inferior results. When building
materials are to be ordered for the house, the builder must determine the intended size of the
structure and decide how much of each type of material must be procured so that all the
materials needed will be on hand with little or no waste incurred. The wise contractor spends
a great deal of time considering the size and building specifications for any house he is about
to build. In the same manner, a good clinician must give careful consideration to the treatment
and management of his patient. Theoretically, the clinician should be even more thoughtful
because a house is only a house, but a person is a human being—a temple of the living God.

Making Correct Choices. How does the clinician make the correct choices? On what does
he base his opinion? Using the analogy of the house, one may ask, how do we know what
kind of house we are building? How do we know which are the best materials? How do we
know how much of each particular material to supply? The answer must start with the
developer. He must conceive an idea of the type of house he wants, then he must consult
with various architects until he finds one who will produce plans which properly depict his
conception. Next a contractor must be commissioned who will carry out the plans in the
manner conceived by the developer and depicted by the architect. At this time the proper
materials may be selected and the construction of the structure begun. So it is with the
treatment of the Adrenal Syndrome patient who, in the analogy, is the developer. First, the
patient must want to improve his situation, he must have the desire to make the effort
necessary to regain his health. The effort should start with the search for the proper
physician. This doctor will represent both architect and contractor for the patient. Working
with the physician, the patient will rebuild his neuroglandular system.
As a first step, the body must be thoroughly analyzed so that the proper nutritional needs
can be determined. This chapter is devoted to explaining new and exciting methods for
determining nutritional needs. Before we delve into this subject, however, I wish to return to
the house analogy for clarification of an important point. Supplying only the proper foods and
nutritional supplements without the various regenerative treatments is the same as merely
placing the materials on the building lot. These acts alone will not build the house nor cure the
Adrenal Syndrome patient. Merely to supply the materials to build the house without actually
hiring carpenters, plumbers, masons, electricians, and so on is the same as supplying the
nutritional elements to overcome Adrenal Syndrome without utilizing the Magnatherm,
Myoflex, tissue-sludge therapy, chiropractic adjustment, counselling facilities, and other
components that are the construction work which rebuild strength and vitality in the patient’s
neuroglandular system, as described in the foregoing Chapters II and III. Many patients
expect to overcome Adrenal Syndrome by the use of nutritional substances alone. This concept is a fallacy. It is as unsupportable as expecting to build a house by the mere acquisition of necessary materials. So just as the construction of a house requires materials, workmen, and the contractor, and/or architect to oversee the work, so must the Adrenal Syndrome patient have a doctor who carefully balances each part of the patient's therapy so that recovery not only becomes possible but inevitable. Modern Nutritional Analysis As a whole, it is much easier for the contractor to supply the proper construction materials than it is for the clinician to determine and prescribe foods and supplements for the Adrenal Syndrome patient. The doctor must ascertain the nutritional and chemical deficiencies and imbalances of the patient, know which substances will provide the optimal milieu for correction, and how much of each of the remedies the patient will require. These answers are not easily found. Fortunately, with the advance of computer technology and other improvements in laboratory equipment, we are now capable of analyzing the patient's tissues to discover levels of the elements in the body and, with this information, determine what substances are needed to correct the deficiencies and imbalances. Before I describe these new methods and techniques in detail, I wish to comment on past and present methods used by many nutritionists. In the beginning of medicine, little was understood about nutritional deficiencies and imbalances. As civilization and medical science advanced, knowledge of this subject began to evolve. Almost invariably, nutritional needs were discovered by the empirical correction of a symptom pattern or disease that had been unresponsive to treatment, such as the use of limes by the English sailors to overcome scurvy, rice polishings to counter beriberi, or niacin-rich foods to cure pellagra. Soon nutritional elements were considered to be on a par with drugs and other medicinal compounds; they were used as a specific medicine to overcome a symptom or disease. We now know that many nutritional elements are needed by the body and that, if the body is to function properly, these must be available and balanced. To take vitamins and minerals indiscriminately without knowledge of the exact balance in a given case is to court trouble. To recommend one vitamin for one thing and another for something else is to ignore the need for a balance of vitamins and minerals in the body, for, if any one vitamin is taken in greater than normal amounts for any length of time, it can create relative deficiencies of other nutrients. The great, early health advocates, such as Adelle Davis, Victor Lindlahr, and J. I. Rodale, recommended one substance for one condition, a second for another ailment, and so on. While all of these recommendations were made in good faith and undoubtedly achieved positive results, this method of prescribing nutritional supplements presents problems. It is difficult for a patient to assess a symptom pattern and reach a diagnosis. For instance, a patient may read that a certain element has given good results in the treatment of arthritis. What has proven helpful for one type of arthritis is not necessarily good for another, and such experimental treatment may actually exacerbate or aggravate his condition. He does know that he experiences aches and pains and that the remedy recommended by the health specialist sounds as if it might help. Perhaps the recommendation will help, perhaps not. It might push the system out of balance even more. Following this practice is akin to walking into a drug store and asking the pharmacist for a prescription to alleviate a painful symptom. The pharmacist should recommend that the customer consult a physician to diagnose and treat the condition properly. Were the pharmacist to say, "Sure, try this. This helped Sally Jones who had a pain in the same area a few weeks ago," he would definitely be out of line. This analogy is no more ridiculous than taking nutritional substances which purportedly aided someone else with similar complaints. Indications and contraindications for use of nutritional substances in the treatment of disorders are just as specific as the indications for the use of drugs or other medications.
Admittedly, most nutritional preparations are not harmful when used in small amounts. But when nutritional substances are used in large amounts, such as are usually prescribed for therapeutic purposes, results can be disastrous if not used wisely. While the pioneering work of the early nutritionists is laudable, attempting to apply their recommendations to health problems without first having the body mechanism thoroughly analyzed to ascertain actual needs or deficiencies does their memory and one's self a distinct disservice. Most lay people are not only prone to take the wrong element for the treatment of a condition, but they have no real idea of their own body's requirements. For example, if ten patients from our Clinic, who had been diagnosed as having osteoarthritis, were examined thoroughly for nutritional imbalances and deficiencies, almost invariably each would have needs different from the other nine. Therefore, a different nutritional program would be required for the proper correction of each disease state. Not only has a patient a disease, but a disease exists within a patient. The heredity and environment of each patient is different, and these differences produce a distinct set of nutritional imbalances and deficiencies. Unless these individual imbalances and deficiencies are ascertained and remedied, there is no real chance of long-term correction of the difficulty. The validity of this last statement would not be disputed by any reputable nutritionist or clinician, nor would it be opposed by any of the nutrition pioneers I have mentioned. The reason for the apparent conflict is that at the time these nutritionists reported their observations such methods of chemical analysis were not available and, therefore, it was necessary for them to make general recommendations. I am sure they wholeheartedly believed it was better to give such a recommendation than to omit the subject. I firmly believe that such decisions on their parts were correct at the time.

In any science or art, alert practitioners use the most advanced methods and techniques available to them. That is not to say that they do not wish they had superior methods available, but to wait until such methods are obtainable before imparting to humanity the work and understanding they have would be a great disservice. I shall presently outline advanced techniques for analyzing the nutritional needs of the human body. I am sure that ten years from now these state-of-the-art methods will be considered archaic. Undoubtedly, I will look back on this chapter and smile to myself, but at this moment they are the finest and the most advanced methods known for nutritional analysis of the human body. What's more, they are effective; they give us information that has not been heretofore available and they help physicians cure their patients—which is, as they say in the oft-used cliche, "the bottom line."

**Body/Nutritional Analysis.** For many years the General Nutritional Profile (GNP) has been the bulwark of our patient analysis procedure at the Clymer Health Clinic. This nutritional analysis, developed at the Clinic, consists of an extensive blood-testing program (we were the first clinic to use as a routine part of our blood-screening tests lipoprotein electrophoresis, to measure fat levels; T-4 (Total Thyroxin), for thyroid function; ASO (Antistreptolysin O) titer, to monitor or check for an infective condition; and RA (Rheumatoid factor) latex, to test susceptibility to rheumatoid arthritis), a tissue test for twenty-one minerals (toxic and nontoxic), a blood test for the twelve most common vitamins, a comprehensive diet analysis, hair analysis, and a complete urinalysis. The GNP is an exceptionally good diagnostic tool, which has allowed us to recommend thousands of nutritional programs designed for the needs of the individual patient. From the results of these test procedures, we are able to ascertain what substances an individual patient requires and the amount needed of each to balance the system. The experience of analyzing thousands of GNP results over many years has enabled us to ascertain which compounds are better absorbed and utilized, and which are of lower quality and, therefore, are not recommended by our Clinic. The science of producing nutritional compounds is still in its infancy. For
example, according to representations listed on the labels, several supplement products may seem similar, but in practice some are much more effective than others. In addition, benefits derived from nutritional products vary from patient to patient. For instance, one adrenal substance may help twenty-four out of twenty-five patients, but cause one patient stomach discomfort or fail to bring about the desired improvement. For this patient, changing to another brand often corrects the problem. For these reasons we advise our patients to supplement only with the products we know are of value and can, therefore, recommend. The commodity the patient purchases from the physician is counsel and advice; not to consider and/or act upon the advice is akin to throwing money away.

To make full use of the program, it is essential that patients be retested every six months, until such time that their bodies' chemistries are balanced; then retest is recommended once a year for maintenance purposes. In this manner, we are able to analyze the best approach for handling individual problems, and, also, the most useful methods of correcting recurring problems. Because the analysis program has revealed certain repeating groups of nutritional deficiencies, we can often diagnose a patient's difficulties from the pattern of the GNP. For instance, there is a GNP pattern for hypoglycemia, one for the various types of diabetes, one for many of the enigmatic mental disorders, as well as one for Adrenal Syndrome.

In the early days of my work I diagnosed Adrenal Syndrome mainly from changes in the postural blood pressure and from patient symptomatology in general. However, now we have discovered a specific pattern of nutritional imbalances in Adrenal Syndrome patients, and, whenever this imbalance manifests, we can, in my opinion, make a definitive diagnosis of Adrenal Syndrome.

We have run into patients who, from all apparent symptomatology, appeared to be Adrenal Syndrome cases, but whose nutritional analysis did not follow the usual pattern. Almost invariably, in these cases, further examination showed that some other condition caused the chronic debilitation. This analysis has been of inestimable value to us, for it has saved our time and the patient from disappointment by allowing us to rapidly find, in most instances, the causes of their condition.

Since our pioneering work with the General Nutritional Profile, other doctors and clinics are utilizing this method of patient analysis. As a humanitarian, I must applaud this development, but as a clinician, I must add a word of caution. The true value of the GNP comes not so much from the test procedure itself as from the experience and skill of the clinicians who use the program. The technical methods involved in this type of program are delicate and complex; it is easy to make mistakes unless the technicians involved are careful and highly motivated. **A Word of Caution.** Frequently, companies which offer laboratory services attempt to persuade us to change to their company, assuring us that they offer advantages over services offered by the firms we now patronize. We carefully test the quality of services of each prospective laboratory by submitting various forms of double-blind studies. With hair testing, for instance, we take the hair of one individual, usually a member of our staff, divide it into two or three equal parts, and, after it has been well mixed, send it on different days to one of the new companies, using assumed names. Ideally, all of the tests should report out similarly, because they are parts of the same sample. In the companies we use regularly, the tests do show nearly identical reports. From many of the companies we have tested, even those of high renown and repute, however, the sample readings have 75 come back so entirely different that we have judged their technology valueless, possibly even harmful to patients who may use their facilities. It would be possible to increase certain deficiencies and imbalances if a clinician used the hair or tissue analysis tests of these companies as a basis for his judgments. We often inform the companies of the results of our double-blind studies.
after we receive their analyses, in the hope that they might improve in the future. In one particularly flagrant case, a hair test laboratory rebutted, telling of all the other doctors who were satisfied with their work, but giving not a word of explanation as to why their reports on the same hair varied so greatly. We follow the same procedures with the laboratories who do blood testing and other analyses.

Admittedly, we are the bane of many nutritional testing companies. However, our patients' happiness and at times their very lives depend on the accuracy of our procedures, and we feel we must do all within our power to insure that these procedures are accurate.

Technology is now available for proper nutritional testing; however, as this method becomes more popular more "fly-by-night" outfits will be entering the field—firms which do not have the experience, skill, or motivation to test accurately and whose procedures can possibly do more harm than good. A patient's best assurance is to seek a reputable clinic which will stand behind the tests. Be especially careful of mail order hair tests and those offered by health food stores. They may have neither the knowledge nor the experience necessary to interpret or test the validity of the report.

Results of nutritional testing which are obtained from these procedures must be looked upon in light of the patient's entire problem, and in light of hundreds and thousands of patients with similar difficulties and imbalances. This knowledge must then be combined to suggest the proper routine for each patient individually. It is not possible for a doctor who does a nutritional test now and then to understand the interplay and correlation of these results with the patient's other needs and requirements. One cannot simply take a tissue analysis test and, finding this mineral high and that mineral low, correct the problem by withdrawing the mineral that is high or supplying the mineral that is low. A mineral may be high or low in a test for many reasons. The mineral may be high, not because the body has too much of it, but because the body is not able to utilize it properly and, therefore, it is being stored in the hair tissues. Although the mineral appears high on a test, it may be one that is desperately needed by the body, but which must be supplied in a readily metabolized form other than that which the body is now receiving.

76 Merely because a mineral is low in the hair analysis does not mean that the body may not have sufficient amounts of this mineral; usually this is true, but not always. Due to some other imbalance, the hair follicle may not be able to pick up the mineral, so that its amount in the hair could be low but body levels normal. This is common in the case of sodium if potassium is deficient. Sodium and potassium always tend to balance one another, and if the tissues are short in potassium, this usually shows in the hair; but to keep the proper balance, the hair follicle will not pick up more than enough sodium to balance the potassium, and so the sodium level will look low when it really is not. For these reasons a hair test is only as good as the laboratory which runs it and the clinician who interprets it. The value of the GNP, as given at our Clinic, is not necessarily in the numbers that are stated in the returned tests, but in these numbers as judged by our previous knowledge and in comparison with thousands of tests which have been taken previously. The information supplied by the GNP is not the "Word of God." It is simply important information which the doctor must utilize in his nutritional, supplemental, and dietary recommendations. This knowledge more than anything else is the most vital part of the nutritional analysis. Complete Mineral-Testing Procedure.

As advanced and useful as the currently used GNP has been, I have long realized that for the best possible analysis of the nutritional states of our patients something further is required. As previously mentioned, a nutritional component may be high or low in the hair without showing the same fluctuation in the rest of the body. Heretofore, the analysis of the other bodily substances was not technically feasible because of the small amounts of minerals present and therefore the large amount of sample required to make an accurate
testing. However, as a result of our constant requests, some of the more responsible tissue analysis firms have finally been able to develop a procedure by which the entire progress of nutritional elements in the body can be followed. As nutritional substances are utilized, they are first taken from the digestive tract into the blood; from the blood they go to the various tissue repositories where they may be needed for body maintenance and repair; and, finally, those in excess or no longer of value are excreted in the urine. To have a truly accurate and complete analysis of nutritional elements in the body, we should know the state of these elements in the transporting mechanism (the blood), the accumulation of these minerals in the target or tissue elements (hair or fingernails), and which and in what quantities are being excreted in

77 the urine. Such a complex analysis is now available. While the cost of the complete mineral-testing procedure is somewhat higher than the General Nutritional Profile, it has been kept reasonable so that all persons who are truly interested in the needs of their body's nutritional health can avail themselves of this latest in advanced technology.

With the initiation of this complete mineral-testing procedure, many of the honest objections which were raised regarding the hair test analysis have been overcome. Since we now analyze three different parameters of nutritional functioning in the body, our knowledge of this functioning has increased manyfold. For example, if a certain mineral is normal in the blood, low in the hair, and high in the urine, we can readily assume that a sufficient amount is being taken into the body (because of the normal blood levels), but it is not being absorbed and metabolized by the body correctly (due to the low tissue levels and the high excretion levels). Enough of the element is coming in, but the body is not holding on to it; it is being lost through the urine. We know then that we have to do one of two things: Find a form of this element that the body can more readily use or work to normalize the digestive system of the body so that it can break down properly the type of nutritional source that is now being ingested by the patient. Usually in practice we try to work on both of these factors. In another example, if a mineral is in normal quantity in the blood, high in the hair, and extremely low in urinary excretions, we now know that sufficient amounts of this element are being taken into the system but that through some defect in metabolism it is being retained in the system and not being properly eliminated. This is common, for instance, with copper. In patients with a certain metabolic defect—often seen in those with Adrenal Syndrome—copper cannot be excreted and accumulates in the system. Dramatic changes in personality can occur in this type of individual because such an elevated copper level can cause mental and emotional symptoms which may border on those of schizophrenia. This condition is treatable through a proper combination of zinc, manganese, and rutin, although it takes some time for recovery from the mental symptoms.

Or, if an element is slightly high in the blood, quite high in the tissues, and is being excreted in fairly large amounts in the urine, the answer is obvious—the patient is taking in far too much of this element and the intake level should be reduced. On the other hand, if an element is slightly low in the blood, quite low in the hair, and being excreted also at a lower than normal level, we know that there is a definite deficiency in intake of this mineral. In 78 this instance we must supply this mineral to a patient in the best absorbable form available.

This method of analysis is of great value. Undoubtedly in years to come, new and more comprehensive techniques will be developed to give greater knowledge of a patient's nutritional needs. However, this new testing procedure along with those we have performed for many years enables us to provide comprehensive and exacting help to Adrenal Syndrome patients in finding their nutritional imbalances and deficiencies. In the past, this lack has been a weak spot in the treatment of this condition; it should be no longer. Of all the so-called scientific advances of modern medicine, nutritional analysis is one I believe can
truly qualify as an honest and useful aid to humanity. The ancients had emblazoned over their temples, "Man, Know Thyself." This is what we are attempting to do with our teaching. Everyday and in every way we are trying to get to know ourselves better, and with these new methods of nutritional analysis we are closer than ever before. **Summary** The correction of nutritional imbalances and deficiencies is an essential part of the treatment of Adrenal Syndrome. To this end, all elements and substances the patient needs should be correctly balanced and deficiencies corrected. Exact amounts of the different substances needed to accomplish this end must be ascertained and the patient should be supplied with the best possible products to accomplish this purpose. To fulfill these aims, the General Nutritional Profile, a complete analysis of the body's nutritional mechanism, developed at the Clymer Health Clinic, is essential. In addition to the profile, a three-way analysis—blood, hair, and urine—of the nutritional state of the body is now available. By the use of this triple nutritional analysis, the clinician can easily pinpoint and differentiate imbalances, deficiencies, and over- and under-ingestion—not only to indicate what the patient needs, but to know in what form it must be properly utilized and not misused. Even the finest of all of these tests, however, are of no lasting value unless they are backed up by extensive clinical experience and knowledge in their use and application.

**CHAPTER V Patient and Family Responsibilities**

As I indicated in an earlier chapter, few conditions in medicine require of the patient such a large responsibility for recovery as does Adrenal Syndrome. Undoubtedly, this is one of the major reasons it is so ignored; few practitioners are willing to spend the necessary time and effort to program, manage, and constantly encourage these patients so that they are capable of carrying out their own parts of the cure. Only the Adrenal Syndrome patient can obtain ultimate control of the condition. The physician can provide a certain portion of the treatment. His part is necessary and vital, but by itself is not sufficient for the total correction of the ailment. Full recovery from Adrenal Syndrome is possible only if the patient assumes his part of the responsibility. If he does not, all help will be slow, arduous, and incomplete.

If this book succeeds in helping the myriads of patients who suffer Adrenal Syndrome to successfully understand the nature of the condition itself, the book will have fulfilled its purpose. Prior to the issuance of this work, all that was available was the twenty-seven page chapter on stress and hypoadrenalism in *It's Only Natural*. All new Adrenal Syndrome patients in our Clinic were told to read that chapter two or three times before their next appointment. I felt that was the only way they could achieve any semblance of understanding of their situations so that I would be able to help them. This understanding is still an absolute essential for patient care. For current Adrenal Syndrome patients, I, of course, require this text. Whenever they feel depressed or have doubts about their condition, I encourage them to read and reread the exposition of Adrenal Syndrome herein. **Steps in the Patient's Recovery**

There are five important steps which the patient must take to help himself in overcoming this condition: The patient must fully understand the character and nature of the problem. The patient must accept the fact that he is a victim of Adrenal Syndrome; not only must he accept this fact in his mind, but also in his heart and soul, so that he has no doubt at all that this is the problem and that he must face it squarely. The patient must evaluate his entire life-style in light of Adrenal Syndrome. The patient must correct his life-style so that he can produce the amount of stress reduction that is required in his specific case. The patient must realize the necessity of, and embark upon, a program of stress reduction that will continue the rest of his life.

**Step 1: Understand the Problem.** Everything a patient does in his life—be it work, rest, exercise, sleep, eat, enjoy entertainment, take part in any form of activity—helps either to strengthen or to weaken the adrenal glands. Therefore, it is imperative that the patient know
as much as possible about every factor, variation, or nuance that might affect him on the road to recovery. My own work, which extends over a quarter of a century, has been a constant investigation of each and every physical, mental, and emotional facet of life that may, in some way or another, help support or injure the adrenal function. I have placed as many examples of these stresses in this book as possible. Each bit of understanding and information the patient can glean about his problem increases his chance for a rapid and uncomplicated recovery. If questions and doubts arise, the patient is able to return to this text to search for an answer. If a patient has a thorough understanding of his condition, as presented here, he should meet few situations in his existence which he cannot understand and explain. Doubt, fear, and depression arise more from not understanding the real nature of the condition than from any other single factor of Adrenal Syndrome. If a patient has a set of disturbing symptoms, but knows what bodily function is not operating properly and what has caused the malfunction, together with what he must do to alleviate it, a great amount of stress and worry is prevented, and treatment of the condition can progress unhindered. On the other hand, if a patient is having difficulties which he cannot explain or understand, thoughts start passing through his mind that the difficulty might be this disease or that disease; these fears create stresses which produce more symptoms which lead the patient further down a destructive path and can create a serious setback to the improvement of his condition. The first step on the road to recovery, therefore, is to understand and comprehend basic adrenal reactions. It is a step ignored by too many patients. A good coach in any endeavour always spends a great deal of time acquainting his student with the so-called "basics" of the game, for he knows that in the long run this knowledge usually means the difference between success and failure. Such instruction is usually dull and those involved are often not eager to follow the program, but it is the only road to real accomplishment. The best advice I can give patients is to return to this text and read and reread it until the fundamental nature of the condition is well understood and its various ramifications become as well known as the letters of the alphabet. It is not always easy for the Adrenal Syndrome patient to comprehend his condition as readily as a more stable person might, because the nature of Adrenal Syndrome causes mental clouding, poor concentration, and inferior memory retention. Therefore, it is necessary for the Adrenal Syndrome patient to spend much more time going over this knowledge to absorb it, but with persistence he will always succeed. 

**Step 2: Accept the Condition:** Step one, patient understanding and comprehension, is relatively easy to explain to the patient and the instructions for its fulfillment are rarely misunderstood. Unfortunately, this cannot be said of step two: patient acceptance of the condition. This point can present a hurdle that is the most difficult part in the entire treatment of Adrenal Syndrome. For treatment of Adrenal Syndrome to proceed as quickly and as fully as possible, it is vitally important that the patient direct all his energies toward helping himself to overcome the difficulty. The only way that we can help him marshall these energies is if he is positive about what is wrong with him, if he accepts this fact fully and, therefore, is completely motivated to help the doctor overcome his malady. Unless this can be done, recovery will be unnecessarily slow and probably incomplete. Recovery from Adrenal Syndrome always proceeds in direct proportion to the amount of patient acceptance achieved.

If the above statements are true—as they are—and assuming that the average patient is at least reasonably intelligent, one might readily ask why we have so much trouble obtaining patient acceptance. If this acceptance is essential for the well-being of the patient, why cannot the patient recognize this and do all that is necessary to help the doctor aid him in his recovery from this condition? To understand the patient's difficulty, let us reconsider the
nature of the condition, the nature of the Adrenal Syndrome patient, and the advice of the various physicians the patient may have consulted. Most of these patients have been diagnosed as neurotic or just plain lazy. Most have fears that some strange, undiscovered disease is gradually eating away at their vitals. When the symptoms of the condition are under control, it is easy for a patient to be logical and reasonable and accept the possibility that he may have Adrenal Syndrome. However, when in the still of the night some of the more bizarre symptoms of this condition occur, it is extremely easy for fear and apprehension to creep into the patient's consciousness or for words of a physician who once pronounced him emotionally unstable to come vividly to mind. Doubt builds on doubt, and by morning the patient can have himself thoroughly convinced that he is mentally unstable or a victim of some incurable disease.

On the opposite side of the ledger, for individuals whose symptoms are not as severe as some it is difficult to accept the fact that they have a condition as complicated as Adrenal Syndrome, since the early manifestations are relatively mild. They want to believe either that they are only overworked or that all they have is a virus.

**Step 3: Evaluate.** It is necessary for the Adrenal Syndrome patient to go on a true austerity program as far as the expenditure of his own neuroglandular energies is concerned. As he is able to adjust his life-style to conserve these energies as much as possible, he will be able to rebuild the general adaptive mechanism and pay off his past bodily debts. When these are paid off and the neuroglandular mechanism is brought to a state of optimal functioning for this individual patient, his austerity program, i.e., his life-style, can be liberalized to a maintenance schedule. However, he must be careful that he does not once again overextend himself and produce more debts—the practice which had previously brought him into such a poor state. All patients ask how much they must adjust their life-styles. The answer is at once simple and immeasurably complex. They must adjust their life-styles sufficiently to produce the necessary stress-reduction on the neuroglandular system to allow it to regenerate. Exactly what this means for an individual patient depends on three factors: First, on the extent of the drain on the neuroglandular system; second, on the present life-style of the patient; and third, on the types of treatment the patient is able to obtain for his condition. After analyzing these three elements, we are able to help the patient in the evaluation of his life-style changes.

For example, the young minister from Pittsburgh, mentioned earlier, obviously was an Adrenal Syndrome patient. His condition had become so severe that he had fainted in the pulpit while delivering a sermon. This reaction occurred because of lowered blood pressure and a deficient amount of oxygen available to the brain. At times he became so weak that he had to spend two or three days flat on his back in bed before he could carry on with his work. He was, however, as are so many Adrenal Syndrome patients, a definite overachiever. As soon as he was able to get out of bed, he was out working on church duties, giving lectures in different parts of the country, attending parishioners, and planning new projects. Since he lived about six hours from our Clinic, it was not possible for him to see us frequently. Every attempt was made to find a physician in his local area who was knowledgeable about Adrenal Syndrome. As reported, those who would accept him as a patient seemed to have little knowledge of Adrenal Syndrome, and those who were knowledgeable refused to accept him as a patient. Since clinical treatment of any significant magnitude seemed out of the question for this patient, a radical change of life-style was essential if improvement was to be obtained. He had to give up as many of his external church duties as possible and delegate wherever possible his internal church duties. Eventually, once he was able to regenerate his system, he could gradually return to his various duties. However, I do not believe that, even under the best circumstances, he should ever return to the full intensity of activities that he fulfilled when I first saw him. Admittedly,
such an opinion is not what a patient wants to hear. In fact, this patient has had a difficult time accepting Adrenal Syndrome. Nature has a way of helping truth, however, and once he fainted during church services, he had little choice but to accept the condition.

In a similar case, a patient called on me, describing in great detail all her symptoms, each one of which led to the same conclusion, Adrenal Syndrome. She mentioned that while she wanted to come to our Clinic for treatment, it was going to be difficult for her because she was, at that time, holding down three jobs and was working seven days a week. I remarked that her situation would probably be quite easy to help; all she had to do was to give up at least one of her jobs and use that free time to come to see us at the Clinic. I advised her that, in fact, unless she did, there was probably little that I or anyone could do to help her. Another patient whom I had been treating for some time, achieved good progress up to a point, but could not progress beyond a certain plateau. Review of her treatment program showed she was receiving all of the remedies, following the proper diet, and getting her proper treatments at the Clinic. Only one thing remained for her to do: Change her life-style sufficiently to reduce stress further because she was, as I had told her, still putting out more energy every week than she was producing and, therefore, creating an ever increasing debt rather than building up a reserve in her energy bank. I learned later that she had been active in certain church activities which, while she enjoyed them, were not an absolutely essential part of her life. She gave up these activities and, within two weeks, started to improve again and has continued that improvement. Eventually, as her neuroglandular mechanism strengthens, she can again include these extra church activities in her life. However, had we not analyzed her life-style and changed it at the time we did, she would undoubtedly still be floundering in her recovery and wondering why she did not make the improvement we had promised her.

**Step 4: Reduce Stress.** Once the patient has adequately evaluated his life-style, he can correct his way of living and begin the accomplishment of stress reduction. In regard to this point, one is constantly reminded of the familiar biblical phrase, "The spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak." It is one thing for a patient to evaluate his life-style and realize what changes must be made, quite another for him to institute these changes and live up to these changes until proper improvement has been attained. For instance, the young Pittsburgh minister, while obviously aware of the measures necessary for alleviation and correction of his problem, was anything but eager to make those changes and was actually strongly opposed to such changes. Well motivated to work for his ideals and life objectives, he had a strong sense of duty and responsibility to those who were dependent on him. He was willing to make almost any sacrifice except that which would entail a change in his basic life-style. In fact, his resistance was such that he altered his life-style only when his symptoms became so severe that he could not physically continue.

A long-time professional acquaintance of mine, Dr. Henry Linke, often said "The way a patient has lived is what has caused the problem he now has. To help the problem, we must change his life-style. You cannot ultimately do one without the other." Dr. Linke told me that over thirty years ago, and each passing year has reaffirmed the truth of his statement. These first four points of patient responsibility are interdependent. Before a patient is able to change his life-style, he must understand his condition and, therefore, have a reason to change. People do not make changes without a reason or purpose. Once a patient understands his condition, it is easier to accept the difficulty and realize the only way to overcome it is to make the necessary changes in life-style. He must then, with the aid of his doctor, plan these changes and, again with the help of his doctor, carry out the alterations which are essential to his ultimate recovery.

**Step 5: Continue Stress-Reduction Activity.** Once changes have been instituted and the patient is on the road to recovery, he must consider establishing within himself a never-
ending evaluation of the stresses to which he is exposed. Stress is an integral component of life without which life would be nearly valueless. The various stresses of living prompt us to all forms of activity which produce every known improvement and man-made beauty in the world about us. In some individuals, however, an overabundance of stresses can exhaust the neuroglandular mechanism. Adrenal Syndrome patients must be careful to avoid an abundance of stress; they must shun those stresses which are, by their nature, worthless or useless. We refer to such stresses as worry, anxiety, judgment of others, or paranoic-type fears. These stresses have no redeeming features except that by learning to eliminate them we grow stronger and wiser.

Probably the most common question asked me by those with Adrenal Syndrome is, "Will I ever be normal again?" The answer I give is, "There is no such thing as a 'normal' person. We are all crippled to a lesser or greater degree from birth. We all come into the world with the combined heredity of our mothers' and fathers' ancestors, none of whom were normal and, therefore, there is no way that they can create a totally normal child. Your problem happens to be a weakness in the neuroglandular mechanism. Luckily, it is one which we understand; one which we can control; and, in most cases, one which we can correct. It is necessary, however, for you to live more carefully in regard to the various stresses of life than the so-called average individual, somewhat in the same way that the individual who has inherited a mild diabetic condition must watch his diet so that he does not ingest too much sugar. As long as he watches this factor, he can live a relatively normal life. If you, the Adrenal Syndrome patient, learn to control and moderate the various stresses upon your whole being, you, too, can live a relatively normal life." When an Adrenal Syndrome patient says he wants to be "normal" he means what he believes is normal. He really does not mean what would be his own normal state, but what he sees as normal for some other person or for people in general. If a blind person is sick and we help him get well, he does not expect to see again, he only expects to have the additional ailment corrected. This is not true of most Adrenal Syndrome patients. They want us not only to return them to their normal state, but also to make them "see again," i.e., they expect us to help them overcome the neuroglandular weakness which is their congenital due.

We attempt to do this, not by returning these patients to normal, but by encouraging them to a state of supernormal. They must work to obtain a greater control over their lives than the average person, for only in this manner will they achieve their desires. My college football team had a one-eyed quarterback who was good enough to become nationally famous. He put forth much greater effort than most to reach his goal, with his disability, since he lacked depth perception. However, he did not bemoan his fate. He persisted and outpaced all his two-eyed competition for the position. So must the Adrenal Syndrome patient. In the last analysis, how productive, creative, or normal a life the Adrenal Syndrome patient lives is entirely up to him. To succeed, he must follow as fully as he can the five tenets laid down in this chapter. He must fully understand his condition, must have a complete acceptance of the condition, must evaluate the stresses upon him and his general life-style, must correct these stresses as necessary, and must be eternally vigilant in evaluating the emotional stresses that may come to him during the rest of his life. He does not need to stay away from all stresses, but all unnecessary stresses should be reduced to a minimum so that his energy can be conserved for those activities and emotional situations which are truly beneficial and productive to him on all planes of his existence.

What Every Family Should Know about the Person with Adrenal Syndrome

Almost without exception, the average family and friends of the Adrenal Syndrome patient unwittingly do everything they can to worsen the condition. The harder they try to be helpful, the more injurious become the results of their efforts. There are several simple reasons for
this paradox, the most common being that almost all obvious or so-called "gut" reactions toward the Adrenal Syndrome victim are invariably incorrect. The advice, be it professional or amateur, which would fit most persons with symptoms similar to those displayed by the adrenal case are completely ineffectual and usually detrimental to the progress of the Adrenal Syndrome patient. Unlike the true neurotic or basic non-achiever, the adrenal victim wants nothing more than to be able to do all the things his friends and relatives are extolling him to do. The fact is, he is physically incapable of accomplishing these tasks and will remain so until the basic underlying condition is remedied.

The patient with this problem is usually intelligent, highly motivated, responsible, with a great desire to achieve. The difficulty is that he has neither the glandular nor the nervous strength to carry out these desires and ambitions. The fact can create in him a large and often conflicting group of emotional and personality frustrations. Put yourself in his place for a moment and perhaps you will see the sense of frustration which is produced by this condition. You are an individual of intelligence and character. You have desired to do useful and productive things with your life and yet every time you attempt to do something, you become more and more exhausted. Every attempt at productive activity is met with strange nervous anxieties or, as one patient put it, "agitated depression." The only thing that even remotely seems to help is rest and withdrawal from all the fascinating events of life. You are like an athlete who is trained to run the hundred-yard dash, but who collapses after a few yards each time he attempts to run. Soon you stop trying and wonder if there is any sense in training or in trying to accomplish anything because fatigue, anxiety, and failure have become the essence of your existence. Here, of course, is where your friends and family come to your aid. They entreat you: "Now, come on, don't be lazy. Keep going, keep trying." They tell you: "It's all in your mind. Tell yourself you are going to succeed and you will." You consider that perhaps they are right, and so you try harder. The harder you try, the more you stress your weakened glandular system and the more rapidly you fail. The more admonitions and encouragement of this kind you receive from your family and friends, the more guilt you accumulate when you are not able to accomplish. The greater the guilt, the greater the stress; the greater the stress, the less you can accomplish; the less you accomplish, the more you are admonished, the greater the guilt, and so on. In this fashion, well-meaning friends and family members hasten the development of this disease. In fact, from my many years in treating this condition, I have concluded that the most difficult to resolve and the most prolonged of all stresses imposed on the Adrenal Syndrome patient are those by friends and family who are truly trying to be helpful. The ironic saying comes to mind: "With friends like these, who needs enemies."

I wish in no way to be harsh or unfair to the family and friends of the Adrenal Syndrome patient. These patients are the most misunderstood of all disease victims in America today. How can their loved ones comprehend their problems when not even one in a hundred doctors understands them? A large part of my time and energy in treating Adrenal Syndrome patients is devoted to counselling their family and close friends. 88 Oftentimes only by enlisting their help am I able to resolve a difficult case. When properly motivated, no other group of people can have such a beneficial effect on the victims of this condition. What Family and Friends Can Do Understand. The foremost effort that friends can make to help these patients is to understand as thoroughly as possible the nature and character of the disease. To accomplish this end, I suggest that they read this text thoroughly, not just once, but two or three times until the words are engraved on their consciousness and the spirit of the work itself becomes a part of their being. There are times, unfortunately frequent in some cases, when Adrenal Syndrome patients can be nearly insufferable. At such times it requires the consciousness and personality of a saint to live with them. Only if the healthy friend or
family member is permeated with an understanding of the nature of the Adrenal Syndrome experience can he develop the compassion and understanding necessary to help his poor friend or relative on the proper path to improvement and recovery. One who would be of help to these individuals must be able to push aside his own feelings and personal needs as much as possible and learn to say and do those things which are most inclined to produce improvement for the sufferer. There are those who are not willing to undertake such a task upon themselves and many divorces and broken relationships occur because of Adrenal Syndrome. Interestingly, most persons with chronic Adrenal Syndrome tend to marry partners with strong adrenals. This can be true even though the marriage takes place long before real adrenal symptoms manifest. In this way, one partner is steadfast when the other becomes erratic. While such a relationship helps to stabilize a marriage, it does present a problem in that it is difficult for the stronger partner to understand the weaknesses of his or her spouse since he or she has not experienced similar symptoms. This chapter is intended to help remedy this misunderstanding.

I am often asked: "How can I develop this understanding and compassion, Doctor, when the patient seems to do everything he can to upset me?" The answer I give in my office consultations is this: "Suppose you get on a bus and are about to put your token in the meter. Someone enters the bus behind you and steps on your foot while something he is carrying hits you in the shin. Your shin hurts and your foot is sore. You turn around in great anger ready to read the riot act to this inconsiderate, clumsy individual. Upon turning around you find that the object which hit your shin was a white cane and that the individual you are now addressing is wearing dark glasses and is obviously blind. What happens to your consternation and anger? Immediately, they are brushed aside by understanding. You step out of the way and say to the individual, 'Oh, I am sorry, was I in your way? Please let me help you to a seat.' Which you do. The shin still hurts, your foot is still sore, but your feelings of anger are entirely dissipated and replaced by those of compassion and helpfulness all due to the fact that you have a different understanding of the incident after seeing the individual. The events have not changed from the first insult to your body, but your comprehension of what caused the events has changed completely, and so has your attitude. Thus, it can and should be with your attitudes toward your Adrenal Syndrome friend. He is, as it were, emotionally and physiologically blind. He is not able to change many of his actions; he does not hurt you or anyone intentionally. He is driven to these acts by pressures so great, so difficult to control that even a seraphim would be sorely tired."

There is a Buddhist saying of which I am often reminded in my treatment of the adrenal case: "To know all is to forgive all." If we knew and understood what goes on inside the mind of the adrenal patient, we should be able to forgive him and work to help him on his path back to a productive existence.

**Encouragement.** Another important step friends and relatives can take to help the Adrenal Syndrome patient toward his recovery is to encourage him. One of the basic characteristics of this disease, particularly in its chronic form, is that of discouragement and depression. It seems to the adrenal patient that life is without joy or purpose, that there is no help, and that he is destined to remain forever in the anxious morass of despondency and depression in which he finds himself.

Sermons and admonitions do not help him; encouragement does. Friends should let him know that they understand his problem, that they appreciate his suffering; but that with the proper treatment and care he will improve. They should let him know that although he will have ups and downs—for this is the nature of the condition itself—he must not give up but continue his treatment until his efforts are rewarded. There is no end to the value of encouragement for the Adrenal Syndrome patient, no end to the need for constant assurance
that he is going to get better. In the early stages of treatment, especially for the patient with the chronic form, he has little else to fortify him. His treatment, of course, is helpful, but in the beginning this is directed toward building basic adrenal support and 90 has little effect on his immediate sense of well-being. In fact, early treatment can make the patient feel more tired than previously because the adrenal is resting in its effort to rebuild itself. Encouragement and hope are the mainstay of help at this time. When friends and relatives ask what they can do to help the new Adrenal Syndrome patient, I reply that there are three things which they should give in full measure: encouragement, encouragement, and more encouragement.

Reinforcement: "Let Thine Eye Be Single." Another vital factor, to which friends can contribute, is treatment reinforcement. The Bible says: "Let thine eye be single." To succeed, it is necessary to look in one direction, take one way, use one path. Only by directing all the forces and energies of the patient along one line can he accomplish his goal. This is important in treating all Adrenal Syndrome patients, but absolutely essential in chronic patients. Once I have accepted a patient, I attempt to make my treatment plan as clear as possible to friends and relatives close to the patient, so that they can offer their support for this treatment. At no time should the adrenal patient have the slightest doubt that the treatment he is receiving is anything but the best available. Doubt creates negative thoughts and these thoughts depress the neuroglandular system in such a manner as to make progress difficult. Because of the lowered blood pressure and, therefore, lowered nutrition and oxygen available to the brain of the Adrenal Syndrome patient, he has difficulty making decisions and discriminating among types of therapy. He is easily lead from one path to another if some outside influence works to move him in that direction. Like all sufferers of chronic diseases, he is hoping for a miracle. There are no miracles in Adrenal Syndrome cases, only specific hard work which eventually succeeds in overcoming the condition. Once a patient has started on a particular plan of treatment, it is incumbent on true friends to help support him in this plan of treatment. The patient should be entreated to continue the chosen treatment plan. If friends or relatives have any disagreement or apprehension about the type of treatment the patient is receiving, they should discuss this situation with the doctor, never with the patient. If those close to the patient are in disagreement with the treatment, it might be best for the patient to go to another physician. There is little use in a doctor's going all out to help a patient if his efforts are constantly subverted by the patient's friends and family. In Adrenal Syndrome treatment, the doctor must work diligently 91 to build the patient's confidence in the therapy and in his, the physician's care. Only in this manner will the patient receive the full value of the treatment given. Anything that family and friends do to disturb this confidence can be injurious to the patient and severely slow recovery. Little of this depreciation of the patient's treatment stems from maliciousness or attempt to hurt the doctor-patient relationship, I realize. Most of it comes from a sincere, but misguided, effort to help the patient. Frequently, friends bring the patient newspaper or magazine articles which discuss problems similar to that from which they think the patient is suffering. Usually, these are about conditions which produce symptoms similar to those of the patient's, but which are not related to the patient's own situation. This type of reading produces in the patient, who is unwise enough to peruse them, a sense of confusion. The patient begins to question his doctor's care and to doubt the benefit of his treatment. This confusion, unless rapidly corrected, may act to eat away at the progress made and prevent future improvement. I do not wish to intimate that the therapy outlined here is the only possible therapy to help these patients, or that I alone have all the answers for this condition. Patients may be helped in many ways. I have attempted to bring together the best methods I know to form a
complete treatment for this most difficult disease. I know that other dedicated doctors also do a good job with these patients, for there are "many ways to skin a cat." However, in skinning a cat, it is best to choose one way and not try two or three simultaneously. Once the patient and his family have chosen a method of therapy, they should stick with it and not confuse the patient by suggesting other doctors or other treatments. Should any treatment not fulfill the doctor's stated goals, the patient has the right to discuss the future with the doctor, and if the prognosis does not seem favourable, that patient may wish to look elsewhere. If the patient or family and/or friends lose confidence in the doctor, another must be sought. While in treatment with any physician, however, the best chance of success is by full faith in his care. Again, "Let thine eye be single."

**Consideration of Other Factors.** While the foundation of friends' help to adrenal patients is supported by the three great pillars already mentioned—understanding, encouragement, and reinforcement—several other considerations should be mentioned. When a patient's condition is severe enough to require his staying at the Clinic, we usually do all we can to isolate him from adverse influences. Frequently, our main reason for suggesting a patient stay at the Clinic is to remove him from the home environment which aggravates his condition. The patient's efforts to keep in touch with those at home often defeat our treatment plan. The patient sometimes behaves like a narcotic addict in relation to his previous situation. He knows that every time he contacts "the folks at home," they are likely to say things which can trigger old reactions which are detrimental to his recovery. Yet his connection with family and friends is so strong that he continually contacts them even though it devitalizes him, both physically and emotionally.

I have found two solutions to this situation. First, I often explain to friends and relatives the character and nature of the condition and what they must do to be of valuable service to their loved one's recovery. Usually this explanation is helpful and sometimes works very well, but frequently family members are unwilling to cooperate or are simply incapable of understanding the situation. In these instances, and in cases in which friends or relatives do not come for consultation, we insist that a patient not contact his friends and relatives until the negative contact can be controlled by the patient's improved physical condition and understanding of his emotional stresses and sensitivities. With great reluctance do I impose such a blackout, it being far more advantageous to the patient and to me to have the help and encouragement of those at home, but in many instances I am left with no other alternative.

**A Few Precautions.** Even when family and friends are understanding, knowledgeable, and sympathetic, they should consider a number of important factors involved with patient contact. All phone conversations should be brief, preferably not over five minutes. Lengthy phone conversations have a deceptive effect on the mechanism of the Adrenal Syndrome patient and can exhaust much more rapidly than direct conversation.

No more than two or three friends and relatives should visit at one time. Most Adrenal Syndrome patients are adversely affected by crowds, particularly visitors the patient does not know well or for whom he feels he must put on a "front." Even old friends should not stay too long (an hour is sufficient) to prevent a drain on the Adrenal Syndrome patient. These precautions are most important when the patient first enters the Clinic. However, as the patient improves, such precautions may be relaxed. A patient may be set back several days in recovery by a visitation of well-meaning friends who wanted to come and cheer him. I am often asked by persons who sincerely want to help, "What do we talk about with these patients?" Admittedly, this is a difficult point because some patients are very sensitive. If the conversation centers on the patient and his condition, he might feel he is being patronized. On the other hand, if talk is about the things that are going on at home, he may become depressed and despondent because he wishes he could do these also, but cannot.
(Remember, I said that these people are difficult to please.)
A few suggestions may help. First, let the patient talk. Let him tell about the things which are now important to him. What is he finding out about himself and about others? Let him tell about his plans for the future. In other words, take a lead from the patient. If he brings up a subject, discuss it—but watch carefully how he reacts. If he becomes quiet and withdrawn, if his eyes start to look somewhat vague and glassy, he is being exhausted, and it is time to change the subject or, if no improvement occurs with a new subject, time to leave. Visiting a chronic adrenal patient is like having lunch with a tiger. It can be done, but it is challenging and one must constantly be on guard. When the patient's eyes look glassy, it's as if the tiger were swishing his tail; it is time to leave.

**Making Decisions.** Though difficult, it is necessary for the Adrenal Syndrome patient, at times, to make decisions. To the patient, with his oxygen-poor brain, molehills easily assume the size of mountains. However, certain family affairs sometimes require a decision by the patient. All such situations must be handled with great care and delicacy, for the patient often has difficulty understanding the exact significance of many of these arrangements. He will frequently lean too far to one side or the other. That is, he may worry unnecessarily over a simple, uncomplicated arrangement in an attempt to make decisions which are not necessarily related to or concerned with the basic problem. Or, on the other hand, he may continually ignore an important project which has to be completed within a certain period of time and which requires some decision from him for its completion.
In these situations, the family should explain the situation to his doctor as thoroughly as possible and then abide by the doctor's suggestions as to how to approach the patient. Such instances happen in our Clinic with great regularity and usually, if the patient is approached in a knowledgeable manner, the situation is resolved without great difficulty.

**Children.** Patients with children present unique problems. When it is necessary to bring a young mother into the Clinic as an inpatient, we must consider what to do with her children. Occasionally an infant is brought into the Clinic with the mother. Most school-age children are left at home, under the care of the father, grandmother, or friends. While I do not believe in separating mother and child, in certain severe forms of Adrenal Syndrome there is no alternative.
Depending on the age of the child, he should be taught as completely as possible the nature of his mother's problem. No fanciful stories should be made up, as these can cause severe problems at a later date. Almost any child, from the age of four up, can be told what is "wrong with Mommy." The condition can be explained in language that a child can at least accept, even though he cannot fully understand. If there is real difficulty toward this end, the doctor should speak with the child. In my practice, I do this repeatedly, and often I am able to enlist better cooperation from the children than I can from many of the adults. Children should know that the Adrenal Syndrome patient needs understanding and encouragement from them as much as from any other family member. A child's words of encouragement can be of great help to a loving mother.
While most of the foregoing discussion applies particularly to severe Adrenal Syndrome cases who come as Clinic inpatients, the same information is helpful for those who remain as outpatients. In some ways, the aid and cooperation of friends and family is even more important in these cases, because while the inpatient's family contact is only intermittent, the outpatient's family contact is constant and, if poor in support and encouragement, the stress produced can be severe and unremitting.

**Laws of Vibration.** We have spoken in this chapter and elsewhere of the vibratory states that exist around these patients. Perhaps a word of explanation would help to understand more fully what is meant by "vibratory states." By its atomic nature, all life puts out certain
emanations which we know as vibrations. They have various effects and purposes, most of
which are not necessary to mention here. The human being is no exception to this rule. In
fact, since the human body is a heat-producing structure with electromagnetic and chemical
reactions going on by the billions every second, it produces a strong vibratory or
electromagnetic field about itself. This field is effected by the basic electromagnetic and
chemical structure of the body, by foods we eat, by the character of our elimination, by the
thoughts we think, by the emotions which are prevalent within us, and even by our future
aspirations as they affect the physical, mental, and emotional components of our bodies. We
all know people whom we instantly like and feel comfortable with. We also know people who
leave us cold or unsettled and whom we would just as soon not see again. In these
instances, we are affected by the aggregate of their vibratory forces in conjunction with our
own. In the first case, the individual's vibratory forces are such that they reinforce and
strengthen our own, while in the second, exactly the opposite effect is produced.
This response is particularly strong in those with Adrenal Syndrome. If they are around
persons who are understanding and supportive, they can be swept along on this support,
and great improvement can be brought about in their cases. If there are persons about the
patient whose vibratory elements are antipathetic, the results produced are detrimental and
the patient's progress can be impeded by these forces of unsympathetic vibrations. It is not
even necessary for those around the patient to communicate disapproval. The mere
presence of a person who is not understanding, harmonious, and encouraging can be and
usually is, injurious to the patient's progress. Relatives form an important—even a vital—part
of recovery. If they do their task—as the doctor does his and the patient cooperates — there
may be complete assurance that the patient will be returned to a vital, productive existence.

Summary
In a few rules, the best route for family and friends to take to help the Adrenal Syndrome
patient are: First, and by far the greatest, be understanding. The more these key people
understand the patient's condition, the more they can say and do the correct thing at the
correct time. Second, this knowledge must be put to good use in the form of encouragement
they give the patient along the way of his long and arduous road to recovery. He needs
encouragement in the same way that a woman in love wants to hear the words, "I love you."
A woman can never be told "I love you" too often, nor can the Adrenal Syndrome patient or
friend be given too much encouragement. Even if you have told the patient an hour before
that he is going to be all right, tell him again because it is on these words that he must live
during an important part of the therapy program. Last, friends should help him keep his eye
on his goal; do not let him wander into different pathways. It is easy for him to wander,
because his journey is often long and, as on all long journeys, he begins to wonder if he has
taken the right road. Let the patient know that he is on the right road and that he must
continue on it to the end. If there is any doubt as to any part of his treatment, friends and
family should have him speak to his doctor, or do it themselves. Unless the physician has the
patient's confidence and the family's cooperation and assistance, recovery from Adrenal
Syndrome is almost impossible. The doctor can and must do a great deal in the treatment of
these patients; however, he is capable of accomplishing the full task only with the help of the
patient's friends and/ or relatives and, most important, with the cooperation and efforts of the
patient himself.

CHAPTER VII Stresses of the Environment — Internal and External
While many of the stresses on the adrenal patient are obvious, many stresses imposed by
environmental factors are not easy to ascertain. These stresses include those over which a
patient exercises some control as well as those of the environment which are beyond his
control. To release a patient from the grip of these stresses requires the physician's entire skill and acumen. Those discussed here can be broken down into four groups:

- Various infective states that are infrequently recognized.
- Allergies—particularly to foods and toxic fumes.
- Chemical toxicities—heavy metal and organic chemicals.
- Miscellaneous stresses.

Many of these can be considered as diseases in and of themselves, but all of them may complicate an Adrenal Syndrome case and therefore are germane to our subject. **Infective States**

The direct connection between infective states and adrenal integrity has been well documented since the earliest research on this mechanism. Dr. Sajous' research contained many references to the adrenal glands and their relationship to infection (1). This relationship may occur both as cause and effect, and it is often difficult to tell which came first—the weakened adrenal or the infection. Dr. Sajous stated that an adult with normally functioning adrenal glands is relatively resistant to infections. On the other hand, my own experience and investigation has shown that infections place a heavy strain on the adrenal glands and can precipitate adrenal exhaustion, either temporarily in acute infections or prolonged as in the case of chronic infections. Therefore, whenever possible, the treatment of infection should be directed to utilize the body's innate defence mechanisms, to strengthen and fortify these mechanisms to prevent recurring infestations.

Probably the closest most people ever come to experiencing the symptoms of the adrenal exhaustive syndrome is during the period following an acute infection. Whenever an infective state triggers the fever-producing mechanism of the body, stress is placed on the adrenal gland system. If the infection is severe or prolonged, the gland may become nearly exhausted by the time the infection is concluded. The exhaustive weakness that frequently follows a case of influenza or a severe cold is merely an instance of exhausted adrenal glands demanding time and rest to regenerate itself.

If the glands are permitted to rest and a person does not return to heavy activity until his full strength returns, the gland can return to normal and no permanent damage is done to the mechanism. However, if he returns to his daily duties before the body has regenerated fully, there are several possibilities for injury, some more or less permanent. First, recovery may be much prolonged; he may not recover fully for several weeks or even months following the infective ailment. Luckily, most people recover eventually, even if they abuse these glands. However, much inefficiency and prolonged weakness could have been prevented if they had allowed their system sufficient time to recuperate following the infective condition. In many instances, however, the patient is not so lucky. Some of those who may have borderline adrenal insufficiency can be triggered into true Adrenal Syndrome by this abuse.

In the third instance, the gland regenerates to a functioning level, but does not rebuild to its previous state. The person with this condition is able to work and perform his duties as before, but the glands have been left weakened. The next time this person is placed under stress, the adrenal mechanism may give way due to the weakening created by the previous infection. Our case history books are filled with such records. Once this adrenal breakdown occurs, a person requires the same complex treatment as any other Adrenal Syndrome patient.

**Specific Infections.** In addition to the general infections mentioned above, several specific types of infections are of great importance to the Adrenal Syndrome patient. These fall into various categories. **First,** the localized, acute infections. In this category are such complaints as boils, abscesses, streptococcal sore throat, pneumonia, cellulitis, and phlebitis. **Second,** acute systemic infections, both bacterial and viral. Here are such conditions as septicemia, childhood disease (measles, chicken pox, or mumps), and other acute systemic viral and bacterial infections. **Third,** local, chronic infections, such as vaginal infections, fungus
infections of the ear, Candida albicans infections, and herpes infections. Fourth, chronic, systemic infections, a category which, it must be admitted, encroaches upon the third group, since most modern research physicians believe that the basic infection in these instances is system-wide. These chronic infections in this last category can be either of a severe or of a low-grade nature. In our work with the Adrenal Syndrome patient, we are more interested in the low-grade chronic, systemic infections, since they are more likely to go undiagnosed and untreated.

Acute Local Infections. While acute local infections can have adverse effects on the adrenal mechanism, they are usually of a type that readily falls within the expertise of modern orthodox medicine, and today are not considered the cause of adrenal exhaustion as they were in the past. Improved sanitary conditions, the knowledge and use of nutritional compounds, particularly vitamin C, and the judicious use of antibiotics have helped mankind make great strides in overcoming these once-common causes of death. Most are of bacterial origin and whenever they appear, are usually well handled by antibiotic therapy. In our work as a natural health Clinic, we use antibiotics only when other forms of more natural therapy have not been able to correct an infection. We attempt to stimulate the body's defence mechanism to overcome acute infections. In this technique, the defence mechanism gains strength by honing the process of antibody formation and directing its own forces. All this is accomplished in the same manner that a battalion of soldiers gain skill and wisdom in fighting by becoming seasoned in battle. When antibiotics are given, the body's mechanisms are not required to control the infection, and no true seasoning of this mechanism can occur. Thus, the body's own defence mechanism remains weak and the patient is inclined to "catch" every "bug" that is "going around." In acute, local infections, whether treated by use of antibiotics or by the natural methods we prefer, the condition is usually quickly overcome and stress on the adrenal glands, though perhaps severe for a short time, is not prolonged and does not tend to cause permanent damage unless the patient does not allow sufficient recovery time after the infection has subsided. The post-infection recovery time required is similar to that described for the common cold or for flu.

The remarks concerning acute, local infective conditions also apply to the acute systemic variety, except for greater emphasis on both trying to let the body do as much of the work as it can and in allowing sufficient time for adrenal recovery following the acute stage of the infection. This can take weeks or months in severe acute systemic infection. Chronic Infective Conditions. In chronic infective conditions, the local manifestation often is but a rising to the surface of a systemic infection, and, therefore, both local and systemic chronic infections should be handled together. In the treatment of recalcitrant Adrenal Syndrome patients, the whole area of low-grade chronic infection is fertile soil for investigation. When the adrenal mechanism becomes lowered in efficiency, the body frequently loses its ability to control a group of parasitic organisms which usually abound on its surfaces and membranes. Studies with new electronic microscopes have found throughout the body almost all dangerous bacteria and viruses known to man. Most people, however, have within them an apparent symbiotic relationship that prevents these organisms from becoming injurious to their hosts. The resistance of the body—and when I say resistance I am speaking almost specifically of those mechanisms which are controlled by the adrenal glands—prevents any adverse effect from these uninvited guests. However, as a person's resistance (the adrenal mechanism) becomes less competent, either temporarily or permanently, these parasites are no longer capable of being controlled, and various forms of infective flare-ups occur in the body. In many instances, all that is necessary to control these low-grade infections is the general support of the adrenal mechanism as discussed in this book. However, in the many
instances in which the infection has achieved a toehold, this general support is not adequate, and specific measures must be taken to rid the body of the chronic, infective condition. In handling most of these conditions, antibiotics have little or at best limited use. To understand this, it is necessary to have an understanding of the basic working of the antibiotic. Despite popular opinion, antibiotics do not, per se, kill bacteria. They only prevent them from reproducing. In acute infections, huge numbers of bacteria reproduce at a rapid rate that could be fatal to the system, if not stopped. The antibiotics are used to reduce the bacterial hoards to amounts which the body's defence mechanisms can overcome. Once the level of infection is reduced to a certain point, the antibiotic effect is negligible, and only the body's own processes can eliminate the remaining infection.

The control of acute infections is treated fully in the book, It's Only Natural, and I recommend that work for those who desire more information on this aspect of natural healing. The only addition I would make here regards the use of interferon for viral infections of all types. Since the introduction of the natural interferon, I use it in all viral cases with encouraging results. I highly recommend it for all for these conditions.

In most chronic infections, the level of bacterial proliferation remains below that for which antibiotics are effective. If antibiotics are given, the most they can do is to prevent acute exacerbations, but they will not correct the chronic infection. A typical case in point is the use of tetracycline to treat acne. This antibiotic can be used to prevent severe eruptions, but it does not eliminate the chronic infection. In low-grade chronic infections, the residual bacteria, though below the level which are affected by the antibiotics, are still sufficient to cause severe stresses on the adrenal mechanism.

Many chronic infections are of the viral or fungal variety such as the common herpes and the Candida albicans infections. Antibiotics have absolutely no effect on these organisms. It would seem as if the discovery and use of wonder drugs has kept us from grave dangers of severe acute infections, only to leave us with a background of low-grade chronic infections, which are debilitating to vast numbers of our population. This subject of low-grade chronic infection is one which will be investigated for many years to come. In my opinion, many of the present enigmatic chronic diseases for which medicine knows no cause or cure are actually unknown manifestations of known chronic infections, or low-grade chronic infestations of organisms yet to be discovered.

Among the important chronic infections which are understood and are treatable are conditions caused by Progenitor cryptocides, Candida albicans, the various herpes viruses, and Staphylococcus aureus. One of the most fascinating research projects concerning these low-grade chronic infections is the work of Dr. Virginia Livingston Wheeler and Dr. Eleanor Alexander-Jackson. These two have for many years worked on a little-known bacterium called Progenitor cryptocides. Their research has proven that this agent is present in almost all human beings. Controlled in most of us, it can cause a variety of disease patterns in those who are susceptible. This organism, Progenitor cryptocides, is unique in that it is pleomorphic, that is, it has the ability to change its shape and appearance under different circumstances. Therefore, these doctors believe that it is the offending agent in many conditions for which other organisms have been indicted.

This organism is also unique in that it can be observed in the living blood of patients if a proper type of dark-field examination is made. The degree of infestation and response to treatment can be easily and rapidly monitored by this method. It is essential to be on the lookout for Progenitor cryptocides 114 infection in all Adrenal Syndrome patients. The discovery and correction of this type of infection can often make the difference between their improvement and their steady decline. The patient's history usually reveals if he is infected.
with Progenitor cryptocides. Patients who demonstrate occasional low-grade fevers for which there is no specific known cause, who have unexplained joint aches and pains that resemble what once was called a rheumatism, who have symptoms of fatigue and general lack of energy which do not seem to fit any known pattern, or in whom treatment has proven ineffective should be checked for possible infection with Progenitor cryptocides. In our Clinic, all patients who come for a general examination are given the dark-field investigation of the living blood. If we find by this test a high percentage of cryptocide organisms, urine culture is made. If this is positive, the diagnosis is specific and an autogenus vaccine (one that is made from the patient's own bacteria) is ordered. Experience has shown that while it is essential to support the general adaptive mechanism in these cases, a real cure is not usually possible until the autogenus vaccine (developed and still produced by Doctors Livingston and Jackson) is utilized.

The use of the vaccine has proven a true God-send to a large number of our Clinic patients. It has helped patients overcome many conditions that previously had resisted the best of our work and orthodox medical practices. While Progenitor cryptocides is probably the most important of the low-grade, chronic infections which affect the Adrenal Syndrome patient, there are others which can have devastating effects in specific cases. Among the newest to come to light is that of the fungus infection, Candida albicans, previously thought to be only a female vaginal infection. Through the work of C. Orian Truss, M.D., we have become conscious of the fact that Candida albicans can become a systemic infection and affect not only women, but also men. It has, as described by Dr. Truss, the ability to cause a variety of cerebral allergic reactions. It has been known to be sufficiently severe to precipitate suicide. The functioning mechanism is somewhat similar to that of Progenitor cryptocides infections, in that the agent is, according to Dr. Truss, in nearly 100 percent of our population. In most, it is held in abeyance by the body's defensive mechanism. If this mechanism becomes lax, as in the case of Adrenal Syndrome, this agent easily becomes more virulent and systemic. Doctors who have researched this agent believe that, since it is present in most vaginas, it is passed on to children, both male and female, during the traverse of the birth canal. Interestingly, symptom patterns which can be 115 produced by this agent closely mimic those of Adrenal Syndrome itself and its frequent companion, hypoglycemia. The cerebral allergies produced by Candida's toxicants produce in some people symptoms mimicking various mental derangements. Candida albicans infections can often be picked up from the general history of the patient. Any female patient who has had a history of yeast infections, and who demonstrates some of the bizarre symptoms mentioned above, should be investigated for possible systemic Candida infection.

In many cases, however, it is difficult to ascertain whether a Candida infection is systemic. Perhaps the best differential diagnosis is one using the response to specific therapy. The oral agent used to control Candida infections is an antifungal called Nystatin;2 another trade name is Mycostatin. One might consider Mycostatin or Nystatin as an antibiotic for yeast substances. Fortunately, unlike the bacterial antibiotics, these antifungal drugs have a low incidence of side effects, due to the fact that there are, as far as we know, no beneficial yeasts in the body. Unlike antibiotics which can prevent the reproduction of the beneficial bacteria in our body as well as the nonbeneficial, Mycostatin and Nystatin can affect only the detrimental yeasts.

If a patient is suspected of having systemic Candida albicans infection, a short schedule of Mycostatin or Nystatin, usually helps clear up many of the systemic symptoms. If this does occur, we can be safe in assuming that they were caused by the systemic Candida because there are no other effects of the antifungal treatment. On the other hand, if the patient does not benefit from a course of Mycostatin or Nystatin, it does not necessarily mean that that
patient is not bothered with a systemic Candida problem, as some patients do not respond to these drugs. In these cases, we use a specific Candida vaccine similar to that used for the Progenitor cryptocides, except that this is a general vaccine and not an autogenus one, as in the case of Progenitor cryptocides. This vaccine, with or without the antifungal, has proved successful in most cases. Although much remains to be learned about yeast and fungus infections, recent research has focused on the blocking relationship between Candida and hormones, showing how Candida can impair their function (11-12). As bodily hormones are excreted, they go by nature to a specific receptor site in a specific organ, similar to the way a key fits into a lock. With Candida organism, however, it is as if a counterfeit key, a hormone-like substance—such as an estrogen-like or an adrenocorticol-like product—slips into the lock and blocks the reception of the body's own hormones by an organ. Normal hormonal function is impaired. Thus, Candida albicans is now recognized as one of the mechanisms by which Adrenal Syndrome can be brought about. Now that a breakthrough has been made and Candida albicans is recognized as a source of possible chronic infection, it is hoped that more work will be done in this area.

A diet for Candida albicans patients is given in Appendix I.

One of the most common prevailing low-grade infections at the present time is herpes virus 2. There are, of course, various forms of the herpes virus, from the common mouth ulcer or canker sore, the lip lesion, known as a cold sore, to that which forms the nerve infection of shingles. The most important, however, is the venereal form, type 2, which occurs on the genitalia of both male and female. There has been a tremendous increase in this latest form of herpes due to the increased promiscuity of our sexually liberated society. Those who have read Creative Sex (13) are undoubtedly familiar with my thoughts on this subject; however, as a physician it is not my duty to moralize, but to do all I can to help my patients live more productive lives, whatever their own moral convictions.

Herpes is a perfect example of that agent which is dependent on the weakness of the general adaptive mechanism of the body. People who have the low-grade systemic herpes 2 infection know all too well that it will manifest if they eat the wrong types of foods, do not get sufficient rest, or abuse themselves physically or emotionally.

It has been my experience that the condition of the herpes is more dependent on the state of the adrenal mechanism than the adrenal mechanism is dependent on the state of the herpes. Herpes, I find, is not a particularly disabling infection to the adrenal mechanism; however, by supporting the adrenal mechanism, patients who have this infection may be helped.

Experience has proven that the herbal remedies, echinacea, myrrh, and thuja—particularly thuja—can be effective in controlling this agent, assuming that the patient is not otherwise dissipating, thereby causing undue strain on his adaptive mechanism.

Sugar also seems to be a sensitizing compound to certain forms of the herpes virus. If a patient, particularly one afflicted with fever blisters or canker sores, consumes too much sugar and an insufficient amount of phosphorus-free calcium, in the form of calcium carbonate, gluconate, or lactate, the mouth ulcers tend to manifest much more frequently.

Recently, research has shown that the amino acid, lysine, tends to counteract the herpes infection, and many authors are now recommending its use as a treatment for these chronic infections. Personally, it is against my principles to take one substance, even though it is a natural substance, out of its matrix and give it in larger than normal amounts to the body. I fear it may in turn create other imbalances which could eventually cause greater problems than the one for which it was prescribed. Time may prove me wrong.

Chronic Staphylococcal Infections. The chronic infection Staphylococcus aureus is among the most ancient of all known human infections. Usually, this is the infective organism
whenever pus is formed. The encouraging thing about staphylococcal infections is that they are generally circumscribed, that is, the body tends to wall them off so that they can be controlled. Because of this, they do not generally spread systemically. The agent may be systemic at times, but the manifestation is usually local and tends to work toward the surface whenever possible. Boils, carbuncles, abscesses, so-called "pimples," and, of course, lesions of acne are all staphylococcal infections. While these infections, like those of herpes, do not seem to have a profound effect on the Adrenal Syndrome patient who may be afflicted with them, they are certainly a stress and should be eliminated if at all possible.

The staphylococcal germ has the ability to quickly build a resistance to various forms of antibiotics. In fact, several years ago we were often accosted with the term, "Hospital Staph," which was the common name of a staphylococcal germ that had lived in the world of antibiotics to such an extent that it built up an immunity to them. Since the heaviest use of antibiotics occurred in hospitals, this was where the germ lived. During this time, hospitals became some of the most dangerous places on earth to inhabit. As a result of better cleanliness and upgraded handling of various types of disease, this situation has been better controlled. However, the staph germ still is far from being conquered by modern, orthodox medicine.

The chronic, systemic form, as is present in cases such as acne, can be controlled by various antibiotics, but cannot be eliminated from the system by these drugs. Several years ago a substance was developed that has proven useful in controlling or even curing chronic cases of staph infection. The name of this substance is Staphage lysate.4 Fully described in It's Only Natural, it is mentioned here mainly for completeness. Staphage lysate is a bacteriophage culture which helps to stimulate the body's ability to build what has been called macrophages or scavenger cells, which work to eliminate the chronic staphylococcal infection. Staphage lysate seems to have no known side effects and, for cases in which antibiotic therapy has provided only temporary results, has consistently proven successful in our Clinic. 118 Allergies and Adrenal Syndrome It is necessary to diagnose and treat an Adrenal Syndrome patient's specific allergies, although such treatment, in the beginning, is only a stop-gap mechanism until the patient's general adaptive system is built up. Only by establishing normal function in this system can the patient be kept truly resistant and free of these allergic sensitivities. Adrenal insufficiency causes allergies, and allergies weaken the adrenals. Therefore, to establish a cure, it is necessary to work from both ends toward the middle. The general adaptive mechanism must be built up to help control the allergies and the allergies must be controlled to reduce the stress on the general adaptive mechanism. Identifying Food and Other Fixed Allergies. For many years we have realized that many Adrenal Syndrome patients have shown abnormal sensitivities to certain foods. Some of these allergic-like food problems can be detected and corrected by known diagnostic and therapeutic measures. Unfortunately, however, the great majority of them remain an enigma to us. In recent years, the technology to detect these various food sensitivities has advanced greatly. One new method, the cytotoxic test, allows us to take a giant step forward in the treatment of Adrenal Syndrome and many allied conditions. Dr. John W. Tintera believed that all allergies and allergic reactions result from a weakening of the adrenal system. If this is true, and I see little reason to doubt it, it is readily understood why so many Adrenal Syndrome patients have frequent allergic reactions. The Adrenal Syndrome patient can be sensitive to many allergy-producing substances of which food allergies are the most ignored and undetected. The food allergies with which most people are familiar are those known by doctors as fixed allergies, that is, a substance which always reacts with an individual patient, whenever he comes in contact with this food, no matter how small the amount 119 may be or how long it has been since he last encountered it. For
instance, some patients break out whenever they eat tomatoes. The symptomatic reaction is of no great consequence in the diagnosis of the condition. It does not matter whether they get a stomachache, a rash, or merely become dizzy, these are individual reactions to the allergic shock to the system from the ingestion of the food. Most people who have fixed allergies know all too well which substances cause their reactions, for the reactions are usually dramatic and sudden.

As a patient's general adaptive mechanism is supported and strengthened by the procedures discussed in this book, some of the fixed allergies may improve. However, most fixed allergies are well-entrenched in the genetic structure of the patient, and it may not be possible to eliminate them in one lifetime. For comfort, he must stay away from the offending substance. Usually, fixed-food allergies are not a serious problem in the Adrenal Syndrome patient, as abstinence prevents symptoms and therefore stress. The number of fixed allergies is usually small compared with the number of cyclic allergies, which are more commonly found in these cases. A variable or cyclic allergy is caused by the short-term buildup of antibodies in the system, which are produced to react to a certain substance. They will abate within a few days if this food is not soon repeated. For example, if a person who has a cyclic allergy to milk drinks milk every day, certain antibodies accumulate in the blood, which eventually react with the milk metabolites, also present in the blood. This reaction is usually not as severe as that of a fixed allergy, but is more insidious, often producing what are known as cerebral allergies—toxic substances which affect the brain and produce a milk-stupifying effect on the whole body. This allergy can destroy that sense of well-being so cherished by us all. These antibodies will remain in the blood and the reactions will occur as long as that person continues to drink milk. However, if milk is withheld for four or five days, the antibodies in the blood will abate, for they have a short life span unless reinforced by continual ingestion of the allergic food. After a week, most antibodies will have left the blood, and so, although the person is still sensitive to milk, he could take a small amount without serious trouble. This is the mechanism behind the diet regimen necessary for controlling, and testing procedure needed to detect, specific cyclic food allergies.

Actually, the cyclic allergy is not a true allergy, but a side effect of the body's attempt at self-protection. It occurs because a weakened digestive system does not break down food particles properly and incompletely digested particles enter the blood stream. The protective mechanism of the blood reacts to them, as it would to any foreign object, by producing antibodies to rid the body of these substances. The ideal treatment for this condition is one which enables the digestive system to break down foods completely, so they do not enter the blood stream partially digested. Unfortunately, digestive weakness is one of the first products of Adrenal Syndrome. Therefore, it is little wonder that these cyclic allergies are so common in Adrenal Syndrome cases. In treating the Adrenal Syndrome patient, we must do everything we can to improve the digestive mechanism. In many instances, by the time we see a patient, the problem has been entrenched for many years, and the digestive mechanism is extremely poor. In fact, many patients can no longer digest and metabolize the nutritional substances which are essential to building the general adaptive mechanism. For these patients we must find and reduce the cyclic allergies before the digestion can be improved.

**The Cytotoxic Test.** The Cytotoxic Food Allergy Test (see Figure 2) is the diagnostic tool of choice for determining cyclic food allergies. With this test a physician can ascertain the specific food sensitivities of the patient and allow him to select a diet which will give the body an opportunity to again begin some semblance of normal function (21). Although the test, devised by Dr. A.P. Black and modified by Dr. William Bryan, has by some been criticized and described as useless and undependable (22, 23), other investigators have found good
clinical correlation for the test when used as a basis for elimination and/or rotation of foods in patients with a variety of health problems and in identifying potential food allergens (24-26). Although "false negatives" have been reported in cytotoxic testing, the test has been particularly useful as a screening method in testing large numbers of potential food sensitizers.

In this test, a portion of the patient's blood is incubated with each individual food extract that is being tested, and both are examined under the microscope. On the slide the technician actually sees the food extract attack and destroy the blood cells. The strength of this attack indicates the extent of the antibody production in the blood stream. Usually in the Cytotoxic Food Allergy Test, these reactions are rated as "slight" (s), "moderate" (m), or "Marked" (M).

From a single 10cc sample of blood, over 200 different foods can be checked for sensitivity reaction. The time involved in performing the examinations is rather lengthy, and most laboratory technicians can test no more than two or three patients in a day.

The first fifty-six substances shown in Figure 2 are always tested, as they are the most common allergens. The other foods are tested if the patient wishes to include them in his diet. Most patients, especially those with Adrenal Syndrome, are appalled at the number of sensitivities revealed by the cytotoxic test. One patient's cytotoxic test showed that she was sensitive to every food on the chart except a few items which she had never eaten in her entire life. Such test results can be depressing, unless the patient understands exactly how these sensitivities function in the body and what must be done to correct them.

To better understand the results of the cytotoxic test, I shall go through a cytotoxic test report and illustrate how I advise a patient. You will notice in Figure 2 that several foods are circled "s" for slight reaction, a few are labeled "m," one or two are indicated as "M". The rest are "N" or are unmarked. Foods with an "N" are those for which no reaction was noted under the microscope. Foods without marks were not tested on this patient because she had not eaten them. This chart, by the way, is taken from that of an actual patient and is an average cytotoxic test result.

Heading the list are several common foods, almost all of which caused a slight reaction. In fact, a great many of the foods which make up the average diet are listed here as having slight or moderate reactions. Obviously, to remove all these foods from the patient's diet—as we would with a fixed allergy—would leave this individual with practically nothing to eat. Luckily, the mechanism of cyclic food allergies is considerably different from that of fixed allergies and an adequate diet can be recommended, using the test report as a basis. The patient has forty-one slight reactions, eight moderate reactions, and two marked reactions. The patient who has more than six or seven slight reactions is considered to have improper digestion and food-sensitivity problems. Removal of all foods marked slight from the patient's diet would accomplish only temporary improvement for he would soon become reactive to the new food he would eat. That is exactly what would happen to this patient if he were taken off the reactive foods and put on "N" foods. Simply because a food is checked as nonreactive does not mean that the patient can eat it with impunity. It means only that at the time of the test there were insufficient antibodies in the blood to cause a reaction under the 121 microscope. This may occur from two causes: Either the digestive process is able to properly break down that food and, therefore, no antibodies have been produced, or the food has been eaten so infrequently that the antibodies generated have abated. Unless a patient acknowledges that he eats an "N" food frequently, we must assume that it could be reactive and look upon it the same as those marked slight.

The first thing to be learned from the cytotoxic food allergy test is whether the digestive function is adequate. As noted, six or seven slight reactions on the test generally indicate that
the patient has poor digestion; six or less slight reactions usually indicate adequate digestion, although it is to the patient's advantage to rotate these reactive foods. When a patient has a large number of total reactions, more emphasis is placed on the number of reactions than on the actual foods which caused them because the specific reactions merely indicate the foods which the patient has been eating. A patient with this difficulty usually becomes sensitive to most foods which are eaten repeatedly.

All foods which are labeled "marked" in reaction should be eliminated entirely until we are sure that, through therapy, the general adaptive mechanism has been rebuilt to a point that the digestive system can once again digest these foods. Foods that are labeled moderate should be discontinued for at least a month. If the patient especially misses any of these foods, they may be cautiously added to the diet on a trial basis at this time. However, they should not be used more frequently than once a week, and then only in relatively small quantities.

Foods labeled slight should be rotated on a five-day schedule. That is to say, these slightly reactive foods should not be used or taken more often than every fifth day. This five-day hiatus allows for a dispersal of the antibodies in the blood stream. Consider the example in Figure 2. The patient is sensitive to beef, whole egg, milk, and chicken. On Monday the patient could have chicken; on Tuesday he could have milk; on Wednesday, beef; and on Thursday, eggs. He should not have chicken again until Saturday, or milk until Sunday, or beef until Monday, or eggs until Tuesday, thus allowing at least five days before repeating any one slightly reactive food. Foods marked "N" can be handled in the following manner: If they are foods which the patient eats frequently, he may continue to eat them at the same intervals as he had at the time of the test. If, on the other hand, they are foods which are eaten infrequently, they should not be eaten more often than every fifth day. As mentioned, if a 124 specific food is eaten fairly frequently, and yet is not reactive on the cytotoxic test, the system is probably able to digest it. If an "N" food is seldom used, its antibody levels in the blood stream would be low, because not enough has been ingested to keep the antibody level high. Since sensitivity is not conclusively demonstrated for infrequently eaten foods, it is best not to eat them more often than every fifth day, for then the chances of building up injurious antibodies are minimal. Although these instructions are somewhat complex, the subject of food-sensitivities and antibody-reaction is complicated. I have tried to simplify it as much as possible and yet keep the instructions sufficiently accurate to be effective.

Patients often ask me how much of these individual foods they may eat at one time. Actually, experts differ on this subject. Many doctors feel that on the day indicated for a specific food, the patient may have as much as he wishes as often as he wishes. Other doctors believe that the amount of antibodies produced is in proportion to the amount of food ingested, and, therefore, recommend that any individual food be kept within fairly reasonable limits. In practice, I have found that a patient must discover limitations for himself. It depends on foods available and how severely the diet is restricted. In general, I advise patients not to overindulge in any one food but not to eat so little that their diet becomes burdensome. Much of the developmental work with this type of food-allergy testing was done by the psychiatrist, Dr. William Henry Philpott, who worked out a four-day food-rotation diet which takes into consideration specific foods and, also, specific families of foods for which there might be some cross-sensitization in patients (27-28). Our modification of this four-day-rotation plan is included in Appendix I. We find this plan of use to many patients, particularly since it gives information on the food families. Some patients are so sensitive that even though they stay away from a certain food, if they use a food of the same family, they may sustain antibody reactions. This plan need not be slavishly followed. It is presented only as an example of a diet which does allow a five-day
hiatus between the use of certain food families and yet offers adequate nutrition and substance.

Other Tests. Other allergies may affect Adrenal Syndrome patients, and tests have been developed to detect most of these. The four tests available to us are provocative testing, the RAST Test (Radio-Allergo-Sorbant-Test), the eliminative-diet method, and skin tests. 125

Provocative Testing. Sublingual provocative testing, a method made popular by Dr. Marshall Mandell of Norwalk, Connecticut, consists of placing the patient in a contamination-free environment and putting extracts of various substances under the subject's tongue or injecting them into the arm (29-30). The physician then watches for several minutes and notes specific reactions. If reactions occur, the doctor can use a homeopathic dilution of the same substance tested, in an attempt to find a specific desensitizing dose. For example, if a patient is being tested for gasoline fumes, a certain extract containing this substance is placed under the patient's tongue. After a few minutes, if the patient is sensitive to the substance, he starts to display a variety of symptomatic reactions, such as headache, dizziness, sleepiness, numbness, strange sensations in different parts of the body, or any one of the innumerable allergic-type reactions. When these begin to occur, and if it is desired to desensitize the patient from the specific substance, different homeopathic dilutions of the substance are placed on the patient's tongue. When the proper dilution is found, the patient's symptoms disappear almost instantaneously. Apparently, in these cases, the homeopathic medicine has the ability to affect the general adaptive mechanism so as to counteract the specific symptoms of the symptom-causing extract.

This system has certain limitations, some advantages, and several disadvantages. The most important disadvantage is that only a few substances can be tested at a time. It is a time-consuming process which requires a trained professional to observe the patient under the influence of the allergen and select the proper desensitizing dilution. By comparison, results which can be obtained in a single day using the cytotoxic test, could take several weeks or months when using the sublingual procedure. It does, however, pick up FIXED allergies which the cytotoxic test does not.

Perhaps its greatest use, and the use for which we employ it, is to differentiate from among a few substances which are suspected as being troublesome. If we can narrow down possible sensitivity-producing substances to three or four, the provocative method can be very useful.

This test also allows us to develop a specific desensitizing remedy for any substance to which the patient may be sensitive. There can be circumstances in which a patient simply cannot remove himself from an environment to which he is sensitive. With the sublingual provocative test, we are able to discover a desensitizing agent and thus frequently allow the patient to continue in his present employment. The patient would use this agent whenever he comes 126 into contact with the offending substance. None of the other methods of testing has this option.

RAST Test. The RAST Test, unlike those previously mentioned, is a standard test performed by most large clinical laboratories. Both the cytotoxic and the RAST tests use blood specimens for testing purposes. The RAST Test can determine fixed-allergy sensitivities while the cytotoxic test discovers cyclic allergies. The RAST Test is one of the few objective tests for fixed allergies. A disadvantage is that only a small number of substances can be tested and the cost for each item is high, compared to the cytotoxic test.

The RAST Test does have a place in the treatment of Adrenal Syndrome patients, not as a screening test, but to help differentiate among a few specific substances. The following substances are now being tested by the RAST method: Almonds, barley, brazil nuts, coconut, cod fish, crab, eggs, hazelnuts, milk, oats, peanuts, pecans, rye, shrimp, tea, wheat.6 Presumably, in time more substances will be added to make this method more
useful. Food Elimination Diets. A useful method of allergy determination is the elimination diet. Many well-known doctors, such as Dr. Arthur L. Kaslow, of Santa Barbara, California, who is famous for his treatment of multiple sclerosis and similar degenerative diseases, believe that this test is the most practical method of allergy determination. He and other doctors believe that they eliminated technical error by working directly with the patient's physical response. The elimination-diet method is usually pursued by placing the patient on a fast for forty-eight hours and then gradually introducing certain foods which are known to be of a low-allergic nature. If there is a reaction as food items are added one by one to the diet, the reactive food is noted and eliminated. In the Kaslow method, which is probably the most advanced, this process is continued until twelve foods which the patient can tolerate without symptomatic difficulties are determined. These twelve foods are then rotated in a fashion somewhat similar to the four-day rotation diet. This pattern is continued until the patient shows improvement. As improvement progresses, other foods are added to the rotation pattern as long as they do not cause an adverse effect on the patient's condition.

This list represents the foods currently included in our RAST profile. Other laboratories may have slight variations, but basically the pattern is the same. The Clymer Medical Clinic is the only East-coast-based clinic authorized to offer the complete Kaslow treatment for chronic disease. This method of food desensitization through the eliminative diet has been very effective in many cases of multiple sclerosis and other chronic diseases.

Skin Testing. While the older skin patch method of allergy testing has fallen into the background with many doctors because of the development of the newer methods, it has many uses still, especially for inhaled antigens. These include the common pollens, grasses, and some of the reactive chemicals. The skin test is of little value for food testing, as the accuracy level is low in comparison with the methods already described.

Airborne Allergens. The influence of airborne allergens on the Adrenal Syndrome patient must also be considered. Reactions to airborne allergens can be due to various inhaled substances, such as bacteria, molds, house dust, feathers, or pollen. Most of these cannot be eliminated from the environment except by the most drastic measures, such as moving away from an area that may have a high pollen count or having special, expensive equipment installed in the home to keep dust and mold to a minimum. In some cases such measures may be essential to control the allergy, but in most instances supporting the patient's general adaptive mechanism is sufficient to lessen his sensitivity to the allergy.

One item useful in protecting sensitive patients from inhaled allergens is a mask which has proven helpful against inhalants, including common household chemicals and tobacco smoke. The real problem is to convince patients to use it.

Control of individual particulate matter, i.e., bacteria, small dust particles, or pollen, can be maintained by the proper conditioning of the lining mucosa of the nose. This lining contains thousands of little hair-like projections called cilia which are designed to expel any small particulate matter that are harmful to the organism. When working properly, the cilia have an interesting action—they sweep in only one direction. They erect themselves and sweep outward in one motion. On the return motion, instead of sweeping back like a windshield wiper, they become limp and move back slowly, close to the surface of the mucous membrane. In this manner any small particles which might be inhaled and caught by the nasal mucosa are gradually moved to the front of the nares and out by the normal functioning of the cilia.

In many persons who have inhalation allergies, the cilia no longer function properly and, in some cases, may be almost functionless. This is yet another effect caused by a breakdown of the general adaptive mechanism and is most commonly seen in patients with rhinitis,
sinusitis, postnasal drip, and so-called allergies. Upon examining the nasal passages of these patients, the doctor finds a shiny, glaring, red surface rather than the pink, velvet-like membrane of the normal mucosa. He sees at once that the surface has become denuded of cilia, and any foreign particulate substance which enters this individual's nares is easily absorbed into the system since there is no mechanism to prevent it. This foreign substance can set off an allergic reaction, thus causing no end of trouble and further breakdown in the general adaptive mechanism. As the nares' cilia become less effective, more allergic substances enter the system which further depress the adaptive mechanism which, due to its general weakness, cannot support the mucosa of the nose, and around and around the cycle goes.

Fortunately, an effective treatment now exists for overcoming this difficulty by which cilia of most nasal-allergy patients are returned to normal function. The treatment consists of two parts: First, patients are put on a low-mucus-forming diet with a special supplement program designed to supply the body with the elements necessary to rebuild the injured mucosa. The supplements contain natural antihistamines and other substances to help control symptoms while the rebuilding process is under way.

The second part of the treatment is a unique method of therapy developed by two young eye-ear-nose-and-throat physicians who, in a truly brilliant move, found a way to use a common household appliance to treat one of science's most baffling conditions. In an experiment to find a method of reactivating the nasal cilia, they discovered that if a normal saline solution is pulsed at a specific frequency over the membranes of the nose, the solution stimulates the cilia to action, cleanses the mucus, and helps regenerate the nasal membranes. While searching for an instrument that could be used to pulse the solution, they came upon the standard tooth-cleaning WaterPik. They designed a special tip for this appliance and tested it on a group of patients. The results were almost universally successful. After perfecting the special tip, which is plugged into the handle of the instrument, they released their discovery to the medical world. While most orthodox physicians find the procedure alien to their normal training and are not inclined to attempt its use, those who have used this appliance have found that it is the most successful instrument yet devised to decongest the nasal membranes and regenerate the cilia. I have seen patients with nasal allergy of many years' standing who have had little relief from other therapies return to a near-normal status within a short time on this therapy. Chemical Toxicities

Adrenal Syndrome can be adversely affected by many types of toxic substances. These can be divided into two main groups: poisonous substances which are completely alien to the system and have a direct destructive effect on the protoplasmic material of the body and substances which are beneficial in small amounts, but which become toxic to bodily functioning in high concentrations. The first group can be further divided into those which occur naturally and those which are man-made.

All drugs used in earlier medicine were derived from Nature, because man's skill and expertise had not evolved sufficiently to allow him to construct such substances from basic elements. Some of these natural drug substances, such as belladonna and digitalis, and the heavy metals, which will be discussed shortly, are still used today in medicine and can be toxic if not carefully controlled. Fortunately, the Adrenal Syndrome patient is usually free of most of the conditions which require use of these naturally occurring toxic substances. The possibility of drug toxicity should not be overlooked if a patient seems strangely refractive to therapy.

Several common drugs that are detrimental to Adrenal Syndrome are used daily by much of the population. Adrenal Syndrome patients must stop or severely curtail their use of these
drugs if they are to improve. Caffeine has a short-term stimulative effect but a long-term exhaustive effect on the adrenals and must be eliminated before any real progress can be made. Not only should coffee, tea, and cocoa be eliminated from the diet, but also such products as Anacin, No-Doze, and all caffeine over-the-counter drugs should be omitted. Nicotine, another naturally occurring substance, is decidedly toxic to the Adrenal Syndrome patient. Therefore, the smoking and/or chewing—which is not a forgotten art in this country—of tobacco is a "no-no" for Adrenal Syndrome patients. These detrimental drugs will be discussed in greater detail later in this chapter.

Foods of the nightshade family (eggplant, peppers, potatoes, tomatoes) have been pointed to as affecting certain arthritic patients adversely. Possibly, because of the alkaldoid nature of their components, they may also have a detrimental effect on some cases of Adrenal Syndrome. In my experience, this is not necessarily a strong factor, but it should be considered if the more common stresses in an unresponsive patient have been exhausted.

While the above-mentioned naturally occurring toxic elements are important in the treatment of Adrenal Syndrome, the body at least has a fighting chance to detoxify these substances to a greater or lesser degree, since these compounds are a part of our ecological environment—we were both created by the same God and came from the same evolution. Man-made organic chemicals, however, are another matter entirely. With these, chemical companies have "for better living through chemistry" created a group of environmental poisons which are unique to our sphere, alien to the basic ecology of the body, and, therefore, in many instances, devastatingly toxic. No doubt they constitute an important factor in the general deterioration of our nation's health. There is not a great deal I need to say on this subject, for authors with far greater skill than I have written many books on the problems of these man-made toxic chemicals. Some of these substances, such as DDT and TCP and dioxin, have become so infamous that even our sluggishly moving government bureaucracy finally stepped in to limit or discontinue their use.

The profusion of these man-made toxic substances is so great, their distribution so wide, and their effects on the human organism so ubiquitous and insidious that only rarely are we able to point to a specific patient and say, "Ah, yes, this is the TCP toxicity," or "This is the BHA toxicity." Man-made organic chemical contaminants are not easily detected because their chemistry is changed once they enter the human body. Their effect on the body is also difficult to ascertain because of the complex nature of the body's enzymatic mechanisms and their interplay with the chemical compounds. It is this indistinct relationship between the absorption of these chemical horrors and symptoms of their toxicity which allows this "greatest of all crimes against humanity" to continue. Because their effects are insidious and subtle and because it is difficult to point to any one substance or manufacturer and say that that substance is the culprit, manufacturers of these death-dealing compounds are able to continue their production until the damage created by their substances has become so obvious that all can see and be affected. By this time, great injury has been done. Even then, when one compound is removed, the manufacturers will produce others to take its place which may have even more harmful effects, only to be discovered at a still later time. So on ad infinitum. 131

There are only two ways to combat these undiscoverable toxicities. The first is to avoid contact with the toxic substances, and the second is to foster an aggressive program to support those mechanisms in the human body which are designed to detoxify, however possible, these destructive compounds. While the man-made chemicals are not within man's ecospace, the adaptive system of his body can, if strong and expertly fortified, provide him
with some protection.

At our Clinic, we make an exhaustive examination of our patients' dietary intake and general environmental life patterns, suggesting changes we feel will help remove such organic toxins from their foods and general habitat. If the toxic situation is severe, we bring the patient into our Clinic and place him in a specially prepared environment which is as free of such toxic contamination as we can make it. At the same time a special program designed to stimulate and regenerate the detoxifying mechanism of his body is begun. Using these methods, we are able to produce results that have astonished and pleased not only the patients and their families, but also their previous physicians.

Of the enormous amount of disease now present in this country due to the toxic effects of these man-made substances only a minute portion is treated as such. Most of these effects are being treated as some form of emotional or psychological disorder for which more such organic chemicals are prescribed in the form of tranquilizing agents and antidepressants. Hardly a day goes by in our Clinic but that we see pitiful patients who have lost control of their nervous system and have constant involuntary muscular contractions due to long-term use of these two types of drugs.

Of all the insidious dangers to which we, as a people, are subjected, this one creates within me the greatest fear. No one knows what the long-term effect of this multiplicity of man-made toxic substances will produce on future generations. Only within the last forty or fifty years have we been able to produce such a plethora of toxic substances. It will take several generations to even begin to understand the effects such a poisoned world can have on people. When the final results are in, those well-meaning scientists who perpetrated this travesty will be long in their graves, but wherever they are, if there is justice in the universe, and I'm sure there is, we can but offer for them this prayer, "Lord, forgive them, for surely they knew not what they did." The damaging effects on humanity of such men as Genghis Khan, Hitler, and Stalin must be looked upon as infinitesimal beside the deadly human destruction of such misguided misanthropes.

By this time you are undoubtedly asking yourselves, "What can I 132 do to prevent such chemical invasion of my own body?" First, read all labels carefully. Accept nothing with any form of additive unless you know the additive to be safe. Practically no man-made additive is safe, no matter what the Food and Drug Administration may say. Absolutely no one knows enough about the chemistry of the body to know what will happen when we ingest a molecular structure that does not occur in nature. All man-made substances which are ingested, applied, or inhaled by the body must be suspect. All forms of aerosols, hair sprays, toothpastes, antiperspirants, preservatives, colorings must be suspect. There is no such thing as an artificial coloring that is not toxic to some degree. One must go out of his way to purchase food and drink which is as close to its natural state as possible, as little processed as possible, and with as few additives as possible. Any other attitude is self-destructive.

We should work in our communities to reduce environmental poisoning. If each community will control the companies and factories in its own area, then and only then, can we have a clean world. There is no industrial production or process that cannot be carried out safely if the people involved are willing to spend the necessary time, energy, and inventive skill to do so. However, it will not come about unless we, as an outraged public, demand it. One cannot count on the good intentions of business.

No one is more dedicated to the free enterprise system than am 1.1 am wholly dedicated to the American dream and the principle of self-determination. However, when any company, in the name of free enterprise and in the search for profits, starts polluting the water I drink and the air I breathe, it has overstepped the bounds of its rights and is infringing upon my rights. 1
have then not only a right, but a duty to myself, to it, and to the country as a whole to see that it ceases this destruction of our environment. It is encumbent upon us all to do what we can to reduce this chemical exposure to an absolute minimum in our lives and in the lives of those we love. It is also important that we become a voice, a conscience, if you will, for our town, our state, our country to work for laws and programs which will help to reduce and eliminate this chemical contamination. The American dream of opportunity also must carry with it the assumption of certain responsibilities. Unless this is done, it is not a dream—it is a nightmare.

Heavy Metal Toxicity. Of all the toxicities that can affect the Adrenal Syndrome patient the toxicity produced by an excess of the heavy metals in the system is probably of greatest significance. Such heavy metals include copper, lead, mercury, cadmium, nickel, aluminum, and arsenic.

Many of the classical philosophers had a concept in which they referred to the "microcosm" and the "macrocosm," the macrocosm being the world and universe at large, and the microcosm, man. According to this philosophy, the microcosm was identical to the macrocosm except it was in miniature form. In their view, man had within him every element and substance which was present in the larger macrocosm; the proportions were also similar in that elements rare on earth were rare in the human body. I am not personally adverse to this concept and feel that even in the case of such heavy metals as mercury, lead, and cadmium, a minute amount may be useful to the human body. When these small amounts are exceeded, however, serious toxic effects are produced in the system.

There is no doubt about this relationship in the case of copper, selenium, and nickel. These elements are vital to the functioning of the human body. Recent research in Mexico and in the United States, for instance, has shown that a common type of heart disease, present in this part of the world, is directly related to selenium deficiency (35). It is also known that elevated selenium causes specific toxic effects. In working with these metallic elements, a tight rope has to be walked to create the proper chemical balances within the body. We need enough, but not too much. If deficiencies occur, certain diseases can ensue; but if excesses occur, toxic effects will be produced that are particularly detrimental to the adrenal patient. The heavy metal toxins, though not as insidious as the man-made organic chemicals, are an important part of our toxic environment. Fortunately for us, it is possible by the use of tissue analyses to discover these toxicities. Toxic metal poisoning of an acute, massive nature has been known for some time and has been treated by orthodox medical technology. The chronic type of heavy metal toxicity has largely been ignored. However, with the greater perfection of tissue analysis methods available, even the most hidebound, orthodox medical practitioner can no longer afford to discount such toxic problems—which have become an important part of medicine and are an answer to many present medical enigmas. The patient with unexplained symptoms and difficulties who has not been checked for metal toxicity has not had the best of modern medical diagnosis. He should have such test at his earliest convenience.

Lead. Lead is one of the most common toxic metallic substances with which we deal. Acute lead poisoning may occur in children who eat leaded paint, painters who are daily exposed to this substance, or persons who work in battery factories and other areas where large amounts of lead are utilized. Such massive toxicity is usually detected before the patient comes to us, so we see few of these patients. The best treatment for this condition is EDTA (ethylene diaminetetracetic acid) chelation. Many chronic lead toxicity cases are found via hair analysis, and as these cases can mimic the symptoms of Adrenal Syndrome, they are of great importance. When an elevated amount of lead is found, we carefully investigate all possible sources of contamination. Where necessary, we make a test of the elements of the patient's environment, such as well water, home-grown fruits and
vegetables, and other ingested or inhaled substances which may be unique to this person. Certain brands of bone meal have proven high in lead. It has been my experience that one must look with great diligence for such sources, as often the toxicity comes from the last thing one might suspect.

I shall never forget a patient from an ecologically concerned family who had moved to a mountainous area of Pennsylvania to "get away" from industry and contamination and to raise their own fruits and vegetables. After the family had been in the mountains a while, their health gradually started to deteriorate. Heavy metal analysis of their bodily tissues showed an overabundance of lead.

Try as we would, we could not discover the source. Finally, in desperation, we asked the state agriculture department to check the levels of heavy metals in their home-grown fruits and vegetables. The amount of lead in this produce was found to be well above accepted levels. After giving up home-grown fruits and vegetables and following a concentrated detoxification program, the family regained health. To this day we are not absolutely sure of the source of the excessive lead in the home-grown produce, but apparently their garden was located in a position so that as automotive or industrial fumes were blown across their mountaintop, the lead precipitated onto their growing greenery. This example shows the insidiousness of the pollution of our environment. The program we use to detoxify chronic lead is as follows: The ingestion of cooked beans (one-half cup daily), vitamin E (up to 800 I.U. daily), B-complex, vitamin C (1000 mg three times daily), vitamin A (25,000-50,000 I.U. daily), and the following oral nutritional detoxifying agents: 1) sulfhydryl amino acid-based products (one to three per day, i.e., methionine, cysteine), 2) deodorized, allicin-free garlic preparations (three to six daily), and 3) broad-spectrum fiber products (bran) (three times daily). (See Appendix III for further information about lead toxicity.)

Calcium, zinc, chromium, manganese, and selenium also provide protection. Calcium from nonmilk sources is preferable, however, as milk products can increase lead absorption. The use of distilled water should be considered as long as the essential minerals are replaced during detoxification, with a multimineral preparation, one to two tablets three times daily, i.e., Seromins. If the condition does not respond to oral medication, as checked by follow-up hair tests, intravenous (EDTA) chelation should be used. In severe cases of lead toxicity, the change in personality after chelation is often dramatic. Mercury. Mercury, though not as common a contaminant as lead, frequently appears elevated in mineral testing. Such toxicity generally results from the overingestion of tuna or swordfish, but occasionally its cause is cosmetics manufactured with ammoniated mercury. If a patient with high mercury content is placed on a no-tuna diet and the general detoxification regime, as suggested above for lead, his mercury level usually drops to normal in a relatively short time. If he, like myself, is a great fish eater, he should eat the smaller fish, for the smaller the fish, the lower the amount of mercury. In my experience, while no heavy-metal poisoning is without its adverse effects, elevated mercury levels do not seem to produce as severe an effect as do elevations of lead, cadmium, aluminum, and copper. Other sources of mercury toxicity are listed in Appendix III. Cadmium. Used as a protective covering for metal objects by various industries and in automobile tires as well as in paint, cadmium is a toxic element which has become of greater importance of late. Cigarettes are also a source of cadmium. Most authorities find it difficult to eliminate cadmium as long as a patient is a cigarette smoker. Toxicology tests reveal that cadmium, microgram for microgram, is far more toxic than lead. Therefore, in elevated cadmium, every effort should be made to find and eliminate, if possible, the source— these sources, along with some of the toxic effects of cadmium, are given in Appendix III. Aluminum. Aluminum is another common toxic mineral. The main sources, in our experience, are the aluminum chlorhydrate of antiperspirants, the aluminum
trisilicate in various antacids, the aluminum salts in double-acting baking powders which are also 'Prepared by Seroyal Brands, Inc., P.O. Box 6500, Concord, California 94524. 136 present in most over-the-counter bakery goods, and aluminum cookware. The worst offenders are the antiperspirants. For patients with elevated aluminum levels who use these preparations, we recommend they change to one that does not contain aluminum chlorhydrate. These are available through most health food stores. Read the labels carefully, however; recently a recommended brand has added a new aluminum compound to its formula. Aluminum is aluminum. Beware and reject any product with it, no matter the nature of the compound. Aluminum is toxic to the brain and the most frequent symptoms of such toxicity are premature senility and loss of memory. These cases are common in our practice; unfortunately, once the memory loss and premature senility have set in, it is difficult to reverse the symptoms. However, stringent elimination of all aluminum sources and a careful detoxification program can do much good in these cases. Nevertheless, it is far better to prevent this toxicity than to cure it. The treatment of aluminum toxicity is somewhat more difficult than that of some of the other heavy metals. Several researchers have found beneficial effects with the general detoxification regime recommended above plus the addition of homeopathic aluminum in low potencies. (See Appendix III.) **Arsenic and Nickel.** Arsenic and nickel are rarely found in elevated amounts in patients. If they are, a careful search must be made for the source, the most usual of which is some form of industrial contamination. Nickel, at times, is found to be high in heavy cigarette smokers. It seems to come from the paper. The cure is obvious. (See also Appendix III.) **Copper.** In discussing these toxic metals, I have purposely left copper for last, because its relationship to Adrenal Syndrome is substantially different from that of the other heavy metals. Elevations of the metallic substances previously mentioned cause added stress to the system which must be corrected before a complete resolution of Adrenal Syndrome is to be expected. They are, however, not by their nature directly connected to Adrenal Syndrome. True, elevation of lead and cadmium can cause symptoms which mimic Adrenal Syndrome, but this is basically a problem of differential diagnosis, not one in which there is a direct relationship between the disease and the metal levels. This is not true concerning copper. An elevated copper level often indicates a metabolic defect, which is directly related to Adrenal Syndrome. 137 The most common hair test pattern observed among Adrenal Syndrome patients is one which presents elevated calcium, copper, and magnesium levels and depressed sodium and potassium levels. The elevated copper is not essential to this diagnostic pattern, but when it is present, it reveals that the patient has Adrenal Syndrome symptoms and that the elevated copper will complicate treatment. Many researchers feel that the mechanism which creates the weakness in the general adaptive mechanism may also create a fault in the body's ability to eliminate copper and, therefore, it accumulates in the system, creating the problem. This excess copper can create a symptom pattern which parallels that of the hypoadrenal, creating not only tiredness and exhaustion, but also various forms of bizarre mental and emotional reactions. Dr. Carl C. Pfeiffer and his group at the Brain Bio Center, Princeton, New Jersey, found that patients with this condition often exhibited symptoms similar to those of schizophrenic patients (36). Our experience confirms these findings. There are two types of copper toxicity: that which comes from increased ingestion and that which comes from defective elimination. The first type is not necessarily connected with the Adrenal Syndrome, but the second is. Patients with either type suffer from high copper levels, but the second much more than the first. In both cases the first essential to treatment is the reduction of copper intake. As far as detoxification treatment is concerned, zinc and manganese, which are antagonistic to
copper, are given in large amounts along with a high potency form of rutin, which tends to counteract the adverse effects of copper on the body. These are usually combined with the ingestion of two quarts of distilled water a day for a month to help leech the toxic metal. Such treatment is usually extremely effective, although in certain cases it may have to be continued for several months before it has its required result. (See Appendix III for further information.) **Hair Contamination.** Our mineral tests measure elements present in the hair of our patients. It's always possible that the substances we find in the hair may be contaminants and not truly representative of the environment within the body. Especially is this true of the toxic metals. It is Clinic policy to confirm elevated toxic metals found in our hair tests by rechecking with pubic hair. Pubic hair, always or almost always being covered, is usually safe from environmental contamination. About half of our toxic head hair readings prove to be contaminated, as evidenced by comparison with normal pubic hair readings. About the only time pubic hair tests fail is in the 138 prepubic child and in those who swim in pools. These pools, to retard algae growth, use copper sulfate which shows in both pubic and head hair. In both of these instances we take retests with finger- and/or toenails.

**Miscellaneous Stresses** There is no end to the catalog of stresses which may affect the Adrenal Syndrome patient. The list is as long and extensive as the imagination of man himself. Certain additional stresses which are not well known, but which have proven to be important causative factors for many Adrenal Syndrome patients, must be mentioned. Fluorescent Lights. In the light spectrum of most fluorescent lights certain light frequencies are powerfully strong while other frequencies are extremely weak. This produces in a graph of these light frequencies various so-called "spikes," sudden spurts of light energy produced within a narrow frequency range. Experiments, reported in such prestigious magazines as Scientific American, demonstrated that abnormal light patterns emitted by fluorescent lights are detrimental to the glandular system of the human being, in particular the pituitary gland. These investigators discovered that many serious health problems may ensue from living or working in an environment of fluorescent lighting (37-39). The ideal light for man's glandular system, as determined by their research, is daylight. Incandescent light, that is, the regular light bulb, while not equal to daylight, does not have the spikes of the normal fluorescent lighting and, therefore, is not as dangerous as fluorescent lights and can be recommended above them for indoor lighting.

One of the companies that produces fluorescent lights, Duro-Test Corporation, conscious of this problem, has produced a tube known as "Vitalight," in which every attempt is made to produce a spectrum of light as closely resembling daylight as possible. That they have succeeded may be shown by the fact that their Vitalite can be used as the exclusive light source by which to grow healthy plants. A patient who is susceptible to Adrenal Syndrome can be severely affected by an environment in which he is exposed to ordinary fluorescent lighting. The best solution for the person who cannot change his employment is to substitute the Vitalite fluorescent tube for an ordinary tube. Almost all patients who have done this have reported improvement in their general health and, in particular, freedom from headaches which had often afflicted them.

Manufactured by the Duro-Test Corporation, 2321 Kennedy Boulevard, North Bergen, New Jersey 07047. 139 **Alcohol.** Alcohol is basically a vasodilator, which tends to open or dilate the blood vessels. In persons afflicted with Adrenal Syndrome, the vascular system is already too dilated by the nature of the disease, and alcohol in any form further aggravates the condition. The Adrenal Syndrome patient, therefore, should abstain from alcohol totally. Not only does it have a direct adverse effect on his neuroglandular condition, but the lack of control precipitated by its effect on the brain centers often leads the patient to activities which produce compounding stresses he would have avoided were it not for the effects of alcohol.
Drugs. Most patients with Adrenal Syndrome have been given various drugs by physicians to help allay symptoms which are part of the syndrome. In the long run, the amount of stress induced in the system by the drug usually far outweighs any symptomatic relief received. The most common drugs given are the antidepressants and tranquilizers, either separately or combined. In my experience, until the patient is weaned from these drugs, a total cure of Adrenal Syndrome is not possible. However, because of the semiaddictive nature of these compounds, care must be taken in the withdrawal procedure. I have seen cases in which we were unable to discontinue tranquilizers for six months because we had to change the patient's unstable, dependent personality before we dared remove this last crutch. We find, in our practice, that patients often use any form of stimulus they can to realize some relief from the grinding exhaustion and cerebral dysfunction inherent in Adrenal Syndrome. They guzzle large amounts of coffee, smoke frequently, swallow tranquilizers and mood-elevating drugs in an attempt to give them some semblance of normalcy. Although the effect of these substances is to give temporary succor, they produce a long-term deterioration of the condition and recovery is impossible until they are eliminated. Usually they must be withdrawn one at a time. If a patient is on three crutches, and we remove all three at once, he will fall flat on his face. It has proven most effective to conquer one habit fully before attempting to work on the second and so forth. Coffee. Coffee drinking, like so many habits which afflict mankind, has created much controversy about its constructive or destructive nature among health authorities.

Some consider it a mildly stimulating healthful drink. Others have indicted it as a probable cause of heart attacks and strokes. While there is no consensus of opinion as to the general value of coffee drinking, there is a consensus of opinion as to its effect on the Adrenal Syndrome patient. Because of coffee's short-term stimulating effect, but long-term debilitating and exhausting effect, on the adrenal glands, it is one of the first habits that the Adrenal Syndrome patient must give up if he is to improve. Not only is the caffeine detrimental—since even the decaffeinated variety is injurious to the adrenal patient—but coffee has a specific affinity for the adrenal glands and must be considered the chemical stress par excellence for these patients. In a patient who uses coffee, alcohol, cigarettes, and antidepressant-tranquilizer drugs—a surprisingly common combination, by the way—coffee is always the first substance which I suggest be discontinued. Of all of the above-mentioned substances, it has the most direct and profound effect on the adrenal mechanism. For those who feel that they must have some form of hot drink to take its place, we recommend the cereal "coffees." The ideal substitute, however, is a brew made from licorice root powder, obtainable from most health food stores. Properly flavored, this drink is not only tasteful, but contains specific substances which have an extremely beneficial effect on the adrenal glands. When the patient substitutes the licorice root tea for his coffee, fortuitously he not only manages to give up a harmful habit but also to take on a beneficial one by the same act. Cigarettes. While few other physicians have mentioned cigarettes, per se, in regard to the adrenal glands, experience has shown that this habit adversely affects the syndrome. Adrenal Syndrome patients who smoke improve only up to a point, and no further, until they are able to give up the tobacco habit. Once they abstain, normal improvement again continues until the condition is resolved. The pharmacology of cigarette smoking is not as clear or as well documented as that of coffee. It seems to have a somewhat similar effect as this latter substance in that it produces first a short-term stimulation and then a long-term deleterious effect on the adrenal mechanism. The discontinuance of coffee can produce strong withdrawal symptoms in Adrenal Syndrome patients, but the avoidance of smoking rarely produces these effects. For this reason, I withdraw coffee first, to remove the greatest
stress first before I concentrate on the cigarette habit. 

Complicating Conditions. 

Because of the frequency with which a physician encounters Adrenal Syndrome, he must exercise restraint to keep from using this diagnosis too freely. There are other conditions which mimic the adrenal symptoms. Many of these conditions may be found in conjunction with Adrenal Syndrome and may require specific treatment before the patient can make the proper progress. Among those are hypothyroidism, myocardial weakness, and B-6 metabolism deficiency. Hypothyroidism. The lowered thyroid function is frequently induced by the weakened adrenal. This tendency is discovered by the screening blood test made at the beginning of the Adrenal Syndrome patient's care. If the physician is still in doubt, the acciliometer and/or the Barnes temperature tests may be made (40).

If these tests demonstrate a thyroid deficiency, a low dose of thyroid gland, either the fresh extract (Proloid)11 or the dried (Armour),12 should be tried. If the diagnosis is correct, the patient should notice improvement in a week or two. 

Myocardial Weakness. Another condition which can be an added stress to Adrenal Syndrome, or a condition by itself, is mild myocardial weakness. The weakness of the heart muscle, or myocardium, may be such that it is not sufficient to cause the classic symptoms of congestive heart disease, such as shortness of breath, edema of the extremities, and severe exhaustion, but is sufficient to cause a lessening of the body's efficiency, mild states of exhaustion, and other symptoms which may closely mimic those of Adrenal Syndrome.

While the more severe of these patients can be detected by careful analysis of their electrocardiographs, the EKGs of many of the milder cases do not deviate far from normal; therefore, the milder cases may not surface during a usual examination. In our Clinic, careful analysis of the heart using a sensitive phonocardiograph (an instrument that records the sounds of the heartbeat on a graph rather than the electrical potentials as does the EKG) discloses most of these cases. Weakening muscular contractions of the heart are displayed quite accurately by the phonocardiograph. 

Patients with this condition have benefited from using glucoside-rich nontoxic herbs to support the heart action. The best combination "Prepared by Parke-Davis Division, Warner-Lambert. 201 Tabor Road. Morris Plains, New Jersey 07950. l2Prepared by Armour Pharmaceutical, Executive Office, 303 South Broadway. Tarrytown, New York 10591. 142 is a remedy which contains one part Cactus grandiflores to five parts Crataegus oxacanthus. This remedy not only is useful and harmless, even when given over a long period of time, but also has proven to be an excellent tool for the differential diagnosis of this condition. Whenever I have a borderline case, not sure if the heart is involved, I test by giving the proper dose of the Cactus- Crataegus mixture for one month and then discontinue its use for a few weeks. If, during this period, the patient improves in strength and general functioning ability, but then begins to regress a week or two after the discontinuance of the herbal remedy, it is an almost positive sign that he has a minor degree of myocardial weakness. Since the Cactus-Crataegus mixture is completely nontoxic, and well accepted by the sensitive system of the Adrenal Syndrome patient, if there is any question that an Adrenal Syndrome condition might be complicated by a weakened heart muscle, the Cactus- Crataegus mixture should be used. 

B-6 Metabolic Defect. Two recent tests have been added to our repertoire to allow us to measure a new factor in human nutrition: the mauve factor test and the X-K procedure. Both of these tests measure an excess of waste produced because of B-6 deficiency, dependency, or malassimilation. These products are porphyrins in the mauve factor test and xanthurenic acid and kynurenic acid in the X and K test (41, 42). The mauve factor (or kryptopyrrole) often is found in the urine of patients with adrenal dysfunction as well as in patients with mental disorders. Deficiency of vitamin B-6 causes excessive spillage in the urine of the X and K acids which
indicates a blockage in the pathway of the conversion of the amino acid triptophane to the neurotransmitter serotonin. The products of B-6 metabolism are vital to proper brain functioning. If they are deficient, the mind is fuzzy, depressed, and in many ways similar to that encountered in Adrenal Syndrome.

Since we do not as yet know the exact defect in metabolism which causes this unavailability of the B-6 metabolites, we must treat this condition by supplying the end products of this breakdown, pyridoxal-5-phosphate, and L-cystine. When these are supplied, the metabolic defect is circumvented, and the brain once again receives the food it so desperately requires. If this malabsorption has been of long duration, it can take some time before the brain can recover its integrity, but perseverance with the remedies will be rewarded.

It is not known whether Adrenal Syndrome is the cause of this effect, but the frequency with which it is found in these cases is certainly suspicious. 143

Summary
Many environmental factors create stress in the Adrenal Syndrome patient—factors of which the patient may not be aware. Included are infective states, allergies, chemical toxicities, and miscellaneous stresses. Among specific infections which may have untoward effects on the Adrenal Syndrome patient are acute local and chronic infections, of which Progenitor cryptocides and Candida albicans can be especially deleterious. Allergic reactions may now be tested in a number of ways, and methods have been devised for protecting against airborne allergens. Heavy metal toxicities may affect Adrenal Syndrome patients—including toxicity to lead, mercury, cadmium, aluminum, arsenic and nickel, and copper. Miscellaneous stresses may be caused by fluorescent lighting, alcohol, coffee, drugs, cigarettes, or by complicating conditions such as hypothyroidism, myocardial weakness, or B-6 metabolic defects.

CHAPTER VIII
A Final Word
There can be little doubt that Adrenal Syndrome is a viable, demonstrable condition. Nor is there doubt in my mind, after detailing its effects for nearly twenty-five years, that the number of its victims increases with each passing day. Harold E. Buttram, M.D., in his recent book, Vaccinations and Immune Malfunction (1), expressed the opinion that one of the major causes of this proliferation may be infant malnutrition and the assault to the immune system by the multiple vaccinations given early in life. If his conclusions are correct, and his logic is difficult to refute, it is hard to explain how any of us escape this energy-sapping problem.

For instance, if a child who may have inherited a tendency toward weak adrenals from his parents, is brought up on the now-popular commercial infant formulas—which are severely deficient in natural food value, the adrenal weakness has little chance to improve. If his already crippled immune system is then assaulted by injection of multiple vaccines into his blood stream bypassing his natural defences, his immune system is forced to expend much of its reserve vitality to build antibodies for diseases he may never encounter.

By the time this child enters school and is exposed to the multitude of viruses encountered there, he is frequently a ready victim, due to the fact that much of his defense mechanisms have already been committed by the previous vaccines.1

144 As shown in Dr. Buttram’s book, Vaccinations and Immune Malfunction, according to the one cell-one antigen rule, once an immune body (plasma cell or lymphocyte) becomes committed to a given antigen (vaccine element), it becomes incapable of responding to other antigens or challengers. In the use of the multiple vaccine usually given in childhood, great sections of the immune cells are forced to be committed to the injected antigens (vaccines). These cells can then never be used by the body again to fight any other disease than those now committed. This would not be bad except it has been shown that the vaccination method is extremely wasteful of the immune cells, and many more cells are required to produce immunity from vaccination than are required by natural immunity. It must also be
remembered that many of the diseases for which children are vaccinated are not ones usually encountered today. But our antiquated vaccination system, more political than medical, forces the immune system to waste many valuable cells, thereby leaving the child with a lowered defence against the real enemies he will meet. 145

Should such a child be so lucky as to survive to puberty, the added stresses on his glandular system at this time are usually the final blow to the adrenal. In a real sense he never really becomes a whole person but is crippled by Adrenal Syndrome before he fully becomes an adult. Unfortunately, this history is not theoretical. It is the exact story I have heard from thousands of patients. Once this scenario has been enacted it can be reversed, but only by great efforts on the parts of the doctor and the patient as described fully in this work. Adrenal Syndrome is no myth. It is one of the more common consequences of our modern unnatural life. Too long have we as a society assumed that we could abuse the gifts of Nature and God without feeling the result of our disobedience. Our bodies contain marvelous systems for repair and protection, but unless we wake up and learn to respect and husband them, we will soon find that it is not as now a large minority who has Adrenal Syndrome, but the majority. Should we allow this to happen, we as a nation would fall easy prey to those peoples who, like the Huns of old, have followed the more natural laws of life. 146